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From the Editor
Change is difficult to see and accept, especially accept with a common perspective of

future needs and goals. At its best, doctrine provides a common approach to thinking
about the effective use of military force, but realizing this optimal condition takes time and
effort. Beginning this month. we are expanding our format horizontally to include more
than a single theme each month. This approach will allow for a continual debate of multi-
pIe important themes throughout the year.

Consider the impact of change, force projection and operations other than war from US
Army Field Manual (FM) 1(X--5. Operations. 14 June 1993. One way to pick your wAay
through the fog of an uncertain future is to look to the past for navigational aids. We are
pleased to offer, as our lead article, "Ulysses S. Grant and America's Power-Projection
Army." by General Gordon R. Sullivan. Sullivan uses an analysis of Grant's success in
picking the strategic keys to victory at the dawn of modem warfare as just such an aid.

The next two articles in the continuing FM 100-5 theme are "Foixc Projection: Essen-
tial to Arny Doctrine," by Lieutenant General John H. Tilelli Jr.. and "Light Forces in the
Force-Projection Army." by Lieutenau.t General Robert L. Ord Ill and Major Ed Mornslon.
Tilelli's analysis of torce projection uses the Mobility Requirements Study tand the Annv 's
Strategic Mobility Program to explain the Army's application of lorce projection from the
national strategic level. Ord's article. oii the other hand. approaches force projection fromn
the operational and tactical perspective ol thie US Patcific Command. The remaining article%,
in this issue examine a tiew of the complications involved in conducting operations other than
war-a certain role in an uncertain future. We invite you to take a new look at the problems
of urban operations, religious and ethnic conflict and the complications of organiied crime
that have escaped the confinement and solutions of the Cold War calcutlus.

The letters this month address the militaryu-media relationship. A \isiting fello\\ who
has been researching US military-media relations writes to counter Major Melissa Wells
Petry's "Reporters as the Guardian of Freedom." This letter and Wells,-Pctrv's rcsponse
offer an interesting exchange. In an age of instant communication. the lpotential for " ide-
spread news coverage with signilicant effects on military operations is an imrportant parl
of the future environment of leaders at all levels.

I was reminded of this mnedia reach andl temlipo because of if Acl hi,/ linl.% article
printed on Sunday,. 5 Decembler. about at Military Review author who. unknown to us \when
we accepted and printed his article, is apparently a paranoid schiophrenic. The nev,,
angle %as not that hle w-as mentally ill but that lie was an alleged tenorist anld murlderer.
known by the FBI. who succeeded in publishing an article abOUt p~omable nuclear \ capo),N.
The stor, was picked tip by tlite E/iv Bird in tie Pentagon on Monday. folloed b\ an
Associated Press story on Tuesday and (as I leared by E-nmail and phone ,•as seen, read
or heard on CNN. CBS. National Public Radio and papers in both Europe and Japan (S.wv\ . -d [d
and .Sripe.). San Francisco. Indianaplolis. Tidewater, Virginia. uld w&ho knows \% here else I .. I...,
by Thursday of the same week. Because of my media training. I could respond quickly
and conlidently, but still I was surprised at the speed and scope oflthc coverage. This incon-
sequential encounter with the media encourages me evcn more to ad\ancC the media
training in our Combal Training Center% and Battle (Command Training Programs exercises,
as an important skill Ior the consequential encoulnlltlr's of the InfOritalion Age. )ility odes
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Media Coverage Unfair of school deputy commandant was reserved, on a
Editor's Note-Thefilhlowing letter is in response rotational basis, for an officer from one of the Latin

to an artich'le that appeared in the 9 Autgust 1993 American countries that sent students, beginning
i,,,%it ,f Ncwswcck which painted a pic:urc of the ;vth Columbia. The position currently belongs to
School (I the Americas (SOA) as being a training the Chilean army and, in 1994. will be occupied by
ground for despots antd human rights abusers. The a Costa Rican colonel. In addition to US militaryr
authors are currently enrolled as students in SOA's officers, Latin American officers are assigned to the
LS Army Command and General Staff College. faculty as instructors to educate and guide the stu-

dents according to US Army doctrine. These indi-
Over the past 47 years, more than 56,000 individ- viduals. both officers and noncommissioned offi-

uals have graduated from the School of the Americas cers. represent different specialties from the four
(SOA), the majority of whom have distinguished branches of the armed services and serve two years
themselves as soldiers and citizens in their own coun- at the SOA. where they share the same responsibili-
tries. Many of these graduates have held significant ties and rights as do their US colleagues. The school
positions in their homelands---10 became presidents also maintains a body of 40 guest professors, with-
of their republics, and 38 became defense ministers, out whom it would be impossible to meet the train-
Many others have held important positions in the ing establishment's objectives and to continue its
public and private sectors. While it is apparent that teaching program in Spanish as the official Ian-
some graduates have not always followed the proper guage. SOA also sends its instructors to the regional
precepts of military ethics that are taught at SOA. countries to evaluate the military schools' develop-
they represent a small fraction of the individuals who ment of joint and combined military exercises.
have received military training at the school. In 1984, after having trained more than 4').t(X)

There is much confusion, both here and abroad, students from nearly every Latin American countr%,
about what SOA is and why it exists. At the end of SOA suspended its teaching activities as a result of
World War II. several Latin American countries the 1977 Panama Canal treaties and relocated to the
requested that the United States provide instruction Continental United States. When the school
on equipment maintenance and on those aispects of reopened its doors, this time at Fort Benning, Geor-
military doctrine that might be applicable to their gia. it retained its traditional mission: to promote
own regional needs. From this emerged the decision military professionalism. to foster cooperation
to establish a school It) train Latin American militarv between the armed forces of the Western Henm-
personnel, mainly in the areas of engineering, main- sphere and to share US customs and traditions with
tenance and management. Latin American military members and their lami-

The initial site chosen for this training center was lies. The move to Georgia brought about another
Fort Amador in the Panama Canal Zone. The change: SOA now belongs to the US Army Train-
demand for training continued to grow. based on the ing and Doctrine Command. rather than the U, 'S
success of the initial courses. Soon. other Spanish- Southern Command (USSOUTHCOM). Neverthe-
speaking countries were invited to participate and less. it still maintains a special relationship with
additional subjects. such as road constniction, USSOUTHCOM to ensure that the school continues
excavation of artisan wells, jungle operations, water to meet regional security objectives.
crossings and map reading were added to the curric- To this day, new courses of instruction are being
ulum. Later. as it outgrew its original facilities, the added to satisfy training requirements. In December
school was transferred to Fort Gulick on the Atlantic 1991, in response to the need to provide pilots and
side of the isthmus, where it occupied hospital lacili- helicopter maintenance personnel, the Helicopter
ties built (luring World War Ii. Field instruction was Battalion School was created. Based at Fort Rucker.
conducted in a w(xxled,. swampy zone that was Alabama, it provides flight training. C Company of
slowly urbanized by the school's students, who later the same battalion is located at Fort Eustis, Virginia,
turned it over. completely developed, to the (una and is responsible for teaching subjects related to the
tribe for use as a residential area. maintenance of helicopters.

It was while at Fort Gulick that SOA adopted its The US Army Command and General Stafl Col-
current name and its logo. "One for All and All for lege (USACGSC) course is also taught at SOA. It
One." It was also during the Fort Gulick era that an prepares military leaders from the region to conduct
important precedent was established--the position joint and combined arms operations according to
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universal military professional principles and doc- mitted along the way, but only those who attempt
trines. The course, which both Latin American and great undertakings risk making such errors. The fact
US officers attend, has evolved without modifying that some graduates have gone on to do wrong does
the basic parameters imposed by the USACGSC, not mean that we should jeopardize the school's pres-
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. It provides Military Edu- ent and future stability by submitting to pressures
cation Level 4 and Joint Professional Military Educa- imposed by isolated circumstances which in no way
tion Phase I credit. SOA has, however, given its affect the global nature of the system. Ultimately,
USACGSC course a regional focus and an incom- individuals are iesponsible for their own actions.
parable continental perspective with its program of SOA meets challenges on a daily basis that stem
conferences that include presentations and frank dis- from its mission, and it meets them with pride, trust-
cussions from a wide variety of important people. ing that the American hemisphere is a living and
Included. among others, are ambassadors from area growing democracy and that the school's graduates
countries, members of the US Congress, Latin are an important part of its defense.
American diplomats and members from the Organi- LTC Victor M. Gonzailez, Mexican Arms'
zation of American States, military officers from all CMDR Juan Obdulio Sainm, Argentine Gendarmerie
countries sharing in the American way of life, clergy MAJ Steven M. Seybert, US Army
from different religions, military officers with expe- MAJ Victor Edwin Vargas. Bolivian Police

rience commanding troops in times of crisis. human School of the Americas, Fort Benning, Georgia

rights activists, members of the business sector of
regional countries, university chairpersons and dis-
tinguished journalists. During these conferences. Military-Media Argument Flawed ,19
there is ample opportunity to debate and discuss Last year. in her February 19)93 articlc. "Report-
subjects of vital importance to the region. ers as the Guardian of Freedom." Major Melissa

The contribution the school makes to the perma- Wells-Petry argued that the press deserves little or
nent defense of democracy as a form of government, no consideration from the militar---especially in
as well as its contribution to human rights within the wartime combat situations. In essence. Wells-Petry
context of the law of land warfare, is particularly worth asserts that all media complaints against the military
mentioning. Taking advantage of the guest speaker are ideologically motivated, therefore the com-
program. mentioned above, as well as a structured pro- plaints are ill-founded and thus not worthy of ,eri-
gram of courses that deal with ethics and military val- ous attention from the militauy.
ues. both the students who attend the school on a rcgu- She believes "four primary assumptions underlie
lar basis and the professors who teach them are the media's arguments that . . . the press must have
enriched by the free and open discussion of ideas. unfettered access to militar% operations and uni't-

Courses are managed by academic departments tered ability to report those operations." Her argu-
that are responsible for training in joint and combined ments atgainst and conclusions about these four
operations, tactical operations. special operations and assumptions are misplaced and. if followed, would
civic-military operations. anmong other subjects. exacerbate military-media relations, most likely
Latin American and LIS students alike attend the damaging the public's image of the military.
majority of the courses, indicating that the instruction "Assumption /. V'e absence offrc7ort'rs equals
is neither elitist nor exclusive nor, more important. thte ahsence oftruth." Wells-Petry states that truth
any different from US Army doctrine. For example, does not depend on the presence of reporters. and
the course on Advanced Combined Arms is equiva- consequently, pool arrangement limits (such as
lent to the Advanced Combined Arms Officers' those in the Gulf War) do not suppress the truth. She
course of the US Army Infantry School. Their ranger is right that the pi'csence of reportcrs does not guar-
course also has the same rigorous mental and physi- antee that the truth will necessarily come out. How -
cal norms as the US Army Ranger course. ever, rhetorically. we could ask: Does the absence of

It is only logical to imagine that maintaining an reporters guarantee tnrth? No. of coursc not. On a
institute of such magnitude is costly. Nevertheless. more fundamental level, the United States is a
although the school has grown. its budget continues democracy. and in a democratic society, the press
to decrea.se. In Fiscal Year (FY) 1993. it was $4 rnil- must have the freedom to choose what to report and
lion. In FY 1994. it will be $2.9 million (principally how to report it.
allocated for Foreign Military Sales and the Intema- By deciding what reporters could see. the pool
tional Military and Education Training Program ). structure created the impression. if not the reality, of
The cost of the teaching establishment is shared by a selective, partial and perhaps misleading presenta-
all participating countries. lion of the situation on the ground. The pool arrange-

We can say without hesitation that. after nearly 50 ments did not enable the press to make its own
years of SOA's continuous work and contributions to choices, which might have differed from the mili-
the regional nations, the benefits reaped are many. It tary's. For example. the pool system sent Peter
is possible that significant errors have been com- cottintld off lwgC 66
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Ulysses S. Grant
and America's

Power-Projection Army
General Gordon R. Sullivan, US Army

wIEF ND ourselves today at the nexus of
V two great transformations. The first is Grant had no "theory of industrial

social, economic and technological: the in- age warfare" upon which to draw, but he
formation age emerging from the industrial, had good "strategic sense" and astute
The second, international and political: a yet- political instincts. Furthermore, he had a
to-be defined international order replacing the "genius"forfinding a solution to a com-
bipolar Cold War system. We also find our- plex problem that had never been solved
selves at a time of shifting national priorities and before, then doggedly seeing the solution
fiscal difficulty. The confluence of these trans- carried out... . These qualities, this genius,
formations and changes identifies this as a allowed him to see clearly enough to craft a
period of historic transition. Practice often leads workable solution to the strategic problem
theory during such periods, for the future is too for which he was responsible.
uncertain to be precisely defined or estimated.
The US Civil War was fought as the industrial
age began to mature-a period of historic social, federacy's main armies and its war-making
economic and technological transition. We have capability-infrastructure, agriculture. trans-
taken counsel from the way in which General portation system and manufacturing base.
Ulysses S. Grant dealt with such a transition as Second, Grant realized that he could not annihi-
we deal with ours. late his enemy by a single decisive battle. it I

On 3 May 1864. just 53 days after being would take a campaign. Grant expanded the
placed in command of all the Union armies, understanding of annihilation by linking battles
Grant began what may have been the first cam- and engagements conducted by his subordinate
paign of the industrial age. Prior to this cam- anries into a single, coherent campaign that
paign, annihilation was understood as the encompassed the entire theater of war. In doing
destruction of the enemy's army accomplished so. he became what we now call an "anny group
via the classic Napoleonic decisive battle. In commander," broke the Napoleonic paradigm
fact. one could argue that up to this point, the US that had governed military thinking from the
Civil War was little more than a series of loosely beginning of the 19th century and ushered in
connected battles, none of which had proven to industrial age warfare.
be decisive. By the end of Grant's campaign, While we cannot document whether Grant
this classic understanding had been supplanted understood explicitly that he was at the cutting
by a new understanding-a historic transforma- edge of military art, he was certainly aware that
tion in the conduct of war had taken place. what had been tried before--the old paradigm. to,

First, Grant expanded the understanding of use contemporary terms-was not working.
"annihilation" to include destruction of the Con- This awareness is revealed in Grant's assessment

MILITARY REVIEW e January 1994



had no "theory of industrial age warfare" upon
I ~which to draw, but he had good "strategic sense"

and astute political instincts. Furthermore, he had
. a "genius" for finding a solution to a complex

problem that had never been solved before, then
.. i •, •, doggedly seeing the solution carried out. He did

not have a theory of industrial age warfare, but
- - thes qualities, this genius, allowed him to see

clearly enough to craft a workable solution to the
strategic problem for which he was responsible.

Two features of the plan are important. First.
Grant identified the armies of Generals Robert
E. Lee and Joseph E. Johnston as two of his main
objective points. Lee's army was important be-
cause it personified the rebellion and protected
Richmond, Virginia; Johnston's. because it pro-

. ' tected one of the major transportation hubs of the
south-Atlanta, Georgia. In addition, Grant had
to make sure that the two armies did not merge,
for if they did the war would exceed President
Abraham Lincoln's acceptable political and
economical limits. His third objective point
concerned resources, the war-making capability
of the South. Grant's campaign would attack
selected portions of the infrastructure. agricul-[Grantenvisioned acampaign- ture. transportation system, ports and manufac-

not a battle---as the way to achieve victory. turing base of the Confederacy. In the words of
He conceived of one unified campaign his final report: "I... determined ... to hammer
throughout the depth of his theater... continuously against the armed force of the

a campaign that tied together the activities enemy and his resources." 2 Grant knew that heof all his armies... land] realized that must not only destroy the main Confederate
"it will not be possible to unite [his subor- armies, but also destroy the capability of the
dinate armies] into two or three large Confederacy to raise and maintain armies.

ones .... But, generally speaking, The scond tisportant leature of Grant's plan

concentration can be practically effected was that he ond i mpaign-nola
by rmis m vig o te iteror f he as hatheenvisioned a camipaign-not aby Armies moving to the interior of the battle-as the way to achieve victory. He con-

enemys county." ceived of one unified campaign throughout the

depth of his theater of war. a campaign that tied
together the activities of all his arnies. The

of the situation when he assumed command: scope of this vision was unprecedented. He
"The opposing forces stood in substantially the realized that "it will not be possible to unite Ihis
same relations toward each other as three years subordinate aniiesI into two or three large ones.
before. Befor this time ... various armies ... But, generally speaking, concentration can
had acted separately and independently of each be practically effected by Armies moving to the
oilier, giving the enemy an opportunity often of interior of the enemy's country." 3 This realiza-
depleting one command, not pressed. to reinforce tion is vital, for it shows that Grant was not think-
another.... I determined to stop this."' Grant in, of the classic battle of annihilation. Rather,
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•~~~~~ I:-•"•• rgpps 0f tho 3d1 Armored

,•7•.. amsttn ir FrceBase,
••'• ••,•...Germany for a REFORGER

emucise, 14 September 1982.

[For] 40 years, we studied, in an increasingly detailed way, Soviet tactics, equipment,
operational style and overall modus operandi. We trained "against" this enemy . ... Jand]
"fought" the land campaign in countless exercises .... So compelling was this vision, that

RCforces were "capstoned" to plans with an implied certainty that, in retrospect, seems al-
together unreal .... "lWorld War III" would have been an updated version of World War I/-
more "high--ech,"perhapsfasterpacedandlikely nuclear. But it would be a war generally

recognizable to Generals George C. Marshall... Erwin Rommel orZhukov.

his was a radically new vision: one of "practical'" operational ob jectives. idcitification of his main
concentration---or concentration of effects in el'ort and the missions of each of his, uNordi-
today's jargon. This also enabled Grant to stay nate theater armies. This plan unified the efforts
fc-cused on his strategic aim. vet accoimmodate of all toward common objectives. Grant's end-
both change and failure. Atter Shenran okkk state conditions and operational objectives
Atlanta. for exainple. he was to move against remained constant from start'} toiinish: Ills mLans
Mobile. Alabama. When conditions changed, varied as the situation directed. During the con-
Grant's plan was flexible: Shernan marched to duct of the campaign. his subordinate,, exercised
Savannah. Georgia then north through the Caro- their initiative to take advantage ofopportunities
linas. When Benjamin Franklin Butler failed to unforeseen at the start of the campaign, but none
attack Richmond quickly after his movement up ever strayed from the obJectives identified in
the James River and ended up on the defense. Grant's overall vision.
again Grant accommodated this development. Since Grant never claimed to hxe much of a

Grant sought not merely to exhaust the theoretician. we will never know whether he
South's will to fight. His goal was annihilation, understood that his I 64. campaign was rexolu-
to break the military power of the rebellion and tionary in nature. Buti Grant did know the -'old
bring the Civil War to a close on Lincoln's way" would not work. So he applied his strate-
terms. And the campaign plan that he developed gic sense, political instincts and problem-
was well thought out. solving and leadership skills to the situation in

The importance of Grant's campaign plan which he found himself. lie crafted a workable
cannot he overstated. In this plan are combined solution to the strategic problem berore him.
his strategic aim, military end-stale conditions, Theory followed practice. 4
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Anry developed ;i wquentLCia! orpecrilionl Coll-
The social, economic, technological cept: the fight would initially include for" ard -

and international, political transformations deployed Regular units "ho would be rein-
are challenging the Army to change the forced first by Continental United State,, -haed
way it operates. We are meeting those Regular units using pre-po`,itioned equipnment.

challenges. We area different Army that then bv mobilized units from the Re,,crxe CoN ml-
we were when the wall came down.... Like porents (RCs).

Grant, we are shaping the situation in For the nevt -I() years. ykC studiCd. In an
which wefind ourselves, doing what works increasingly detailed wa.,. Soviet tactic`. Cuip-
given the problems we face. We are under- rnent. operational ,4tyle iýP, I overall ,,Ii ? o;-p,v
going a paradigm shift and trying to look Midi. We trained "aaint" thi, cnlm. \,c

into the future to see what information age created a world-class So\let m otori/ed r1-t1c
warfare is going to be like. regiment to fight "against'" our forces at the

National Training 'Center, Fort Irhk in, (aliflornia.
We scripted and rehears'ed our hattlc plan, in

Change general defense plua battle book,,. terrain kalks
Metaphorically speaking. we find ourselves and field exercis,,e. WC "1.ought" the land canl-

today in a situation similar to Grant's. The paign in countlies exercises. ,ihlattion,,. ork-
social, economic, technological and interna- -lhops aid niposiun,,. Ve codilied our praL-

tional, political transformations are challenging tices and rehearal, in doti iine: de\ loped
the Army to change the way it operates. We are tactics, techniquCs a.lnd procedurcs: orani/cd
meeting those challenges. We are a different and cquippedl our torce: and prepared our logI,,-
Army that we were when the wall tcarne dowvn. iics system and stockpiled ,uttppliC,,. So comllx, -
We are continuing to change. In some \\ ays. we ling was thi,, vision, that RC fornc, ,% ,rc **(- cap-
are on the leading edge of the revolution in Iiiili- stoned" to plans, v, ith an implied certaint\ that.
tarv affairs. Like G(rant. %C are shaping the situ- in retroslpct. ,eCCmS altogether unrLeal.
ation "i which we find ourselves, doing what TO b" bur,. there \\Cerc units of the ('Old \'ar
works given the problems we face. \Ve are ArnN wvho,,e focus \\ a,, \\hat \me called "',,
undergoing a paradigin shiIt and trying g to look i ntelnsit\ Conlllict.-' bhil t1 1 c cone btl thLN 11iat
into the future to see what information age war- the primar\ locus of the 1I S A.nM dutring the
fare is going to be like. We are not "aitinm, for Cold War %,tas the Soviet thracat in E1urope.
a tull articulation of a theorv of infomiatioit aue -'World W:u Ill" v1ould have bel.en an upLdated
warfare. Nor can we vwait: we are tioving out. version of WVorld W.,ar II- -.more "higi -tech."
Practice is leading theory. perhaps faster paced and likcl\ nuclear. But it

The Cold War Army was a "'consequencei of would be a war gen,..lIl. recognizable tii (GcLI-
a particular set of post-World War II historical cralsN George C. Marshall, gglt I). Eisen-

and technological condition,. Initially, these hower, George S. Patton Jr.. Field Marshal,, Sir
condition,, remained somewhat uncertain. Bv Bernard L. %Montgoinerx. ir\win Rommenl or
1950, the set of conditions against wxhich we Zhukov. Thle Ann\ -- both Acti e Conmpoinent
would have to create our Anny started to clarify. (AC) ;uid RC-was raised, Cquipped, deplo'.ed.
Our enemy would beI the Soviet Union. its allies organized. trained. educated. suslaineld, re-
and its surrogates. Our war would be global and sourced aund conintluld and controlled \\ ith tlls,
possibly nuclear, with the main theater in war ill mind.
Europe (or at least we thought thai the initial Although the Cold War Anil\ tought other
emphasis would be in the Europem theater). and wars. its fIous w, as on Europe ard "tile big one.*"
within a well-defined alliance syslem. Further, Europe was the worst-case scenario for which
we assumed a strong American economy and a the Amly had to be prepared. All other scenar-
relatively cohesive society. To fight this war, tile ios were "lesser included''" iissions that we
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The fog of peace may clo ud our vision of the future, but we can see clearly enough
to know that our potenlial enemnies-orpotential allies for that mailer-will range fromn
"armies" of agrarian societies. religious groups, tribes, guerrilla bands or clan leaders to

"indlustrialarmties" of nation-s-ýtates to "high-tech*forcesv"of post-inidustrial. knowledge-
based societies ... Thus, tihe doctrine, leadership and organization of today 's power-

projection Army require a degree of versatility notftireseen during thre (old Wiar.

Co ulId take care of %k. Hii ttc force st ruct ure ad~l m alx characlricri stits the po st (Col d \\ d I ranL-
equipmelnt needed forth [lie nrih.iamicl\x sIti I flpriL i iV III Mli .1 %C find iid Ll rsc" '. C Itxk

the %k.artight Iin FurNp. ('crIauIvl. thc (oId Wav had its shaic 0 LvlIC

[hli' \kzas~ tile (Cold \Vat paradficui. It 1t tIlt' it\. lBut In toxwoild. [it, areas ofl tL11CCI-

realities ot wts da\. Frvomt rekclaii knoxi. Ii till.x are' xi idei'Inard llearlx\ (I1IrLIs\ able. lothxjý.
conditions. the Arm\% dcxclolped. then hmc xxCL.110 cn ot ~reca,,t V. li aml (Ii-Lic' Ot ccLilaink

tuned a sci of proi'Seis raii\IL.U C(qLLippiILL2. the thelejtc III V. hid) \\C i' i\ beX' CMI)IoMi't. the
depltl\ .ng oigIi/inL traiing IklI11tiCL llli ( rtc IIUICC onition,' Utiiide \01,1 \lklV.i

',uStairlir2. rcsoutrcinuL ad i ol cliflilLnkitlc' andt xx Ill (i'li.liei 5i'Lleit'ICi of opivaiIls. that tV.

controlling that built thc ('old War Arn\. hliv xx III folIlox or \x here ouri t\511 V.IllII oIldt Inthe
relationship ani( ng thi' kIIOI ix.i LOlI( lit lii. I Itv o perat I ional tOI1111 IL Ill. \C (tol 101 tknll\\ t hc IaC -

prolcesses ind thc CoIlid Wkar A*\rm\ vx i ssi'ntI .L . aIIL. i'tj Li 11tIL o. perationlala ISt\ Ic and mxc rill

The kind fri .'\nn xxhuilt durin! thle C old Wkar mpoth LL% 114/ OfIWL/ Ot I in 'lCIMl. \\k' call ticithlc
wkas den vatiiv of ithe co ndit ioIns ill Mu ch xxi.' Script inor re'hearse out lLr aiI' luls
expected to use that Ann\ and the proce'sses xxe -oa' hss for pmlatitil! Is rkIi'aixcl
develoiped t( buil it (1i. 'Thc C old Will Annrll had ititk n ii. it s cc mntpare to thi'e ri'latii c' ''nok Ll ns''

a consliderth~ile eýrc of !lcxihilitN. flexihil itx ol the C'oltd War. Flils is the' essecei ofl our
gainedl prinmri[N through its sivc. Amiv 's pnirafigl shilt. ,llIll othe p~ro'css h\

T1he rclativeix known co~nditiolns upon \xxhich whlich we built the ('old War A'nn\ assutiicd at
the C'old War Armly xx as buitlt ame tno longler relatix'elN knowtii set ofl \ariiabli's. flat fund&-

valid. Ambiguity aind uneetlaint\ itre the pri - mneital planning assumiptioni is gone.
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T1he processes that built the Cold War Armx' as it is. we could prepare tie Arim for the
will not produce a power-projection Anny. wrong war. Ifwe postulate a set of knowns and
Processes that were desiizned. honed and fine- build] a force optimizied agamnst that set, we risk
tuned for 40 Years against a relatively known violating, Michael lhoward'sý primec princii Ic
set of variables will not work Linder the wider that during. tinie s of' peace, annies cannot get
degree of nearly unresolvable uncertainty that "it" too badlNy wrongP' Prior to World War 11,
we nowk are experiencing. Somec wxill suggest a thle Amniy had years to miove froni its interwar

state of trainincg al( aaiiyt htrquiredl
to fight the war. Such a luxu~ry ito longer exists.

The reality is: the use of RC and Ormzn"udreteeuietit.sc
AC simultaneously-4his is happening as we face today mnakes little strategic senlse.
right now. Todaiy, solders of all three The fog of peace nilaV Cloud our vision of the

components, civilians and contractors are future, bu~t w\e can see `clearly enough to kilo%\'
deployed around the world on operational that our' potential enenilis--or p~itntial allies

missions. This pattern will continue, for that miatter-wkill rance from "annics" of
America's Army will grow moeseamkess. agrarian societies. religious LcOls hhs 'ir

rilla band s or clan leader,, to-industrial anulies''
of, nation -states to ''hicli-tech foirce",* ofpot

nek\. set Of '-knlowns" Upon wkhich, in their view. industrial. knlo'..Licde-based societies. \lost
v.'e should build thle Anil\. Such a Succe~stionl is likely, '.'.e \k'.ill faice a mix. Wec also kniow that
SeduICti\C . for the processes that weC used to '.. e muIst be prepared to fight InlZll an I' II nubrOf'
build thle ('Old War- Armly will wkork Using MI\ CultuiralI. cliiimact ic and political en.i rorncll let

etof "kno'.kus"-for the processes designed to Thus,. thle doctine,1C leadership and orcani/ation
trk ffr( m that kind of start point. Ift'. eC ',Li'- of, todfay' s I ser - project it n Arim req uiic i

cI[iii tb o ur i iisat i1C able qust for certaii lt anid degreeC Of \ersat ilit'. 110t f~ resee1 ti d 1L't thle
post sili se of''ko'.. n'' o tat ur laning ('old War. 'I lie ariet\ Of inissiolls. rance of

prtx.csses, '.'.ll '.'.ork. '.'.c '.'. ll ha'.c been skills and reduced b~udeets deinaaods at di ffercilt.
seduced. No set of ''krio\\' us'' can relet cc[tie and closer, relationship amiong, the AC' and RC
essential realit\ i (itior post (Cold Wa r pe rioid ft wees. All I til, is is c lear eog to Use Il oTi -
ifl trail sit itl uncetrlitainii . Cunrent plans atd ulCxcrc i ses. Trhe esserntialI real -

Th is unicertai itt' result'It frot tiitlie t ''.o g~reat itk Of Our pI)st -('0m1d V'.ir pent)( (d if tnusit ioll is
trailsfo nnat it os n o%%' unft mld iii . as well as the unea i'.but that un11cri ai nt is absoll tc.
sh i Iinrg nat it ial priO i ties aind fis1cal dillftc lt iCs. L ike G rant. '.'. e I 1'. a cart ipaigni pl an. It
It '.kould be comuforting and expedient tol posth - descrilxes ho'.' %%c. k\' Ill tranlisinin ourselves lint(
late somec set of ktioris Irorin '.. ich weC could thle I ýS.\nlm' of tile 21 st ccentur".. Our plan Ulin-
derive and build Amierica's p-o'.'.er- project itl lies tile effoils of all to''.aid corlirlitiu ob~jec-
Amivk beccause Ill dloitic- so '.e '.'.ould be "\rif\- tik.es. No doubt '..e %\'.ill lia.c tol adjust as tile
ing," the adaptabi lit\ o f tou s'.ste is to tilie ne'.' situnat ion decxc tps arid all leaders '.' ill hlav.e to
poist ('old WVar ent'.irtnitlirt. [lut it '.' ould be use their inlitiative to take advan"tage of opportu 1.-
wrt'ni for twot re.asons. First, weC '.vitld not1 be nities unforeseen at the start of tile catllpaigri.
fInctinL real it. Whatever set Oft kni iws onc W'hlile our cati lpig n plan is flex.i ble as, to how,
p istulates '.'ould notm reflect tile c:;scntlal reality weC Will Inlov to'.'.ard ou~r objectives, it is fixed
with whlichl we haime to conltenid in tile post ".ithi respect to thle ob 'jecti'.es it identifies and
C-old War period -- that we do ntot kntlw against the tiiission we wkill accorllplishi (wse fig. 1.
wkhomn we will fight, where, w;hen, howx or cexer
with whimin, Strategic urncer'tainty and amnbrgu- Growth
itv is the essential characlteistic (if our world. hlie U.S Army is crowing, but not iii the
Wec rllust learn to deaf with reality' as it is. not ats sense of gettilg, l'arger. Rather, ill(the senlse (if
wc.. wvant it tom be. Second. in not facing reality "prolgressive de~velo~ptniet.- We are resisting
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Campaign Plan: America's Army of the 21st Century
Communications Plan
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the immediate tendency to find some newb"et *-Prevent crises from h currino or from
of knowns" that we can use in place of the Cold developing into conflicts. resolving conflicts
War set for this tendency is flawed. No set of before they spread or become war: or ending
knowns will reflect the esdntial reality of the wars decisively on te favorable to t he
day: uncertainty. All will miss the mark. This United States and its allie nl.e"
is the shift in paradigm. and what is so hard to Second. realize tha. owr.itture war. will not
grasp. Over the past several year%. we have look like the armies of one nation-states dor
thought through the implications of this para- grouh oth muliosc-states Bultig wart'hea 'lmlis
digm shift--implications which fall into at least understanding of ".:r is too narrow,. it ;lw\vas

these five areas: has been. But the stA,-es owe whe Cold War were
First. f thse r•irems'nl that the relative kfo ns so high that the variety ofwar di as oltin over-

"Lfand Wfe in t the s P the Cold Wlr. para- shadowed b the narrow understanding. This
ditm are a:tiallv deirit-ative from what the narrow view, ho w aver, is rot usedtul in helping
nation asked its anrnvi to do nirinto the C old te identi, appropriate soluhions to the real
topol-contain Communism. deter war, aight problems that we ls ce now o and will face in the
and win if required. The start point w or the future.
post-Cold War paradigm. therefore. should Contending armies of natio~n-statcs do watle

come from the same source: what is the coun- war. that much is accurate. But war's realm is
try asking its Army to do now'? At least a par- larger. The Zionists raged war to realize theirtial list of these requirements can be found in goal of an Israeli state. so did the Palestine Lib-

"iLand Warare in the list Century." They eration Organization. Vladimir s. Lenin and
mar s Mao Tse-Tung waged war to down established

Help "promote an environment conducive - lo.,mments, as are the Shining Path in Peru
to political and ecbnomic stability- nreain ai d drug carnlvs in Colombia. Serbiaand Croa-that is, "promote the conditions in which corpo- tia are fighting a war to extend their territory at

rapiabs will invest, products can ie sold, and the expense of Bosnia. Mohammed Farraheconomics [willl pre~sper.'" This includes doing Aideed and other warlords are fighting to deter-
its pail Io) i,revenl the proliferation of weapons mine who will rule Somalia. A similar power
of mass destruction. struggle is no•w raging in Haiti. The example,,

0 "'Contribute to domestic recovery, partici- go on.
pate in global stability operations and retain its War involves the use of violent force to coin-
capability to produce decisive victory in what- pel the submission of one's opponents and to
ever circumstances we are employed, attain one's political aim. Wars can be, and in
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other periods of history have been, waged by tactical level, and sometimes at the operational
states, corporations, religious groups, terrorist and strategic levels. The Army's leader devel-
organizations, tribes, guerrilla bands, drug car- opment program will educate our current and
tels, clan leaders or others. Nation-states do not future leaders to this new standard. Versatility
have a monopoly on war making; war can be also means that we must be able to build,
waged by a variety of entities. The realm of quickly, resilient organizations.7 A resilient
war is one of violence, force, dominance and organization is an organization that adapts itself
submission--to compel the submission of an to the requirements of a particular situation.

Task-organized structures will be too narrow
for future requirements; tasks will change as the

War involves the use of violent force to situation develops. Resilient organizations are
compel the submission of one's opponents situation-organized. They will be able to adapt
and to attain one's political aim. Wars can to changes in task and react to political and. mil-

be, and in other periods of history have itary nuances. Last, the Army is extending the
been, waged by states, corporations, concept of versatility to execution--the ability

religious groups, terrorist organizations, to succeed under any conditions. This kind of
tribes, guerrilla bands, drug cartels, clan versatility comes from ew'ellence in the hasics.
leaders or others. Nation-states do not * Excellence in the basics and quality

have a monopoly on war making. people: As any winning coach knows. "'You
cannot defend against well-executed basics.
and it takes good people to make a good teanm."

opponent and attain a specific political purpose. America's power-projection Army is in the
The realm of war is wide; its forms, many. We process of identifying what its core strategic,
are "warfighters" in all these senses. We fight operational and tactical competencies are and
the nation's wars, not the ones we choose. developing an excellence in them. Without

Third. resist the temptation to quant) ' or excellence in the basics, versatility is impossi-
pre'isely define what in essence is unknown, ble. Concentration on basics will mean that
and quite possibly unknowable. As we get we reduce the numbers of tasks on a unit's
closer to the end of the transition period we are mission-essential task list (METL). not
now in, we may be able to describe some set of increase them. Football has six basics-run.
known threat conditions. Right now, that is not pass. catch, block, tackle and think. Hockey
the case. Thus. we cannot use some set of has live basics-skate, pass, check, shoot and
knowns as the basis for building the power- think. In this time of ambiguity and uncertainty.
projection Army just because without such a we are structuring our approach to training in a
start point, our models will not work. This is similar way. We will develop the ability to
Coli War thinking. Models do not run the adapt to changes in task and react to the politi-
Army; reality does. Under conditions of rela- cal and military nuances of a particular situation
tive uncertainty, we are concentrating on: by focusing on excellence in the basics and ini-

* Versatility of mind, organization and tiative in our troops and leaders. Versatility in
execution means that the power-projection mind (leader development) and organization
Army requires the very best leader develop- (building resilient organizations) plus excel-
ment program in the world, one that will create lence in the basics (reduced METLI will result
leaders who are comfortable with change and in versatility in execution.
uncertiinty. We are changing our school and All of the aLxKve, however, depends upon the
training systems to ensure that our leaders can qualit of the peoqple we bring into the Army
succeed under extremely ambiguous condi- and of the soldiers we retain. Infornation age
tions. More junior leaders are finding them- warfare fought under extremely ambiguous
selves in situations where they are required to threat, geographic and political conditions will
read and react to sophisticated nuances at the require an unprecedented degree of disci-
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FM 100-5

pline, quick thinking, cohesion and technical
competence-all depend on quality people. We must continue to tap
The Army cannot hope to acquire these charac- the intellectual resources of ourArmy.
teristics without high recruiting standards com- We must continue reading, studying,
plemented by the right mix of high quality of discussing and debating what the future
life and tough, challenging training under real- holdsfor the Army and how we might best
istic conditions. prepare for that future. We cannot break

* The right menu and numbers of forces from our values,for they are the heart and
includes combat, combat support and combat soul of our profession. But neither can we
service support: light, heavy and special opera- be held captive by "what worked before."
tions forces (SOF): AC and RC. Uncertainty The future will befundamentaly d.fferent
requires depth on the bench. We are going to from the past in ways we have not yet
have to build resilient organizations by mixing begun to understand
and matching units as the situation requires.
We understand that this means that we need the
right menu and number of trained and ready viously not required.
units from which to choose. This menu will Fourth, we must r'e'.wmin'e acuh ofthe proi-
provide the depth necessary to win regardless of esses bY which we build flit, Arnrv. The proc-
the size or duration of the mission. regardless of esses that created the Cold War Anny cannol
the threat conditions and political constraints, create the power-projection Arnm. The names
Also. the "menu of forces" will have to be of each of the processes will probably remain
affordable. H[LAce, the emphasis on "America's the sarne-raising. equipping, deploying. orga-
Arm" in the post-Cold War period. nizing, training,. educating, sustaining and coin-

0 America's Army must be based on a new mand and control--but 1o0k each p \ke,, work,
AC/RC partnership. Meeting the requirements and what it produces must beX different. Ford
of affordability, accommodating uncertainty and does not build a Taurus on a Fairianc assenlbl\
creating a depth of capability-all mandate a line. We cannot build a pomkcr-projection Anl.\
total force policy in America's power-projection with Cokl War-Amny pr•cesses.
Army different from that of the Cold War Annv. The following are a te\w examnples: the proc-
We have been re-c'atting this new pl)licy for ess by which we call up R" forces developed to
several years. The "AC first, RC follow" ,e- bring the nation to total mobilization for global
quence of the Cold War era no longer applies war must change to reflect more precise
to the post-Cold War world. The reality is: the requirements associated with regional war,
use of both AC and RC simultancously-this is (understood in the broader sense) and ope)ra-
happening right now. Today. soldiers of all three lions other than war. Research and develop-
components. civilians and contractors are nient. part of the equipping process. must be-
deployed around the world on operational rnis- altered to reflect the pace of technological
sions. This pattern will continue. America's change. The training process is both expanding
Army will grow more scanless. A power-pro- and contracting. It is expanding relative to the
jection Army needs connectivity to America. conditions under which the Anil must be pre-
and a more complete integration of the compo- pared to operate and contracting relative to the
nents will provide that connectivity. We arc numbers of tasks. These changes-and aman
building a force structure, a mobilization system more-are going to be required to shiftl our
and access policies that recognize these realities. Army from a Cold War total force to America's
This will require regulatory changes. maybe power-projection Anmy. We have made and
even legislative. It will also require a "paradigm are making some changes right now. but we ,,till
shift" in thinking in both the AC and RC, a shift have a long way to go.
we are making. AC and RC forces will be Fii. weneedtoeeo'age ielllhtual vital-
mixed in ways and assigned missions pre- itY. Tiues of great change require new ways of
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thinking, deciding and acting. The revised US And we are acting upon that recognition. We
Army Field Manual 100-5. Operations, Louisi- are positioning America's Army for the 21st
ana Maneuvers, battle labs. creative scenarios at century right now,
our CTCs and a host of other ongoing programs We have no "theory of information warfare"
all are helping to create the sense of intellectual upon which to rely, but we understand what is
vitality that permeates our Army. but we have to going on. We have new doctrine and a cam-
do more. We must continue to tap the intellec- paign plan-and we are using them and the
tual resources of our Army. We must continue Louisiana Maneuver process as our guide. Like
reading, studying, discussing and debating what the great campaigns of history, we are prepared
the future holds for the Army and how we might to adapt as we move, but we are moving out and
best prepare for that future. We cannot break we will continue to do so. This is nothing new
from our values, for they are the heart and soul to our Army.
of our profession. But neither can we be held Early in the century. Elihu Root. Lieutenant
captive by "what worked before." The future General John M. Schoficld and General Francis
will be fundamentally different from the past in A. March created the professional Army. Just
ways we have not yet begun to understand. prior to World War II, Marshall and Lieutenant
Martin Blumenson said of Patton during the General Lesley J. McNair crafted the modem,
interwar years, "He pondered and acted on new mass Army. Following the Vietnam War, Gen-
ideas and innovations in procedures, techniques erals Creighton Abrams and William E. DePuv
and equipment. in the hope of advancing his began building the Army that triumphed in
profession and the well-being of his troops."8  the Gulf'. We are building America's power-
Our challenge is to come to grips with the future. projection Army in this tradition.
We must all become professional thinkers. The two great transformations, as well as our

The many ways in which the Army has shifting national priorities and fiscal difficulties
already changed as well as those now under provide the reason to move the Army into the
consideration are all examples of growth. We 21st century. The campaign plan is our map:
are changing. but we are neither throwing the growth is our direction: continuity, our compass.
proverbial "baby out with the bathwater" nor America's Army is the most competent army in
changing for change's sake. We have recog- the world today, and we are changing to make
nized the shift in paradigm from the Cold War sure that we remain so in the future. MR
Army to America's power-projection Army.
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Force Projection:
Essential to Army Doctrine

Lieutenant General John H. Tilelli Jr., US Army

"The United States Army exists to support and guide those charged with considering the qucs-
defend the Constitution of the United States. It tion of how the Army could best support future
does that by deterring war and. if deterrence combatant commanders executing our military
fails, by providing Army forces capable of strategy: 2

achieving decisive victory as part of a joint team 0 Task organize an effective mix of Active
on the battlefield--anYwhere in the world anid and Reserve component forces against the factors
under virtually any conditions. 1 of mission, enemy. terrain, troops. and time avail-
OT able, including transportation.

S ARMY Field Manual (FM) 100--5, Op- 0 Respond quickly with highly trained, flex-
erations, provides the Army's approach, as ible units.

a member of the joint team. to the conduct of war * Apply overwhelming, disciplined combat
and operations other than war. The Army's abil- power at the point of decision.
ity to project decisive force and conduct sustained 9 Resolve the battle quickly with rapid battle-
land combat operations reflects our new war- field maneuver, simultaneous and synchronized
fighting manual, as well as the National Military attacks and application of firepower.
Strategy (NMS). The concept of force projection 0 Prepare to reinforce the operation with addi-
now assumes a critical role in our doctrine as the tionAl combat force and logistics.
trained and ready forces necessary for decisive These principles reflected the Army's funda-
victory become increasingly Continental United mental philosophy concerning force projection
States (CONUS)-based. Because of this reality, and provided the context in which our new doc-
this article focuses on what the US Army. in full trine evolved from the AirLand Battle doctrine.
partnership with the Air Force. Navy and
Marines, is doing to improve its ability to project The Revised FM 100-5
forces anywhere in the world. The differences between the outdated and

Following Operation Desert Storm, the Army revised FM I W-5 concerning the importance of'
began its planning on implementing the January force projection are dramatic. Predicated on
1992 NMS. Using the lessons from the Gulf War forward-deployed forces and full mobilization.
and FM 100-17. Mobilization, Deployment, the 1986 AirLand Battle version considered
Redeployment, Denmobilization, as guides, Army strategic deployment and contingency opera-
planners developed a concept for implementing tions in only several pages. However. an entire
the NMS that identified the necessary changes chapter in the revised FM 100-5 addresses the
required to support force-projection operations concept of force projection. This reflects a
across the continuum of conflict from peacetime physical and philosophical change on the part of
engagement to major regional conflicts. Five the Army to address the post-Cold War world
general force-projection principles evolved to and prepare itself for the conflicts of the 21 st 4
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century. We no longer are a forward-deployed Army to meet its future force-projection commit-
army oriented on deterring and, if necessary, ments to the American people and our allies.
defeating a global Soviet threat. As a result of
the sweeping changes at home and abroad. we Strategic Mobility Programs
are completing the transition to a smaller, As a result of both the end of the Cold War and
largely CONUS-based. regionally focused the Gulf War, strategic mobility programs have
army. become increasingly important in the past several

FM 100-5 addresses this reality and provides years. To address the shortfall in strategic mobil-
an overview of how the Army's force-projection ity brought to light by the Gulf War, Congress

tasked the DOD to study the issue of strategic

An entire chapter in the revised mobility. This tasking consisted of two parts: a

FM 100-5 addresses the concept offorce determination of strategic mobility requirements.

projection. This reflects a physical and and the development of an integrated strategic

philosophical change on the part of the mobility plan. In January 1992, the secretary of

Army to address the post-Cold War world defense signed the Mobilization Requirement

and prepare itself for the conflicts of Study (MRS) and delivered this study to Con-

the 21st century. gress. This study represented an unprecedented
review of all aspects of mobility-intertheater,
intratheater and CONUS-including airlift.

capabilities support the national security and mil- sealift. amphibious lift. transportation and pre-
itary strategies. It reflects the increased complex- positioning (sea and land). The MRS specified
ity of war as demonstrated in operations Just four critical strategic mobility requirements: stra-
Cause and Desert Storm and the need for joint. tegic airlift with an oversized load capacity.
complementary capabilities to simultaneously increased fast sealift: a larger. more responsive
overwhelm the enemy across the depth of the Ready Reserve Force (RRF): and an enhanced
battlefield. For the first time. FM 100-5 CONUS infrastructure.
addresses force-projection considerations and The MRS also recommended specific solu-
operations in both war and operations other than tions to these four requirements. First, the Air
war. In addition, a number of other important Force should continue the C-17A program in
manuals reflect similar changes. FM 100-7, The order to eventually purchase 120 strategic-lift
Armv in Theater Operations. FM 100-19, aircraft, the first of which became operational on
Domestic Support Operations and FM 100- 17. 14 June 1993. A significant improvement over
all have been revised recently to address the the aging C-5A and C-141B fleets, the C-I7A
new environment and the implications for force will allow Army force-projection units access to
projection. Moreover. the US Army Training an additional 6,(XX) airfields worldwide. Next.
and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) is drafting the Navy should build or convert 20 large.
a new fiekd manual, FM 100-23, tentatively medium speed, roll-on/roll--off (RO/RO) ships
titled Peace Support, which will reflect the (LMSRs). Nine will be used to pre-position
Army's approach to operations other than war. to afloat an Army combat maneuver brigade equip-
include peacekeeping and peace enforcement ment set, as well as theater-level combat service
operations. and combat service support sustainment for 30

The Army has thoroughly considered the wide days. This set will provide the combatant com-
range of doctrinal considerations impacting force mander a heavy response capability early in any
projection. Consequently, in order for the Army crisis. The other I I LMSRs are designated to
to rapidly project decisive force, the Department "surge" Army heavy divisions from CONUS to
of Defense (DOD) and the Army undertook sev- rapidly reinforce early arriving forces. Also, the
eral important initiatives that will allow the RRF.whichprovidesalargeportionofoursealift
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wh c n c e wThe aSNS Mercut y taking on Marine
vehicles before sailing to the Indian

ec AOcean where it and two other RO/RO
ships formed the first increment of a
pre-ppositioned force off Diego Garciad
3 July 1980.

One of the key aspects of the Strategic Mob tnity Program... is [a] pre-
posiaioned afloat brigade set of combat and support equipment. This equipment package

will proNide the combatant commander with a complementary asset to the US Marine
Corps' Marine Expeditionary Brngades, Navy Carrier Battle Groups and Air Force

Tartical Fighter Wings within his area of responsibility. Similar to the Marine
Pre-positioning Fleet concept, the Army's pre-position afloat will be stored on

ROeRO vessels in a climate-controlled environment.

capacity, requires an increase ndro e 17 to 36 RO/ plcrentation, the Army will s e able to provide
RO vessels. In additiona the readiness of existin w the combaant comrlander with th3 following
and future RRF vessels needs c oatinued supportA capability:
Finally, CONUS infrastructure will be enhanced o A light brigade anywhere in the world
in several areas. Upgrades at key instMlations within 4 days.
will include railroads, pre-positioned rail m A light divisioon the world
cars. highways and port--handling equipment to within 12 days.
improve the fort--to-port infrastructure and flacilIi- a A heavy brigade (pre-positioned afloat)

tale the smooth and rapid flow of forces and anywhere in the world wi rcin 15 days.
materiel. The MRS als recommended construe - Two heavy divisions from CONUS any-
tion of a West CoAst containeRrized ammunition where in the world within 30 days.
facility similar to that on the East Coast. e A five-division corps with support (more

To implement the recommendations of the than 1501000 soldiers) anywhere in the world
MRS, the Army initiated the Strategic Mobility within 75 days (see fig. 1 ).
Program (ASMP). The ASMP will ensure that The precise timing will depend on many
the rapid force-projection goals for the Army factor% including the other forces requested by
as a result of MRS are met. Upon its full ira- the combatant commander.
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This Army heavy brigade gives the combatant
To address the shortfall in commander the necessary capability to conduct

strategic mobility brought to light by sustained operations inland and protect key
the Gulf War, Congress tasked the DOD objectives from a wide range of potential adver-
to study the issue of strategic mobility. saries early in a conflict until the rapid reinforce-
This tasking consisted of two parts: ment, decisive corps arrives from CONUS.

a determination of strategic mobility The Army is taking a number of steps to make
requirements, and the development of an this a reality in Fiscal Year (FY) 1994. In late

integrated strategic mobility plan. 1993, we began loading a brigade set of pre-
In January 1992, the secretary of positioned equipment aboard seven RRF RO/

defense signed the Mobilization Require- ROs. Deactivating units in US Army Europe will
ment Study (MRS) and delivered this provide most of the equipment. The US Trans-

study to Congress. portation Command is coordinating currently

with the US Pacific Command. US Central
Command and European Command to deter-

One of the key aspects of the ASMP that illus- mine berthing sites for these ships after the load-
trates the Army's commitment to rapid force pro- ing is complete. In addition, it is coordinating
jection from CONUS is the pre-positioned afloat closely with the joint. Navy and Marine Corps
brigade set of combat and support equipment. staffs on the establishment of a pre-positioned
This equipment package will provide the corn- equipment maintenance site in CONUS.
batant commander with a complementary asset The Army has committed significant re-
to the US Marine Corps' Marine Expeditionary sources to the ASMP. The Amyv has spent S205
Brigades. Navy Carrier Battle Groups and Air million this past fiscal year on projects ranging
Force Tactical Fighter Wings within his area of from improving the outload infrastructure at Fort
responsibility. Similar to the M.rine Pre- Stewart, Georyia and Fort Hood, Texas. to pur-
positioning Fleet concept, the Arrny's pre- chasing 1(X) heavy-duty flatcars, to improve-

position afloat will be stored on RO/RO vessels ments in the worldwide port system. We will
in a climate-controlled environment. The spend at least $286 million on similar projects in
Amly's pre-position afloat provides a robust, this fiscal year. In addition. this past July. the
heavy package for prompt and sustained land Navy awarded $1.05 billion in contracts to Vir-
combat. In a time of crisis, the RO/ROs will sail ginia and California shipyards to convert five
for a port of debarkation where soldiers flown in civilian cargo %,essels to LMSRs for delivery in
from CONIJS will quickly fall in on the equip- late 1995. Finally, the Navy recently awarded the
ment and will be ready for combat operations. first contracts for construction of 14 new RO/

ROs in September 1993.

Army Power Projection Objecti-rve
- - Training and Readiness Implications

In addition to the funding aspects. the deploy-
ment standards set forth in the ASMP will impact

• .• . l-significantly on the training environment of
IIa CONUS contingency forces. As a matter of rou-

, G-4 C,, 15 C30 C. 75 tine, heavy divisions will be tasked to meet a
S'.Z "ready brigade" standard previously associated

go... C 0C12with only airborne, air assault and light units.
............ Under the ASMP, both heavy contingency divi-

1997 2002 F,,dae sions must clear the seaports by C+1O. Contin-
F'gute 1 gency forces continue to spend considerable
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A Wisconsin Guardsman drives
his M88A1 recovery vehicle down
the ramp of the RO/RO vessel
USNS Algol during a training
exercise in Germany.

By the end of 1993, more than 2,000 Active Component officers
and noncommissioned officers were in direct support of Reserve unit training.

Operations Bold Shift and Standard Bearer continue to focus on the Reserve
contingency force pool's ability for rapid, no-notice deployments. Increases in

overseas deployments for training opportunities continue to support readiness
and forward-presence missions worldwide.

training time on short-notice force-projection alerted units on the procedures to fall in on the
exercises. often for Combat Training Centers pre-positioned equipment.
driven by realistic contingency scenarios. In FY The ASMP also impacts the Reserve Compo-
1993. the Army initiated the Sea Emergency nent (RC) significantly. With reductions in the
Deployment Readiness Exercise (SEDRE) pro- Active force stnicture. the RC remains critical to
gram to provide deployment training for up to the Total Army's success beginning on the first
brigade-level units. The SEDRE program corn- day oftorce-projection operations. Thes oper-
plements the longstanding emergency flyaway tions will require the rapid select•ive call-up of
training exercises conducted in partnership with RC units and individuals. The five-division con-
the Air Force. Finally, TRADOC is playing tingency corps includes nearly I(X).(0X) RC sol-
a critical role in the development of a force- diers. Therefore, our Army will continue to
projection army. In addition to addressing the devise approaches that will bring round-up units
concept of force projection in the revised FM into the fight quickly and maintain other RC

X)---5, TRADOC is developing guidance for forces at a less ready state of readiness as an
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Figure 2

insurance policy. RC forces also must be pre- Twenty-one Study. also support Total Arnn,
pared for an increased role in operations other readiness to conduct future force-projection
than war to include humanitarian assistance, operations.
peacekeeping and peacemaking. which many The Army is also greatly enhancing its force-
times are a result of force-projection operations, projection capability by repositioning over hall

In recognition of the new requirements for the our pre-posilioning of materiel configured io unit
RCs. Congress enacted Title XI in 1992. It sets from Westem Europe. This initiative creatcs
establishes the necessary standards to get trained a system of global pre-positioned unit equipment
and ready Reserves into the fight as rapidly as sets for the combatant commanders to use in crisis
possible. The Total Am-y has a number of initia- response situations. In addition, the Amny is con-
tives to support its commitment to provide proper solidating and reconfiguring theater war reserve
training and preparation for all soldiers. By the stocks to eliminate costly excesses zuid to make
end of 1993. more than 2.(XX) Active Component those stocks more accessible.

officers and noncommissioned officers were in
direct support of Reserve unit training. Opera- Modernizing the
tions Bold Shift and Standard Bearer continue Force-Projection Army
to focus on the Reserve contingency fbrce pool's Equally important as the means and methods
ability for rapid, no-notice deployments, to project die Army in future battlefields, it is a
Increases in overseas deployments for training simple fact that we must be a modem, well-
opportunities continue to support readiness and equipped force. Our potential adversaries will
forward-presence missions worldwide. Two possess highly lethal ftrces through the continu-
new organization concepts, the creation of ing proliferation of world-class technology. To
exercise divisions and the Future Army Schxol counter Ih., reality. lasl year the Army published
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FM 100-5

a new equipment modernization strategy. This obtaining the means to project our forces. We
strategy identifies five major groups of capabili- have a modernization strategy to ensure that
ties or thrusts designed to provide US soldiers America's sons and daughters will have the
with the ability to continue to dominate future
battlefields as they did during Just Cause and
Desert Storm. The five thrust areas that will pre- The Army has spent $205 million
serve our modernization overmatch are: this past fiscal year on projects ranging

e Projecting and sustaining the force any- from improving the outload infrastructur,
where in the world, which was discussed earlier, at Fort Stewart, Georgia and Fort Hood,

* Protecting the force by investment in more Texas, to purchasing 100 heaty-duty
reliable friendly force identification means. flatcars, to improvements in the worldwide
defense against weapons of mass destruction, air port system. We will spend at least $286
defense and counterfire systems. million on similar projects in this fiscal

* Winning the infbrmation war by continued year. In addition... the Navy awarded
development of systems to better see the battle- $1.05 billion in contracts to Virginia
field, improve communications and blind our and California shipyards to convert five
adversaries, civilian cargo vessels to LMSRs ...

e Providing precision fires throughout the [and] awarded thefirst contracts for
depth of the battlefield by fusing joint sensors construction of 14 new RO/ROs.
with precision strike means.

9 Dominating the battlefield by continuing
to develop systems such as the Comanche, the equipment with which to dominate land combat.
Armored Gun System and Advanced Field Artil- We will continue to "train as we expect to fight"
lery System to provide an even more lethal in war and operations other than war. This will
gmund maneuver force (see fig. 2).4 allow the Army. in full partnership with the Air

In short, these modernization thrusts will Force, Navy and Marines, to deliver one light
ensure that America's soldiers will continue to and two armored divisions in 30 days. and
use systems unmatched by any future opponent. eventually a full five-division contingency

As we prepare to enter the 21st century, the force in 75 days. to fight and win anywhere in
Army's ability to project force will remain an the world. With a firm commitment to these
essential element of our nation's military power. programs and strategies, the US Anmy, a force
The Army is well positioned to meet the chal- thoroughly grounded in FM 100-5. will fulfill
lenge. Our revised warfighting manual. FM the Army ' ision--A Total Force l)aic'd and
100-5, provides the intellectual foundation for Ready to Fhi.h.... Sev.ing the Nation at tomet
considering the concept of force projection. The and Ahroad ... A Strategic lorn'e Capa•le' of
MRS and ASMP provide the blueprints for Decisive h'tor'v. MR
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Light Forces
in the

Force-Projection Army
Lieutenant General Robert L. Ord I1I, US Army, and

Major Ed Mornston, US Army

B YTITHIS time. it has become clear that the immediately committed to another of a very dif-
I 99(s are an era of monumental change in ferent nature. The Arnmy is accepting added

the global environment. What is unclear, how - tasks, with varying conditions and demanding
ever. is what the cumulative effect of all these stamdards. We must no1 only be tlexible enough
changes will be or what the final effect will be to adapt to changing situations within a particular

7 on our Army. The degree of uncertainty in the operation. hut versatile enough to anticipate and
4.- global security environment, the pressures of shift among various roles and missions ,while

economic recovery and revolutionary changes in retaining our essential ,arfichtiig readiness.
military technology are combining to define new The Annv no longer sees itself only as a pize-

1f roles for our Army and new concepts fbr how the fighter, but rather as a triathlete that is skilled in
; US Amw will be used. multiple Cvents.

S':• ,',' What is clear is that international and domestic Licht tfrces contribute to our role as a ,tratec
realities have resulted in the dilemma of declin- force-projection Ann\ b\ capitalizing on their

• • ing milit'ary resources and increasing military versatility. Four of the unique aspects aud capa-
missions. Now. more than at any time in ou0 past. bilities that lighl inflitry divisions provide the
all Army units, and light forces in particular. must Anny and djhc strategic leaders of our nation are:
maintain the capability to deploy anywhere in the * A ftrcc that readily maintains its warliehl-
world and fight flor any of the combatant coin- ing readiness and lethality, even during periods of
manders. Being a key player on the joint team constrained resources. and is capable of decisive
that wins our nation's wars remains the Army's action on the battlefield.
most fundamental and defininc role. We must * A force with characteristics that make it
accept also the likelihood ofbeing committed for capable of contributing to peace and stability
other purposes in other arenas. ihrough forward-presence activities.

The tenet of versatility. recently added to US * Rapid deplovability as a part of force pro-
Army Field Manual IFM) I(M-5. Operations. is Jection.
very appropriate in an era when the Anny will be * A force whose routine training makes it
smaller in terms of personnel, units and budget readily capable of conducting operations other
and will likely be assigned more missions con- than war when necessary.
ceming operations other than war. Obviously, This article will discuss these four aspects of a
Army units. leaders and soldiers must possess the light division's versatility and capabilities by
ability to adapt to rapidly changing situations. highlighting the activities of the 25th Infantry,
This versatility has been a characteristic of our Division (ID) (Light) in the Pacific region. This
Army for 219 years. But today, military opera- discussion will demonstrate hovw light forces will
tions are taking on added diversity. Soldiers may continue to playa key part in the strategic fo,.(_
complete one operation only to find themselves projection Amiy of the future.
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The Pacific Rim ground combat is the most demanding. danger-
The Pacific rim is a region of dynamic change. ous and impoilant of our potential t•asks.

It is characterized by economic prosperity, abject To have a role in the strategic Amiy of the
poverty, emerging nationalism, insurgencies. future, light forces must he capable of achieving
political upheavals, terrorism, illegal drug traffic decisive victories on the battlefield. As a force
and unpredictable. violent weather. Forty--two created fbr rapid deployment, light infantrn divi-
nations, each pursuing its national interests, are sions project I US national intent through rapid.
players in the Pacific theater. The geographic size early commitment to tailored crisis situations.
and diversity of this region make the challenge ln this circumstance, light infantry diN isions
even greater. The region is home to almost two--
thirds of the earth's population and nations with
seven of the I0 largest armies in the world, The The economic and trade potential
United States has mutual defense treaties with with nations in the Pacific rim is truly
seven separate nations in the Pacific region, spectacular. it is not an overstatement

The national interests of the United States. is that the economic future (and thereJore
specified in the White Ho-use National Security the political well being) of the United
Strategy. are embodied in the commander in States is inextricably tied to the region.
chief. Pacific's (CINCPAC's) strategy that is The combination ?f all of these factors
executed in the Pacific. Key to this strateg) a ensures that the Pac•fcc rin will remain
economic considerations, pursuit of regional sta- critical to US interests.
bility, cooperative relationships with our allies.
support for human rights. free markets and non-
proliferation of weapons of nass destruction. \\ere designed to achieve td\ orahle decisions b\

The economic and trade potential wkith nations speed and indirect approach. not o• erm heltine
in the Pacific rim is truly spectacular. It is not an strength. What light forces lack in po\, erful s\ I-
overstatement that the economic future (and temns and\ weapons, thex make up for m. ith ,killed
therefore the political well being) of the leader,,s appropriate tactics, techniques, and
t.nited States is inextricably tied to the region. tough. disciplined soldiers \• ith tihe indomitable
The combination of all of these factors ensures spirit to overcome ad\ersities.
that the Pacific rim will remain critical to LIS It is complementarl\ forces that 10nn coin-
interests. biled arms teams to maximiize the capahilitic,, oft

The 25th ID (L) stationed at Schofield Bar- annored. light and special operation force,, t(So)
racks. Hawaii, has been part of the LIS military that will pnride ultimate decisiveness on the
forward-presence and power-projection capa- battlefield. As such. light/anmored ,uid arniored/
bility in the Pacific since its activation in 19 41 light operations are tmo of our nmost inilpnant
and subsequent deployment to Guadalcanal. As training imperatives.
the Army's forward-deployed force in the Even in the afternath of our great \ictory in
Pacific and a component of the regional CINC's operations lP.,e.'' 1•' .1! :td l)Ose'rr Storm, there
force of choice for contingency operations, the will always be a need for dismounted soldiers
25th ID (tL remains a key player in the strategic who possess consummate infantry skills. The
force-projection Army of the future. Army must maintain the capability to field light

infantrymen to complement armored forces.
Wafihting Readiness Only light infantry units can close with and

Although the Army faces an increasing num- destroy the enemy in close terrain. The ongoing
ber of potential missions, the essence of the military-technical revolution will enable
Army clearly remains warfighting. Being pre- light forces to remain rapidly deployable while
pared for and, when necessary. waging sustained making them powerful enough to contribute to
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S tThis lechiojlogy is kagtle related to conunu-
Although the Armyfaces an nications architectures that link intellicence-

increasing number ofpotential missions, gathering systemns, nmaneuver S stemis. fire
the essence of the Army clearly remains systems annd logistic support systetms to each

warfighting. Being prepared for and, other for the light force commander. W\ are
when necessary, waging sustained ground already seeing some of these systems fielded ill
combat is the most demanding, dangerous light infantry divisions. Multichannel tactical

and important of our potenia) tasks. satellite communication syvstcm`s. the Tactical
High Mobility Terminal. bringig national- lcxcl
intel lgence into the cmnmallmad Pos),ts iF tat l icait

decisiveness on tile battlefields that fit their commanders, tile Light ('onlingcnc. (omninu-
unique capabilities. Five dominant trends of nicalion Package. positi thlocialing cquinlentl.
tile technological revolution are having a dra- the light version oflthe Maneuver ('ontrol S \stcm
matic effect on the Army: (the Light Maneuver Reporting S\xteni and

"* L.thalit and dispersion. other systemr"s are the first ,tep tox aid ellnhalncllline
"* Volume and precision of fire. the capabilities of our light forces.
"* Integrative technology. In spile of these technollogicat g.il,. there
"• Mass and effects. remains, no substitute for \cll trained soldiers
"* Invisibility and detectability.2 and leaders. Our recent CXpCrienCCs dtl11•ILn
This technological revolution will contribute operations ,/u,ý ('u.sc. /•. set,/Shi/cAh and 1)( wIt

to smaller. lighter forces that are more capable Storm demonstrate that training is the kc\ to our
than those we have today in gaining decisive Aa.iighling readiness and. thcrelorc. is abso-
victorics on the battlefield. lutlvy essential to the A.lm ",, stratecilc utilit .

Lightweight. technologically ad\vanced equip- The 25th I) (-I) operates from at simrple philo,
mnent is a key comrxpncnt of the light intantry con- ophy published iII the di\ ision's annual Ii ainiiin
cept. Expediting the fielding of systems such as guidance. Four staltemncts suIccinctl\ captueL the
the Avenger. M 119 howitzer, a night--capable counlmander's guidaince arid t'utIs traiiliitc, cffts,:
attack helicopter such as the Comanche or 0 Think war.
AH-5. and an effe'ctive lightweight, antitank 0 Trail as \ou will fighit.
weapon will greatly improve the lethality of light * Develop leaders.
forces and reverse the unfulfilled promise of pro- * Take care of families.
viding light forces with all the high-tech equip- These precepts. apply to the ,sp,.'tnit of col lee-
ment they need to fight with desired lethality. live training events from laree -scale. di\ ision--

One aspect of technology is especially critical level simu~atitn- !o squad battle drill, ,1, \ell as
to light forces. Integrative technology (combin- to Individual training.
ing unrelated technical advances to maximize ('ombat Training ('enters (+l(',si are the ke\,
their effect on the battlefield) greatly enhances to developing tile xxr.iulighling capabilities and
the effectiveness and versatility of light forces, lethality of Arn, units. The 25th I) (L) ap-
Advancement`s in this area greatly mitigate the prOaches each rotation at one of the training cell-
inherent limitations of light forces while having ters as a great opportunity to make substantial in i-
minimal effect on their deployability. The ability prmenments in its Aai'iehtini! skills. It is at the
to receive, integrate and employ a full array of (TCs that we are able to put the entlire arlight-
augmentation forces is a key task for a light force ing leamn together and train with tile augmnentatimon
commander. It is through integrative technology forces which make light lorces lethal in a mid -
that the light infantry unit commander will f'use intensity environmnent. Recognizing tile suc-
with heavy, SOF and joint forces to trily beconme cesses of the (1T's. the dihiiomi\ external e\alu-
a decisive element on the battlefield. ation (EXEVAI. prograil is stan(lardiled for
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Individual training is the coequal counterpart to collective training and ensures
that light fighters maintain their battle focus and warfighting readiness. Recognizing

the areas of responsibilit, for light infantry soldiers and leaders and the challenges of
operating in the environs of tire Pacific, the 25th ID (L) created the Light Infantry

Training Command, a table of distribution and allowance organizadon.

battalion and brigade task forces and replicates ing leaders. LITC conducts a variety of courses
the multiechelon. realistic training experience of that range from the demanding 15-day Light
the Joint Readiness Training, Center (JRTC. Fort Leader Training Course that develops small unit
Polk. Imuisiana. This FXEVAL progriun, called leaders' ability to plan. coordinate and conduct
li'.t,,,ninv Jiirust. takes place in the ragged train- tactical operations, to a US Anly Training and
ing areas on the island of Oahu. Hawaii. Doctrine Command (TRADOC) certified Air

Light infantry units, were created to deploy Assault School. A recent addition to the curricu-
rapidly and fight decentrali/ed, small-unit lurm at LITC is the Pacific Warrior Orientation
actions in close terrain. Aggressive. well -trained Course. This progrmu wits designed to rapidly
soldiers and leaders are critical to success in this integrate newly arrived comlbat support and corn-
environment. Individual training is the coequal hat service support soldiers into the division by
counterpart to collective training and ensures introducing these teamr members to the tactics.
that light fighters maintain their hattle fl•us and techniques and procedures used by light fighters.
wai-ighting rea(liness. Recognizing thz areas of Additionally. LITC conducts training to pre-
responsibility for light intantry soldiers and lead- pare 25th ID (L) soldiers who have been selected
ers and the challenges of' operating in the envi- to attend the US Army Ranger school. Light in-
rons of the Pacific. the 25th II) (L) created the fantry units rely heavily on soldiers a, I leaders
Light Infantry Training Command (LITC). a who possess the unique skills and mind-set
table of distribution and allowance organization. provi(ed by Ranger training. The LITC pre-

The division uses LITC as a combat multiplier Ranger training programs toughen and hone can-
by assisting commanders in training and develop- didates in order to maximize their success at
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Ranger school so these soldiers return to the divi- activities provide a stabilizing effect in the re-
sion and enhance our warfighting readiness. The gions where they are conducted. They also take
success of the LITC's pre-Ranger programs is the place of large, forward-deployed formations
demonstrated by the Tropic Lightning Division's that existed in the past. The 25th ID (L) is very

active in the Pacific and serves to maintain peace
in this region by remaining engaged in forward-

In spite of these technological presence activities with our allies.
gains, there remains no substitute for While all military services are capable of

well-trained soldiers and leaders. executing these peacetime engagement activities
Our recent experiences during operations and are doing so, the Army is exceptionally well

Just Cause, Desert Shield and Desert suited because of the influence ground forces
Storm demonstrate that training is the have in developing countries. Because high-tech
key to our warfighling readiness and, weapon systems with huge price tags continue to
therefore, is absolutely essential to the dominate the naval and air forces of the world,

Army's strategic utility. armies that can be maintained for a much smaller
percentage of the national budget will play
increasingly important roles in the governments

outstanding results in the 1993 David E. Grange of many of our allies. The 25th ID (L) is an espe-
Best Ranger Competition where the division's cially good match for the armies that are main-
teams placed second, third. fourth and 15th. tained by our allies in the Pacific region, where

Demanding, realistic training for units at the the environment and terrain favor fight forces.
CTCs and other collective training events com- Tropic Lightning soldiers and our allies have a
plemented by a focus on disciplined, tough, capa- common understanding of the terrain and of
ble individuals ensure that the Army's light training, equipping and employing light forces.
forces will be trained and ready. Technologically In a five-month period between January and
advanced systems in the hands of these well- May 1993, the 25th ID (L) deployed to. and con-
trained light fighters ensures that they will he ducted three division-level command post exer-
capable of decisive victories on the battlefield cises (CPXs) in the Pacific. Each of these exer-
and remain key players in the strategic force- cises was a major deployment involving large
projection Army. numhers of personnel and equipment. Each

event presented unique challenges in its com-
Forward Presence bined command structure and each represents

As overseas units are inactivated or reassigned commitment to fostering interoperability be-
to the Continental United States (CONUS). the tween the Army and the armies of our allies.
Army is driven to force-projection and other Exercise YAMA SAKU RA was a bilateral CPX
peacetime engagement and tkrward-prescnce conducted by units from the nolheastern army of
activities to remain a strategic force. "Forward the Japan Ground Self-Defenme Force (JGSDF)
presence" is an all-encompassing term. It rangcs and the US Army Japan/IX Corps. The 25th ID
from supporting an embassy stall: to cng~ncer (L) deployed its division main command post
units building schools in rural villages, to a show from Schofield Barracks. Hawaii. to Sendai.
of force by coml,at units in an unstable region. It Japan, and fought in a mid-intensity combat sime-
includes numerous ways to preserve US access, ulation. The II Marine Expeditionary Force. 5th
influence and interoperability. Other compo- Air Force and 7th Fleet completed the US joint
nent.s of forward presence may include combined lfrce that fought in a bilateral command relation-
exercises, exchange programs, participation in ship with the JGSDF.
regional conferences and many other military- In March, the Tropic Lightning Division
to-military contacts. These forward-presence returned to the Korean peninsula, where 25th
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Large-scale, high-visibility, joint and combined exercises are important
forward-presence activities, [but] it is the hundreds of small-unit exercises and

exchanges that keep the 25th ID (L) constantly engaged with our allies in the Pacific.
In 1992, the 25th ID (L) and USARHAW's 45th Support Group exercised in 26 different

nations... These exercises were conducted from company to brigade level; involved
combat, combat support and combat service support soldiers and units; were from one

week to two months in duration; and included the full range of training events.

DL) soldiers had fought 40 years earlier. Exer- was a CINCPAC exercise that involved I Corps
cisL TEAM SPIRIT 93 added a lare CPX to the and the 3d Royal Thai Army fonning a corn-
traditional field training exercises (FTXs) that bined joint task Corce headquarters. Again, the
have characterized previous TEAM SPIRIT exer- Tropic Lightning Division and its light fighter,
cises. The 25th ID (L) deployed a brigade task represented the Amwy f'rom individual soldier to
force and the division headquarters to participate division command level through joint and corn-
in the FTX and CPX respectively. hined training with the 4th Royal Thai Division.

For the 25th ID (L). TIFAM SPIRfI týB pro- B. early June, the division headquarters and
vided all the challenges associated \kith coalition significant portions of its subordinate units had
wartre. In the Third Armn. Korea (TROKA) deployed three times in five months and ex-
commanders" task organization, the 25th ID (LI ecuted training events with three of our major
was attached to the VII (ROK) Corps. The divi- allies in the Pacific. Fach of these trainingz events
sion became immersed in fighting as a full coali- included all of our sister services and provided
tion partner. In an even more challenging situa- valuable joint and combined training. It is signif-
tion, the 2d Brigade Warrior Task Force was icant to note that during this siune five--month
attached to the 26th (ROK) division Imr the dura- period, the division's 3d Brigade Task Force par-
tion of the FTX. ticipated in a JRTC rotation at Fort ('haffee.

Finally. in May. the 25th II) (L) headquarlers Arkansas.
and the Ist Brigade Task Force deployed from While these large-scale. high-visibility, joint
their home station in H-awaii to exercise with an- and cobihined exercises are important lonard-
other ally. this time in Thailand. COBRA (OL/) presence activities, it is the hundreds of small-
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unit exercises and exchanges that keep the 25th ability to provide this presence is an important
ID (L) constantly engaged with our allies in the capability of light forces. The 25th ID(L) has
Pacific. In 1992, the 25th ID (L) and United been present in the Pacific for 52 years. The

Tropic Lightning patch is recognized throughout
the region and represents the commitment of the

As overseas units are inactivated or United States to preserving peace and stability.
reassigned to CONUS, the Army is driven
to force-projection and other peacetime Force Procion

engagement andforward-presence The first battle the Army must fight and win to
activities to remain a strategic force. have a role in the strategic force-projection

"Forwardpresence"... ranges from sup- Army is that of force projection. This term
porting an embassy staff, to engineer units implies deploying worldwide, from CONUS or

building schools in rural villages, to a outside CONUS bases quickly and without prior
show offorce by combat units in an unsta- notice. The wide variety of situations that will
ble region. It includes numerous ways to require the employment of the Army as part of a

preserve US access, influence and interop- joint and combined team in peace, conflict or war
erbility... [such as] combined exercises, have the potential to occur without warning and

exchange programs, participation in will demand a capability for immediate response.
regional conferences and many other An Army that is unprepared, slow to react or

military4o-miliOvy contacts. unable to be moved on existing strategic lift
cannot be projected effectively.

Rapid deployability of any type of Army force
States Army, Hawaii's (USARHAW's) 45th is a demanding mission that is not accomplished
Support Group exercised in 26 different nations easily. Soldiers, units. leaders and activities must
as part of the US Army Pacific and CINCPAC constantly train to remain prepared to accomplish
expanded relations program. These exercises the thousands of tasks required to deploy an
were conducted from company to brigade level: Army organization. In the 25th ID (L). evern
involved combat, combat support and combat commander's mission-essential task list (METL)
service support soldiers and units; were from one begins with "Rapidly Deploy the Force." The
week to two months in duration; and included the division uses a multitude of training events
full range of training events from live-fire focused on our deployment mission. For exam-
maneuver, to force--on--force exercises, to com- pie, as units assume the mission cycle that places
mand and control (C2) interoperability training, them at the highest level of readiness within the
to competitive athletic events. Soldiers in the division, commanders conduct intensive inspec-
Tropic Lightning Division-fro)m a rifleman in tions, call-outs and other compliance checks to
an infantry company to communicators working ensure they meet stringent standards and can
in mobile subscriber equipment vans to division deploy the lead battalion task force (the Division
staff officers in command posts--have estab- Ready Force-I I DRF- 11) battalion within 18
lished professional and personal relationships hours as required by the division, US Army Pa-
with their counterparts in allied armies through- cific and the regional CINC. All other divisional
out the Pacific. The civilian and military leaders units are trained and ready to deploy immediately
in Japan, Korea, Malaysia. Singapore, the Philip- after the division ready brigade (DRB).
pines, Australia and many other nations have Divisions conduct emergency deployment
been exposed to the capabilities and professional- training exercises that require various subele-
ism of the Army through these exercises. ments of the division (division tactical command

The presence of the Army in peacetime exer- post, DRF-I. entire DRB, aviation package, and
cises serves to maintain regional stability. The so on, to process through the deployment system.
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An event that demonstrates the unusual nature of operations other than war
and the versatility of light forces is Operation Provide Refuge. In February 1993, the

Merchant Vessel Eastwood, a commercial ship in the Pacfic sea lanes, transmitted a

distress signal that was monitored in Hawaii. When the Coast Guard boarded die vessel,
they found the crew had abandoned the ship and left aboard 525 Chinese migrants who

had embarked in an attempt to gain illegal entry to the United States.

All aspects of the system are checked, including that must be a realistic, living document. Innova-
personnel readiness, equipment maintenance. tive enhancements to the deployment system
compliance with load stan dards, drawing contin- must be sought in terms of facilities. C2 and
gency supplies and ammunition and movement time-saving techniques. Needed enhancements
to various departure airfields and port facilities, become obvious after executing several iterations
Thes exercises are usually 48 hours in duration of the process.
and are followed immediately by an extensive A final component necessary 19r rapid deploy-
after-action review. ment is a suitable power-projection platform.

The division also uses its presribed deploy- This involves integrating the installation staffsand
ment system whenever units deploy from Oahu other agencies that contribute to transfoming the
for" training events. This ue of the system pro- force from its training posture into an effsctively
vides further opportunities to remain familiar functioning organization moving expeditiously
with the intricacies of rapid deployment, toward ports of embarkation.

Another component necessary to achieve rap- The division can deploy itself only to the point
id deployability is a constant sarch for ways to that the sequence overtakes the units that are
improve the system. Requirements, techniques, "pushing out" other units. An orderly transition
responsibilities and time s hus codi- is essential to ensure continuity in the p ess. In
fTed in a readiness standing operating procedure USARHAW. the 45th Suppor n Group and US
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Army Support Command-Hawaii (the garrison including Just Cause and Exercise GOLDEN
command) are designated to relieve divisional PHEASANT. the 10th Mountain Division's
units that must cease their outload assistance tasks peacemaking operations in Somalia and humi-
and actually move with the division. The exis- cane relief in Florida and the 25th ID (L) in
tence and transfer of equipment required to numerous operations in the Pacific discussed in
deploy a unit (computers. facsimile machines, this article.

The second half of the force-projection equa-
tion must focus on the force itself. Rapid deploy-

As overseas units are inactivated or ment of an ill--equipped, undermanned unit will
reassigned to CONUS, the Army is driven not accomplish any of our nation's strategic
to force-projection and other peacetime objectives. The Army must continue its empha-

engagement andforwurd-presence sis on fielding technologically advanced, deploy-
activities to remain a strategic force. able and lethal weapons and equipment to light

"Forwardpresence'".. ranges from sup- divisions. The versatility demanded by the stra-
porting an embassy staff, to engineer units tegic environment requires that light divisions

building schools in rural villages, to a possess systems that enhance the firepower,
show offorce by combat units in an unsta- maneuver and protection capabilities of the force
ble region. It includes numerous ways to without sacrificing the ability to project it.

preserve US access, influence and interop-
erabitit... [such as] combined exercises, Operations Other Than War

exchange programs, participation in At 0530, Friday. II September 1992, blaring
regional conferences and many other civil defense sirens woke st;urled residents of the

military-to-militaiy contacts. Hawaiian Islands. Only 18 hours previously.
weather forecasters had discounted Hurricane
Iniki as a threat. During the night, however. Iniki

telephones, light sets. scales, automotive test made an ominous turn, and by 1630, her 165 mph
equipment, and so on) between changing orga- winds were wreaking havoc on the island of
nizations in the outload business is critical for Kauai. The following morning. President George
deploying large units. Bush signed Disaster Declaration Number 76.

Light infantry divisions were designed, devel- The lead elements of the 25th ID (L) response.
oped and fielded to provide the Anny with a stra- which would become known as Task Force
tegically responsive force in an era when most of Garden Alh'. immediately deployed to a base
the force was postured as heavy, forward- at Lihue Airport on Kauai and began provid-
deployed divisions poised primiarily to defend ing lifesaving emergency assistance and asses-
Europe against the Warsaw Pact. The 1984 deci - sing the danmage. For the next 25 days. the 25th
sion to create light infantry divisions wats a dras- ID (L) Emergency Operations C,:nter at Scho-
tic departure from the previous 4) years of Army field Barn-cks operated around the clock to pro-
force design concepts. The leai force structure vide and coordinate resources for the 'joint task
that deliberately avoided heavy equipment, out- force that was created to provide relief. Forward
sized cargo and unnecessary redundancy was deployed to Kauai. T;ask Force Ganh', Ish' was
designed to be rapidly dcployable on C- 141 s. composed of units from the 25th ID (L) and other

In the almost I0-year existence of light infan- USARHAW units to include the 45th Support
try divisions, these organizations have repeatedly Group. In addition to commanding Army tie-
demonstrated that they meet their charter to rap- ments on Kauai, Task Force Ganr'n Isle coordi-
idly deploy tailored force packages throughout nated the efforts of all of the anned services and
the world. Notable examples are the 7th I D (L) worked closLly with civil authorities, the Federal
participation in operations in Central America. Emergency Management Agency. the Coast
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Oye to the Virgin
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'he Hugo, Sep.
r 1992.

In the past, the Army protected citizens at the edge of the frontiers of an expanding
America; built roads, canals and bridges; assisted nations abroad; and performed a variety
of other tasks. These operations have become well publicized in the wake of recent man-

made and natural events that have occurred in the post-Cold War environment.

Guard and a myriad of other relief agencies. 0 Security assistance.
Toxay. the Army is often required, in its role as 0 Humanitarian assistance and disaster relief.

a strategic force, to protect and further the inter- 0 Support to counterdrug operations.
ests of the United States at home and abroad in a Peacekeeping.
operations other than war. In the past, the Army * Combatting terrorism.
protected citizens at the edge of the frontiers of an 0 Show of force.
expanding America: built roads, canals and 0 Attacks and raids.
bridges; assisted nations abroad, and performed a 0 Noncombatant evacuation operations.
variety of other tasks.4 These operations have 0 Peace enforcement.
become well publicized in the wake of recent * Support to insurgency or counterinsurgency.
man-made and natural events that have occurred a Support to domestic civil authority.
in the post-Cold War environment. It certainly Light infantry divisions have participated in
seems that operations other than war are a growth virtually all of these activities in the past several
industry and that the US Armed Forces will con- years. The 25th ID (L) alone has had a role in at
tinue to be involved, often in the lead. least half of these activities. During Operation

Operations other than war is an umbrella term Iniki Response. the 25th ID (L) demonstrated that
for a wide variety of activities the Army performs its warfighting capabilities could be quickly and
in support of the nation's strategic objectives. FM eflectively reconfigured to provide humanitarian
l(0)-5 lists a dozen activities that are part of the assistance and aid to the citizens of the United
Army's role in operations other than war:5  States. The versatility of the leaders and soldiers

* Nation assistance, was critical to the success of this operation.
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The range and scope of the support required to light forces is Operation Provide Refiige. In Feb-
sustain the residents of Kauai in the aftermath of ruary 1993. the Merchant Vessel Eastwood, a
Iniki was staggering. Army forces, predomi- commercial ship in the Pacific sea lanes. trans-
nantly units from Schofield Barracks and the mitted a distress signal that was monitored in
Hawaii Army National Guard provided: meals Hawaii. When the Coast Guard boarded the ves-
ready-to--eat; mobile kitchens, water purification sel. they found the crew had abandoned the ship
systems; tentage; tactical generators; emergency and left aboard 525 Chinese migrants who had

embarked in an attempt to gain illegal entry to the
United States.

Another component necessary The conditions on the ship were deplorable. It
to achieve rapid deployability is a con- would have only been a matter of days before the
stant search for ways to improve the ill-fated passengers would have begun to die
system. Requirements, techniques, from dehydration, starvation and a variety of dis-

responsibilities and time schedules must eases resulting from unsanitary conditions.
be codified in a readiness standing On I I February 1993. a portion of the divi-
operating procedure that must be a sion's ready brigade and a C2 package from the

realistic, living document. Innovative 25th ID(L) headquarters were alerted and
enhancements to the deployment system deployed to Kwajalein atoll to respond to this

must be sought in terms of facilities, unusual situation. Infantrymen. military police.
C2 and time-saving techniques. linguists, logisticians and medics prepared to

exccuttL a.. operation that would require ingenu-
ity. restraint and synchronization of a variety

communications at police and fire stations: a bri- of activities to accomplish the mission. After-
gade of soldiers to repair roxfs, reduce health action reviews and tirsthand experiences from
hazards, and clear transportation routes: and leaders who had participated in similar opera-
logisticians from the division support command tions at Guantananio Bay. Cuba, were used to
and 45th Support Group to operate a wholesale plan for this operation. This mission also rein-
distribution center and airhead where an incred- forced the assumption that mnilitau'y and other
ible tonnage of supplies flowed onto the island, governmental agencies are required to work

Even in a,. operation other than war, the dIe- closely in operations other than war.
ployability and force structure of the light infan- During the 20 dlays it too~k the UN high comn-
try division contributed to mission success. The missioner on refugee affairs and other diplomats
fact that land lines of communication did not to solve the delicate political issues involved in
exist between Kauai and any location capable of this situation. light forces again demonstrated
providing assistance made our training for rapid their versatility. A light infantry battalion. aug-
deployment a key to success. Personnel, equip- mented with personnel from civil affairs. psycho-
ment and supplies moved by air and sea in accor- logical operations and medical units constituted
dance with the same deployment system and on the Amiy forces in Provid, Retitge. In addition
the same time line that would be used in wartime, to emergency htumanitarian assistanlce. the light

Iniki Response is only one of several huma- fighters of 3d Battalion. 22d lnflantry accom-
nitarian assistance operations the division has plished security, accountability and processing
participated in during the past several years. and lite support tasks on Kwvajalein. Following
Operation t'ierv t igil was the response to the the transfer of the Chinese migrants to the
eruption of Mount Pinatubo on the Philippine International Organization for Migrants. the light
Islands. and Operaith.n Sea Angel was the opera- infantrymen closed the camp. redeployed to
tion to assist Bangladesh when a monsoon devas- home station and resumeed their training progriun
tated that country. and deployment posture.

An event that demonstrates the unusual nature Committing the Anny lo selected operations
of operations other that war and the versatility of other than war is done in support of our national
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FM 100-5

military strategy. Army soldiers serve daily in
this capacity, and the opportunities for such During Operation Iniki Response,
operations are sure to increase in the future. The the 25th ID (L) demonstrated that its war-
Army in general-and light torces in particular- fighting capabilities could be quickly
can respond quickly, appropriately and profes- and effectively reconfigured to provide
sionally to a variety of unique, challenging situa- humanitarian assistance and aid to the
tions. These units, which are organized, properly citizens of the United States. The versatility
equipped, well trained and led and disciplined of the leaders and soldiers was critical to
for combat, can and do adjust easily for success- the success of this operation.
ful operations other than war.

Th FUture sis on small-unit, fundamental infantry skills,
The Army is changing to adapt to the evolving light units are a good match for the armies of our

strategic environment. An organization that has allies. The third aspect of versatility, the ability to
previously had a single focus on combat is now rapidly and repeatedly deploy, is essential and
demonstrating its versatility without compromis- contributes to executing peacetime engagement
ing its ability to fight and win. Light forces, as and forward-presence activities, operations other
characterized in this article by the 25th ID(L)and than war and responding to crisis situations
its activities, are essential players in the strategic worldwide.
force-projection Army. As the Army prepares Rapid deployment, an ideal mission for light
for and is committed to additional roles, we must infantry divisions, is a critical component of our
capitalize on our ability to execute many different Army's force-projection sthategy. Events in
missions. Light forces epitomize the tenet of ver- recent history have repeatedly demonstrated that
satility. First, light forces are an indispensable light infantry divisions are rapidly deployable
part of the combined arms team on the battlefield. and that an early presence by US light torces is a
Dismounted soldiers using appropriate tactics, viable strategic tool. Finally, light forces are
armed with the latest equipment and integrated exceptionally well suited to be employed in
with heavy and special operating units are a deci- operations other than war.
sive force. Second. light forces are great warrior- Future military operations. combat or other-
ambassadors for the US military and superb rep- wise, will require the versatility and capabilities
resentatives of the interests of the United States that are the hallmark of light forces. The 25th ID
through the execution of peacetime engagement (L) and other light infantry forces are essential to
and forward-presence activities. With an empha- the strategic force-projection Army. MR
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Opeations Other Than War
Opereions other than war have taken on a new dimension with the latest
verion of US AMnny Field Manual 100-5, Opeadmns We offer daree
a,%4er that examine a few of the complicallons involved in conthactin
o-e---on other than war. FhA Grahiam H. Turbiill Jr looks at how
oipaniedci*ne ackviftes are center*4 in part, on developing relationships
between group in dlWarmt is of the world that fornerly had few or no
Aiem Next retire Colonel WiliM= W Mendel takes a look at the island
nation of Haltiand ity buqoriance to the United Stats and doe role US mil-
Awy fimte might play In supportin nation assistance efforts of the Unite
State and the UN. Finally, Lieutenant Colonel Geoffrey B. Demarest pro -
vids a look at the bsland nation of Cuba& He offer somne thoughts as to
what con&&ibutn events could lead to a collaps of Fidel Castro's regimne
and possfibl VS Army aussbnce mules In a poss-Casln Cuba~



Operations
Other Than War:

Organized
Crime Dimension

Graham H. Turbiville Jr.

A S snational security planners seek to
A define, anticipate or react to a host of secu- Organizd cdme... may increasingly
rity problems around the post-Cold War world, influence (planning for] operations other
they are faced both with familiar, enduring prob- than war... in many areas of the world...
lems, as well as with security issues, that in terms Because of its effectiveness, success and
of content, scale and impact seem strikingly new. impact, organized crime is already an
This mix of continuing and new concerns is par- integral part of the overall environment in
ticularly evident in evolving Army concepts. which operations other than war take place,
doctrine and planning associated with military as well as closely interfwined with national
operations other than war, which will be carried security threats of direct concern to
out in a complex security environment charac- military planners.
terized by diverse and shifting challenges to
existing state structures and institutions around Within this environment, each of the militarv
the world.I operations other than war operational catego-

Among these challenges are what have come ties-support to insurgency and counterinsur-
to be termed by some as "'gray area phenom- gency operations, combatting terrorism, peace-
ena" or problems of "global ungovemability." keeping. support to counterdrug operations and
These designations have been coined recently a range of contingency operations-has ac-
by security specialists to capture the prolifera- quired new dinmensions. Notable among these
tion of nonstate security threats that are new. is the emergence ofan ,rganized crime compo)-
recently visible or have come to be of far nent that may increasingly influence operations
greater concern than in the past. They include, other than war planning in many areas of the
among others, widespread population disloca- world. That is. because of its effectiveness. suc-
tions; ethnic and religious conflict; epidemic cess and impact, organized crime is already an
health problems and environmental damage: integral pan of the overall environment in which
terrorist organizations and agendas; interna- operations other than war take place. as well as
tional organized crime. and "informal" eco- closely intertwined with national security threats
nomic organizations that bypass or avoid state of direct concern to military planners.
and regional economic systems. 2 Country after Organized criminal activities-increasingly
country has come to identify these elements in linked regionally and internationally-are
various combinations as national security con- centered in part on developing relationships
cerns. Individually and collectively, these between narcotics trafficking, arms trafficking
problems are joining more traditional national and other international organized criminal
concerns to define the security environment groups in distant areas of the world that formerly
throughout the world. had few visible relationships. In environments
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military involvement in various ways. Before
in Sri Lanka, the Ibertn Tgers addressing some of these potential operations

of Tam# Eelam (LTTE) turned to narcotcs other than .v;ar-organized crime linkages, it is
t cking years ago as a means of fiancing useful to look at how the United States defines
their separatist goals.... Hundreds of Tamiis strategic objectives that are likely to generate
haave been picked up for narcofts trffiokig military operations other than war and simulta-

in foreign countries in Europe, North neously confront criminal enterprise.
America and elsewhere. While the principal

drug r these arrests was heroin, there are Defined US Interests and
reports that the LTTE concluded an Operations Other Than War

agreement with the Colombian cartels in There are broadly stated US policy goals that
which representatives of the former serve as will shape the role and commitment of the US

drug couriers in return for "arms training." Armed Forces throughout the remainder of the
decade. As the administration of President

where state institutions have been rendered inef- George Bush was coming to a close in the early
fective by sweeping political and economic 1990s. US security objectives constituted a num-
change. war, internal challenges or other factors, ber of desirable foreign policy goals around the
criminal enterprise has been quick to fill vacu- world that clearly included the potential for mili-
ums or seize new opportunities. tary support and served as the broad rationale for

In addition, the new or reinvigorated centers US military involvement abroad. Some of these
of interethnic conflict, insurgency and various goals were also addressed in terms of countering
forms of regional and international terrorism the most pernicious form of organized crime-
have acquired an organized crime content that narcotics trafficking--though generally speak-
blurs distinctions between military and law ing. organized crime did not occupy a central role
enforcement problems in many regions of the as a national. s,-cuity th,,,it Sc ,-i, h,•, ,-amn
globe. Of particular importance. some security pies from official US government statements
problems that had in the past been driven by early in this decade illustrate these various
ideological or other imperatives, now have declared national "interests and goals."'4

strong criminal motivations as well. Thus, for For example. US security assistance programs
example. while the Cold War framework had were focused on providing "aid in combatting
shaped the way we looked at most security prob- threats to democratic institutions from aggw-s-
lems in the recent past. the disappearance of the sion, coercion, insurgencies. subversion, terror-
former Soviet Union. the Socialist bloc, and ism and illicit drug trafficking." Regarding the
regional surrogates has removed immediate latter point more specifically, it had been a US
sources of financing, arms. training, safe havens goal for some years to "reduce the flow of illegal
or other support for client states, insurgencics drugs into the United States by encouraging re-
and terrorist organiiations. duction in foreign Inarcotics] production land)

To some extent at least, organized crime has combatting international traffickers ... .-5 US
provided an alternative means of support, as foreign policy interests were aimed at strengthen-
well as a seductive source of personal, criminal ing and enlarging "the commonwealth of free
profit that may subvert ideological or political [democratici nations that share a commitment to
fervor. This phenomenon is not limited to spe- democracy and individual rights." and supporting
cific regions, but is evident in many areas of the "greater economic and political unity" in Europe.
world in often analogous ways. Of particular as well as other regions. One means to these goals
importance are those areas of insurgency, civil was to promote the growth of free democratic
war and ethnonational conflict that may pre- political institutions around the world.6 US ob-
cipitate---or already have precipitated-US jectives of supporting "aid. trade and investment
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US security assistance prograns were focused o proding "aid in combatting threats
to dwm rati inshlutons fom aggression, coercion, insurgencies, subversion, terronsm and
lfcit drug &affkQing " Regarding the laoer point more specifcally, it had been a US goal for
some years to "reduce the flow of illegal drugs into the United States by encouraging
reduction in foreign fnarcotics] producton (and) combatting international traffckers. "

policies that prumote economic development and by a range of simmering and acute conflict,,,
social... progress. and promoting ",an open and these declared goals could underpin foreign
expanding intemational economic system. based policy initiatives that include the commitment of
on market principles, with minimal distoulions lAS military resources in various lnons of opera-
to trade and investment." were stated and restated tions other than wAau-unilaterally or under11 the
in various ways for some years.7  auspices of regional or international securit\

More recently. President Bill Clinton's organizations-it sanctioned by the national
administration-through National Security leadership and country. All of these goals are
Advisor Anthony Lake. UN Ambassador Made- also fundamental(y alk'cted h\ a number of
leine Albright. Secretary of State Warren Chris- fbmis of organized crime in ways that include
topher and Clinton himself-have reiterated severe damage to political and economic instilu-
these objectives in much the sarne temis. That is. tions through corruplion. lost state and business
these representatives asserL that US goals include revenues. currency crime,, and mone\ launder-
supporting existing democracies: flostering the ing: the deterioration otf social structures through
expansion of democratic governments around heightened levels of violence, debilitating insta-
the world: sustaining and encouraging free mar- bility and damaged value systems: and even
ket economies: and fostering "'humanitarian physical threats to the continuity of govenment
agendas."' The extent to which these goals will among other potential impacts.'o The "military"
be translated into policies that involve the em- and "organized crime" aspects of these goals
ployment of 11S military I',m.es is flar from clear. are now increasingly linked in ways that will

It is clear, however, that in a world threatened he discussed below.
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las and other US cities. UN peacekeepers have
In the former Sove Union- been charged by Somali factions with protecting

which includes several hundred ethnic traffickers and profiting from the drug trade.
groups by some assessments-one of the while the criminal motivations of some Somali

criteria used to classify organized crime is leaders are well established. 2

ethnic afiftatL Thus, of the 3,500 to 4000 In Sri Lanka, the Liberation Tigers of Tamil
organied criminal groups that existed in Eelam (LT7E) turned to narcotics trafficking

the Soviet Union in its closing days, and the years ago as a means of financing their separatist
3,0 groups esimated to exist in Russia goals. and the organization has been character-

itself at the end of 1992, many are "ethnic ized by some as a kind of"mafia"'13 Hundreds
criminal groups formed on the basis of of Tamils have been picked up for narcotics traf-

national communities .... " ticking in foreign countries in Europe. North
America and elsewhere. While the principal

Criminal Content drug in these arrests was heroin, there are reports
Organized criminal activity in the form of that the LTITE concluded an agreement with the

arms and drug trafficking, the smuggling of stra- Colombian cartels in which representatives of
tegic materials and other profitable contraband. the former serve as drug couriers in return for
extortion and robbery, hostage taking for ran- arms training."'14

som and other crimes are increasingly, as noted, The Kurdish Workers' Party (PKK). operat-
an integral part of insurgency, civil war and eth- ing inside and outside of Turkey. has the aim of
nic conflict. Legal and illegal immigration is setting up an independent Kurdish state in the re-
taking place at an unprecedented rate, as are gion. The PKK has not only been credited with
major population dislocations associated with killing several thousand people in eastem and
internal conflict and political or economic dis- southeastern Turkey since 1984. but has also con-
ruption. This movement of people and the cre- ducted terrorist and criminal activities in a nun-
ation of refugee concentrations and ethnic dias- her of West European cities, as well as in Iraq.
poras in many areas of the world has facilitated Iran and Syria. 15 Criminal and terrorist charges,
the operation of conflict-associated organized leveled at the PKK over the last year include
criminal activities. Of particular importance for obtaining heavy financial support from narcol-
US military operations other than war in ics trafficking in Europe: producing counterfeit
affected regions is the organized crime agendas Turkish bank notes in cooperation with the lIal-
of at least some active separatist and insurgent ian Mafia. distributing drugs principally in the
movements and ethnic conflicts. To cite some larger cities of western Turkey: producing reve-
diverse examples. Basque (ETA) separatists nucs of some $20 million a year through a nar-
largely finance their terrorist activity through colics trafficking network in Saudi Arabia and
"revolutionary taxes" obtained through extor- extorting money from the 130,(XX) to 150,(XX)
tion and ransoms, while the Irish Republican Turkish workers residing in that country: coop-
Army makes heavy use of tax fraud and cxtor- crating with Arnenian terrorist organizations
tion activities (as well as more overt fundrais- such as the Armenian Secret Army for the Lib-
ing). 1 In a far different area, the emergence of eration of Armenia (ASALA) and establishing
a "drug mafia" in Nagaland (a northeast Indian bases in the former Soviet republic of" Amionia:
state) and its possible merging with the insur- and attacking Turkish targets in the German
gency there combines criminal enterprise with a cities of Frankfurt. Karlsruhe and Mainz and in
separatist goal.II Even in Somalia. trade in the Brussels. Belgium. among other locations.t 6

drug "khat" has provided a source of revenue for In the forner Soviet Union-which includes
factions and groups. and contributed to its avail- several hundred ethnic groups by some assess-
ability in New York, Los Angeles, Boston. Dal- mernts---one of the criteria used to classify orga-
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nized crime is ethnic affiliation.17  MarkH.Mdsten Sode of Fo tn

Thus, of the 3,500 to 4,000 organ-
ized criminal groups that existed in
the Soviet Union in its closing days,
and the 3.000 groups estimated to
exist in Russia itself at the end of
1992, many are "ethnic criminal
groups formed on the basis of na-
tional communities .... "'l8 Because
of their ethnonational content, afili-

ations and location, these groups
have become actors in the various
centers of interethnic conflict. Secu-
rity service spokesmen in the former
Soviet Union judge that criminal ,h
groups variously provide material e

support, encourage or simply take A many instrucve cases from around the wodid-
advantage of the disruptions and some of which have potential or ongoing US operations
opportunities presented by the vari- other than war involvement-are Colombia and the former
ous ethnic "hot spots" and tensions. Yugoslavia, where insurgent and ethnonational issues,
As a former KGB deputy chairman conflicts and organized criminal activities are merging in
noted in early 1991 (and echoed ways that have an impact on regional security and US
often by other officials and analysts), military support as well Most notably, there are mounhng
"-our professional criminals often indications that.., the desire for criminal profit by
cooperate with extremists, terrorists movements and groups has in part replaced other
and extreme nationalists."'19 moivat frustrated efforts to resolve disputes, and

This potential for profiting is contibuted to contnued conflict and instability.
especially great in arms and drug
trafficking but also includes a broad array of The growing status of Central Asia as a drug
criminal activities ranging from primitive to cultivation and export region (as well as an anuls
sophisticated. Russian estimates have put the trafficking center) is linked to factional conflict
total number of uncontrolled arms throughout there as well. As one commentator noted in
the former Soviet Union at tens of millions, regard to Central Asia in 1991. "it is not Just
many of them military automatic weapons. A coincidence ... that ethnic conflicts in Central
trade in heavier weapons is evident as well, Asia, as a rule. flared up during the opium px)ppy
especially in areas of ethnonational conflict like harvesting season." 2 1 In Moldova. continuing
the Caucasus.211 In the Caucasus. Georgian, confrontations in that tomier Soviet republic are
Azeri. Armenian. Chechen and other "mafias" characterized by an internlixing of ethnona-
share the region with an equally impressive tional conflict and criminal activiiN. replete
collection of "armies," national guards and pro- with charges and couaiterchargcs of corruption
visional armed groups associated with states and and crime among all parties involved. 2- Parties
factions. Narcotics trafficking, arms sales and to the Moldovan conflicts include the break-
terrorist allegations centered on Georgians. away "Dniester Republic-; the Moldovan gov-
Azeris, Armenians and other Caucasus people ernment, which is contesting the separatist
reflect the complex intermixing that character- efforts; various mercenary groups including
izes many other areas of the former Soviet Cossacks and right-wing extremists: Romanian
Union and elsewhere, arms and training support: and large numbers
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outcome and terms of a given conflict's resolu-
The insurMe have become criminal tion. This may include, in particular, an interest

capA st rate thn deolgickaly motvat in prolonging a conflict or exploiting tensions to
revokud rs. While many analysts would increase profit. This kind of factor, to the extent

jud• th view to be overdrawn, conskd- it is operative, has the potential of frustrating US
Sdata has been mustered by govemment and international efforts to broker lasting politi-

spokesmen to support their asserlions in the cal solutions; shaping the desirability or form of
Irm of captred dcMnlhatn and the security assistance, peacekeeping. peace enforce-

arest of he ELN finaneministe. Intelligence ment and postconflict stability efforts: and
received from hese sources... revealedan influencing the florms that humanitarian assis-

extraordinary amount of infonnation on FARC tance may take among other considerations.
and ELN financing... [and] indicated that

the to guen groups had become the Colombia
'lar best organized and most profitable In addition to its premier role as a center for

Criminal actMy in[ Pcombia]." narcotics trafficking by the cocaine and heroin
cartels, Colombia also faces two major insur-

of ethnic Russian residents in the area. gencies. the National Liberation Amyv tEiercito
Lieutenant General Aleksandr Lebed-the de Liberation Naciona/-ELN) and the Revo-

commander of the Russian 14th Army, which is lutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (Fitrzas
ostensibly serving a peacekeeping role in the Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia-
complex conflict there-accused the Dniester FARC). It is the Colombian government's \iew
"-government" of corruption and criminal activity that the guerrillas are becoming increasingly
and declared he was "'sick and tired of guarding involved in organized crime to include-but not
the sleep and safety of crooks." 23 Indeed, crimi- limited to-narcotics trafficking. As( one
nal activity in Moldova is widespread. profitable Colombian government minister put it:
and includes drug and arms trafficking.2 4 As in "We think the guerrillas have forsaken their
other regions. conflict has provided criminal self-attributed ideals of struggling for the
opportunities, with criminal groups in and around redemption of the lov,\'r classes. We are in the
the divided state becoming intemieshed with the presence of a large. profitable criminal organiza-
various political and national agendas. tion that takes advantage of every mechanism of

Among many instructive cases from around the capitalist economy and that has abandoned
the world-some of which have potential or any revolutionary ideals its imemhers might
ongoing US operations other than war involve- have had in the past."25
ment-are Colombia and the former Yugosla- In other words, the insureenis have become
via. where insurgent and ethnonational issues, criminal capitalists rather than ideologicallk
conflicts and organized criminal activities are motivated revolutionaries. While many analysts
merging in ways that have an impact on regional would judge this view to be overdraim n, consid-
security and US military support as well. Most crable data has veien mustered by goveninent
notably, there are mounting indications that in spokesmen to support their assertions in the forim
these two illustration,, the desire for criminal of captured dOCLimentation and the arrest of the
profit by movements and groups has in part ELN finance minister.2() Intelligence received
replaced other motivations, frustrated efforts to from these sources included a list of ransom
resolve disputes, and contributed to continued payments and victims, extortion schemes
conflict and instability. That is, there appear to involving businesses and individuals and other
be strong, well-financed criminal structures data that revealed an extraordinary amount of
beyond---or subsumed by--the contending par- inforniation on FARt" and ELN financing. The
ties in these conflicts which have interests in the intelligence also indicated that the two guerrilla
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Activefghtinshifts in bonders anid controlprocedures, a breakdown in group
affiliations, and especially the arms embargo imposed on all provinces of the former
Yugoslavia in early fall 1991, changed routes and piodftes for smuggler and state institutions
alike and resulted in an innovative series of measures and readjustments being taken by
affected states and criminal groups. Arms trafficking groups, in order to acquire requisite
military materiel and other strategic materials, began to Identify black and gray market
sources for weapons and explore new routes for delivery.

groups had become the -largest. best organized NS equals approximately 750 pesos). If this is
and most prol'table criminal activity in the multiplied by the eight fronts (recognizing thait
country.-27 Further, the Colombian authorities there is no evidence that this is a meaningful
determined a close correlation between the de- exercise), it would total 20 billion pesos. While
ployment of the various guerrilla fronts and the not much is known about the insurgents' rela-
centers of economic enterprise (itone form or tionship with poppy and heroin production.
another, especially oil, gold. coal, bananas. coca there are only some rough calculations that indi-
and-most recently-poppies.2 Guerrilla de- cate this business is growing at an accelerated
ployment shifted to these areas where revenues rate and, in terms of FARC income, already may
were greater. Guerrillas reported]-, have even represent one third of that from coca.3t

helped revive cattle ranches when their excessive At any rate, between coca and poppies, the
expropriation of money has caused ranches to FARC is judged by some Colombians to gamer
become of marginal financial value.29  close to 70 percent of its income. All of this has

The most profitable insurgent criminal enter- caused Colombian President C~sar Gaviria Tru-
prise. according to the Colombian police. mili- jillo to assert that the insurgents "have become
tary and government, is the per tram charge for the third drug cartel in Colombia" and that they
coca leaf,' paste and processors:.f( According to are promoting the new heroin business as well.32

one FARC defector. his front sent the secretariat The conclusion reached by some analysts is
in 1991 some 2.5 billion pesos from this means that profit has become tar more important to
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Yugoslav criminals, of course, were quite ac-
The autonomous Serbian proinc of tive in a variety of regional smuggling activities

Kosovo and Metohga, with a predominaty well before the state began its slide to dissolu-
Albanian ethni popultion and Sn sepa- tion and active conflict. 35 Indeed, smuggling
ta&t leanings has by many accounts some and banditry in many forms had been a tradi-

of the most acve cnminal groups in the tional feature of the area long before there had
regki as we# as armed groups associate been a Yugoslav state. Regarding the more seri-

with te separa* t cause. Serbian ous forms of organized crime, Yugoslavia had a
authorits--concerned about AIbanian longstanding role in the international heroin

separatist potential and aspirations-have trade as a part of the Balkan route leading from
been particularly vehement in denouncing Southwest Asia, through the Balkans, to West-
w hthey cal Albanian-run dnwgs-fr-a-nls em Europe and North America. By the late

de* tdget with extotigo; idnhoppig 1980s, like the rest of Eastern Europe. it had also
conupt law enfor cement and a variety become a stop on Latin American cocaine traf-

of economIC Cimes. ficking routes as well.
As shooting conflicts in Yugoslavia devel-

the Colombian guerrillas than ideology and that oped--beginning in late June 1991 with Croat

peace negotiations may become more difficult and Slovene declarations of independence-
because "if the FARC and ELN effectively traditional smuggling routes were disrupted.

have converted themselves into such profitable Active fighting, shifts in borders and control

criminal enterprises, how could a process of procedures, a breakdown in group affiliations.

reincorporation appear attractive to them?"33 and especially the arms embargo imposed on all
Other Colombian spokesmen have suggested provinces of the former Yugoslavia in early fall1991, changed routes and priorities for smug-
that the loss of ideological vigor and a depen- glers and state institutions alike and resulted in
dence on "sharing the spoils" to maintain group an innovative series of measures and readjust-
cohesiveness is harming guerrilla effectiveness ments being taken by affected states and crimi-
and recruiting.3" nal groups. Arms trafficking groups, in order to

The Former Yugoslavia acquire requisite military materiel and other

The continuing conflicts in the former Yugo- strategic materials, began to identify black and
ehad many consequences for orga- gray market sources for weapons and exploreslavia have hal any of aluenyes to orga- new routes for delivery. There was a reorienta-

nized criminal activity of all types to include, in tion of heroin trafficking routes as well. with
particular the closer association of many parties some of the drug traffic moving north through
in the disputes with organized crime. A com- Hungary, Romania and Czechoslovakia. How-
bination of pressing military requirements, eco- ever, a substantial heroin transit trade and new
nomic disarray, the disruption of existing institu- distribution routes continued in Yugoslavia as
tions and organizations, expanded opportunities well, with adjustments made to allow for dis-
for many types of criminal endeavors and the rupted drug flows due to armed clashes.
potential for enormous criminal profits, have all Hand-in-hand with the conflict has been the
appeared at the same time. In addition, the large further development of a brisk trade in drugs and
numbers of refugees from the conflicts there, arms jointly, sometimes using the same routes,
coupled with large, existing dmigrd communi- couriers and transport means. Local mafias in
ties of -Yugoslav" citizens around the world, every former province cut out territory for their
have provided a potential support base and criminal activities and have developed intema-
infrastructure abroad for drug and arms traffick- tional ties as well. A feature of these groups is
ing, other criminal undertakings and terrorist their ethnic orientation--Croats, Serbs, Alba-
activities. nians. Montenegrins, Macedonians and others-
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The former Vugoslav province of Macedonia, where about 30V US troops are
deployed, has been the target of a number of charges of criminal and terrorist activity.
The Macedonian government, accused of sponsoring heroin trafficking and using the
proceeds to buy weapons, in turn charges Serbs and Greeks with drug trafficking,
to include the Serbian armed forces special operations component.

with numerous charges and countercharges ex- existed with drug and arms trafficking, protection
changed between the groups over their alleged and extortion, robberies and other random and
drug deals and criminal activities to support the organized crimes by a variety of players.38 Ser-
armed actions of various factions. There is. in bian lcaders are widely accused of direct involve-
addition, a substantial trade in other scarce corn- ment in these activities. As one Serbian source
modities that yield high profits. noted in regard to the political leadership.,'they

In Serbia, increasing levels of violence have are not only in a position to take advantage of the
accompanied random and mafia criminal activi- war. but they are also in a position to maintain it
ties in Belgrade to include drug trafficking. so long as it brings in income."-.19
Criminal groups increasingly began to compete The autonomous Serbian province of Kosovo
for spheres of influence and pursued, in particu- and Metohija, with a predominately Albanian
lar, their extortion and protection rackets as law ethnic population and strong separatist leanings.
enforcement efforts unraveled amid the general has by many accounts some of the most active
economic and societal disarray generated by the criminal groups in the region, as well as armed
continuing conflicts.1 Ethnic Albanians were groups associated with the separatist cause.40
singled out for their potential in organized crime Serbian authorities--concerned about Albanian
because of their "patriarchal ties to one an- separatist potential and aspirations--have been
other."-37 In any event, criminal groups became particularly vehement in denouncing what they
better armed and more difficult to penetrate, call Albanian-run drugs-for-arms deals.
while the police became more corrupt and less together with extortion, kidnapping, corrupt law
effective. Some observers pointed to a national enforcement and a variety of economic crimes.4 1
".'psychosis" where high-profit state crime (the Albanian criminal groups in Kosovo are report-
sale of oil and other high-priced commodities) edly deeply involved in narcotics trafficking in
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Croatian protests. Nevertheless, such charges
ThePtewyerhaveseen an have continued and accelerated. One report

ira dintemanalalkaln of organized from Belgrade, for example, alleged that 6migrt
ctdlinal acMits *wh new, stongerlinkages Croat "communities" in Latin America are play-

and re uionshipsappearingtWhhdnotbeen ing an active role in supporting Croatian military
observed or visible before .... Organized forces through arms and drug trafficking. Drugs

criminal groups, often cohesive, Wa financed are reportedly sent from Latin America to West-
and WM access to new techno•gie Mat em Europe, where profits then are used to pur-

enhance their effectiveness, have chase arms for Croat forces. 48

demonstMt•a cpabl to thrive amid tur- The former Yugoslav province of Macedonia.

moilandlto nd nd shill eiracmiti where about 300 US troops are deployed, has
w t aientL been the target of a number of charges of crimi-nal and terrorist activity. The Macedonian gov-

ernment, accused of sponsoring heroin traffick-
particular. While they are said to often use eth- ing and using the proceeds to buy weapons, in
nic Albanians to transport and sell the drugs, turn charges Serbs and Greeks with drug traf-
they reportedly also use other nationalities as ficking, to include the Serbian armed forces spe-
well.4 2 Criminal links among ethnic Albanians cial operations component.4 9 The acknowledged
in Serbia, other provinces, and Albania itself are presence of heroin and "ecstasy" laboratories on
widely noted as well. 43 The Italian Mafia and the territory of Macedonia are attributed to out-
other groups are reportedly competing for influ- side schemes by the Macedonian media. Mcmi-
ence and a share of the market at Albanian ports bers of the Internal Macedonian Revolutionary
such as Durrazo, while Italian police believe that Organization-Democratic Party of Macedonian
Albanians are actively working Western narcot- National Unity (VMRO-DPMNE) terrorist
ics trafficking routes.a4  organization (dedicated to creating a greater

Montenegro. which remains aligned in a fed- Macedonia that includes temtor\ from neighbor-
eral "Yugoslav" state with Serbia, is by most ing states). are also said to be deeply involved in
accounts a hotbed of smuggling, particularly drug trafficking in cooperation with the Macedo-
along the Adriatic coast. Hydrofoils and other nian-Albanian drug mafia and Serbian traffick-
boats are said to trade illegally in profitable ers.5° Macedonia, while well situated to traffic in
items such as tobacco, as well as the major com- Turkish heroin, is also an opium poppy cultivator
modities of heroin. arms and ammunition. 45  as well. Poppy cultivation is a legal revenue-
New banking and commercial establishments producing undertaking in Macedonia tor phar-
have been set up in Montenegro (and elsewhere) maceutical sales (about 16OX) hectares in the fall
to facilitate the illegal deals. As one specialist in of 1992). Even assuming that clandestine poppy
Belgrade noted about the role of organized crops did not exist, the potential for illegal diver-
crime in the conflicts. "under conditions where sion of opium products would be substantial.5I
an expensive war is being waged at any price, According to a Slovene Ministry of Internal
expenses cannot be covered by the real imple- Affairs official., Slovenia is well on its way to
mentation of national economies, so that states developing its own "'classic underground."-
in the territory of the former Yugoslavia are Criminal activities on Slovenian territor\ are
accepting crime as a source of funding and international in nature and include drug and anus
emerging as partners of the underworld."4fi trafficking, protection, extortion anud other "tradi-

Croatian citizens living abroad are widely tional"organizedcrime. Illustratingthccomplex-
reported to participate in arms purchasing and ity of the drug and arms trade was the 1X'ce nik:r
drug trafficking deals in behalf of the Croatian 1992 arrest by Italian police of two Slovcne citi-
state and for personal profit as well. 47 Serbian zens with I I automatic weapons, 1,(XX) 9mtrn
reports. which put the worst face on alleged rounds and a silencer. The arrested traflickers
Croatian arms trafficking. have drawn strong were thought to be part of a Croatian-Slovene-
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Italian drug and arms smuggling route to the Ital-
ian Mafia and other criminal groups.53  Regional and international organized

Bosnia, as a center of continuing active con- crime increasingly influences the stability,
flict, and as a consequence of its geographic loca- effectiveness and reliability of foreign
tion, has been particularly hard hit by the arms regimes and institutions. Considering
embargo, local transportation blockades and the reported criminal activtes associated with
besieged status of Muslim forces and populations the former Yugoslavia's or former Soviet
in particular. Materiel support to Bosnian Mus- Union's ethnonatimoal confitc for
rims from Islamic states abroad has been widely exampe, would seem emnt for evahuMbng
rumored, but organized crime seems to have been mhe wou semisidu a lto ang
of far greater consequence. 54 That is. even with relabilItY of indivdal parcipats and
the hardships, atrocities and extreme military the:iinstiuons Thisnist&was well for
difficulties, criminal organizations and elements asse•ng the type and quality of military
are charged with influencing the course of opera- and law enforcement cooperaton.
tions. The chief of the general staff of the Army
of Bosnia-Herzegovina (Sefer Halilovic), for nal worlds of Eastern Europe and the former
example, pointed to the existence of"an assorted Soviet Union alone-notable for the ethnic
criminal-political mob" composed of Serbian, character of some criminal groups--represent
Croatian and Muslim members. He charged that substantial costs for the states most immediately
even Muslim criminals had an interest in keeping involved and for those other nations affected.
Sarajevo under siege in order to ensure criminal As concern grows around the world about
profits.55 The charge echoes that heard in other unprecedented population migrations. the crimni -
states of the former Yugoslavia, the former Soviet nal (as well as terrorist) content of some of these
Union and in far more distant areas. population shifts will emerge-justifiably or

There are several judgments that seem justi- not-as more visible local and regional issues.
fied from the examples addressed above. First, All of this changes the environment in which
the past few years have seen an increased inter- many kinds of "military operations other than
nationalization of organized criminal activities war" may take place. In this regard. interna-
with new, stronger linkages and relationships tional organized crime will become increasingly
appearing that had not been observed or visible visible as a factor in broadened "threat assess-
before. In addition, there is an evolving associa- ments" in specific states and regions to include
tion of organized crime with insurgencies, eth- the security and operations of US military bases
nonational conflict and terrorism that seems abroad and the effectiveness and reliability of
more widespread than was the case just a few states in regional security roles, such as Andean
years ago. This is centered principally on the Ridge countries, Eastern European states and
more aggressive and sophisticated financing of states of the former Soviet Union. Regional and
activities and perhaps a change in the motivation international organized crime increasingly in-
of groups from ideology and a desire for power. fluences the stability, efftctiveness and reliabil-
to an emphasis on profit. Organized criminal ity of foreign regimes and institutions. Consid-
groups. often cohesive, well financed and with ering reported criminal activities associated with
access to new technologies that enhance their the former Yugoslavia's or former Soviet
effectiveness, have demonstrated a capability to Union's ethnonational conflicts, for example.
thrive amid turmoil and to expand and shift their would seem essential for evaluating the reliabil-
activities rapidly to meet new requirements. ity of individual participants and their institu-

Criminal activity founded primarily on eth- tions. This is true as well lor assessing the type
nonational linkages, is particularly disruptive in and quality of military and law enforcement
areas where state institutions are fragile, eco- cooperation and interaction deemed desirable or
nomic resources limited and interethnic tensions most effective and levels of support and huma-
high. The vastly expanded international crimi- nitarian assistance provided to states in many
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areas of the world. Shifting developments in pie, US Southern Command's strategy explic-
drug. arms and strategic material trafficking that itly focuses on eliminating threats to regional
affect the United States (and allies) directly security, strengthening democratic institutions:
should be considered more closely in broadened supporting continued economic and social prog-
threat assessments as well. ress; curtailing drug cultivation and trafficking;

To a great extent, planning and executing post- guaranteeing US access to the region; strength-
conflict activities may benefit from considering ening bilateral relations; and other specific
any organized crime dimensions involved. The goals. All of these, as evident from the specific
aftermath of Operation Just Cause in Panama examples discussed earlier, are adversely
and a requirement to deal with developing nar- affected by expanded organized criminal activi-
cotrafficking activities and the post-cease-fire ties. Many specific illustrations of how orga-
training of Salvadoran armed forces elements nized crime potentially affects planning for the
are two earlier cases in point. US humanitarian five operational categories of military opera-
assistance and peacekeeping missions in Soma- tions other than war are evident, in which the
lia and potential US peace support roles in Bos- illegal diversion of resources, criminal violence
nia are current and more pressing possibilities, and other criminal undertakings undermine the

Organized crime considerations may require effectiveness or intent of US programs. How-
more attention in overall "campaign planning" ever analysts might argue the particulars of any
for foreign security assistance programs involv- specific issue or activity, US interests and those
ing military, law enforcement and other US gov- of our allies and friends seem increasingly af-
emiment agencies in support of US policies fected by security concerns that are shaped sub-
abroad. International organized crime is clearly stantially by organized crime. This seems at a
a potential factor in many decisions regarding minimum to require a more careful consider-
the type and quantities of foreign aid that should ation of the impact of international organized
be provided: the structure of the "Country Team" crime on operations other than war assumptions.
in US embassies, and other kinds of support pro- planning and execution in a threat environment
vided in and out of the host country. For exam- that is still rapidly evolving. MR

NOTES
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The Haiti
Cont ingency

Colonel William W. Mendel, US Army, Retired
Copyright 1994

I saw a familiar figure, graq-haired, straight- often placed European issues in the national spot-
backed, riding a bicycle down Route Nationale. light.- Also, in Haiti there are approximately
it ads mvf'iend the Senatorial Candidate. He 8,000 US citizens, plus related Haitians. 6

dismounted. "Well, what do you think of our little
election?" he asked. "Have the ballots arri-ved?" US National Interests in Haiti
Isaid yes. "We'll see how long they last.'" hesaid. National security adviser Anthony Lake has
"They're onlY made qffpape:" Then he para- said that US foreign policy under President Bill
phrased afamous proverb .... "Bilten se papye. Clinton's administration will be guided by the
bayonet se fe," he said. The ballot is made of concepts of strengthening democracies, fostering
paper; hut the bayonet is made of iron. new democracies, promoting free market econo-

mies and fostering humanitarian agendas. Haiti's
hy is little Haiti important to the United situation falls squarely within the last three areas.

V W States'? The size of Maryland, and with A further perspective is added by Donna Hri-
less than seven million people, Haiti is a nation of nak. deputy assistant secretary of state for Carib-
abject poverty suffering a negative growth rate in bean and Mexican Affairs, who advises that our
gross domestic product. 2 Its national history. interests in Haiti stem from a sense of "human-
replete with tyrants and dictators, and its voodoo itarian obligation," concern for the potential refu-
culture influenced by the slavery experience of gee deluge and the transiting of illicit drugs
the 18th century, have contributed to Haiti's through Haiti to the United States. She ex-
impoverishment and a succession of incompetent plained to the House Foreign Affairs Committee
and dishonest governments. 3  that US concerns in Haiti lay at two levels: first,

Although the island of Hispaniola (shared by humanitarian obligation, then the "direct, mate-
Haiti and the Dominican Republic) is close to rial impact on other areas of interest to us." 7

the US mainland, and closer still to Cuba, the The Haitian "boat people" vividly illustrate the
strategic location of Hispaniola no longer potential for material impact on the United
seems important in a post-Soviet era that is States. The large community of Haitians in the
witnessing the decay of Fidel Castro's socialist United States is a magnet that draws other Hai-
experiment. tians who have remained behind suffering eco-

Yet, one million Haitians residing in the United nomic hardship and political turmoil.
States represent reason enough to elevate Haiti's The impact of thousands of Haitians in south
troubled situation to national prominence.4 The Florida-still recovering from the devastation of
cultural ties of a large, black minority in the Hurricane Andrew 18 months after it struck-
United States to friends and relatives in Haiti could overwhelm state and county services.8 By
have brought attention to Haiti, just as our tradi- implication, Hrinak's concerns for the "'material
tional trans-Atlantic linkages with Europe have impact" suggests it is in US interests to help
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make Haiti a tolerable environment-and
encourage Haitians to stay in Haiti. About 10 percent of Haiti's pop-

Haiti's use as a drug transshipment country ulaton suffer from tuberculosis. Syphilis,
constitutes another dimension of the drug threat to gonorrhea, viral hepatitis, typhoid fever,
the United States. In 1992. one metric ton of co- malaria and acute dianrheal disease are
caine was seized by Haitian authorities, suggest- endemic in the population. There is no
ing a cocaine throughput from Colombia to the viable medical infrasinicture to provde care
United States that is well above tluee tons annu- on a nationwide basis, although private,
ally.9 Using Dominican passports, an estimated internadtily funded hospitals... provide
2,500 Colombians have infiltrated Haiti to orga- help to local people. Health care through the
nize the drug trade. In addition, the added corrup- four-tier system (State University Hospital,
tion that drugs have brought to Haiti's predomi- regional hospital, commune health center
nant power--the Haitian military--compound and dispensary) is ineffective.
the problems of professionalizing the Haitian
Armed Forces (FAd'H) and implementing effec- day. Garbage is collected intermittently and
tive nation assistance programs in the country. transportation is difficult. Though seerninlý

The situation in Haiti and US interests there c m
suggest strategic objectives which might be the titothe brightly colored jitne.n, ad tap-taps

basis for military operations requiring military work well enough to service Haiti's limited infra-
resources. US military forces could be tasked toassist in several areas: structure. Roads throuighou~t the nation are in dis-

"aSi ortin g s er aemocras: c grepair to the extent that vehicles cannot negotiate
* Supporting new democratic government, the potholes without suffering, daniage to tires and
"* Encouraging respect for human rights. suspension-and the embargo ensured that repair
"* Developing the economy and infrastructure. parts are out ot reach.
"* Professionalizing government institutions. While there are no apparent cases of starNva-
"* Supporting law enforcement efforts to tion. there is malnutrition. and deaths anr(ong the

counter drug traicking. very young can be traced to sanitation, diet, a lack
In the years ahead, US forces may well find of available medical care and pharmaceutical

themselves in Haiti as part of the UN Haiti Assis- prtoducts. ' 2

tance Group. now beginning its mission to assist
the government of Haiti. Then, too, US civilian A Sick Nation
and military planners must consider a range of Haiti is a nation of sick people. About 10 per-
US unilateral actions, seemingly unlikely for the cent of Haiti's population (over half a million
moment. To assist with an appreciation of Haiti, people) stiffer from tuberculosis. 1 3 Syphilis.
what follows is a description of Haiti today and a gonorrhea. viral hepatitis. typhoid lever. malaria
linkage of Haiti's situation to potential US mili- and acute diarrheal disease u'e endemic in the
tary contingencies. population. There is no viable medical infra-

structure to provide care on a nationwide basis,
Haiti Today although private, internationally funded hospitals

"Everything has fallen apart!"'' The un- such as l'Hopital Albert Scweitzer at Descha-
settled political situation since Jean-Claude pelles (in the Artibonite valley. 38 air miles north
Duvalier fled Haiti in 1986 and the sinking eco- of Port-au-Prince) provide help to local people.
nomic vitality, exacerbated by the US embargo Health care through the four-tier system (State
since fall 1991, have left Haiti in disarray. University Hospital. regional hospital, commune

In Port-au-Prince and other built-up areas, health center and dispensary) is ineffective.
electricity is produced only 10 hours a day. and The Acquired Immune Deticiency Syndronme
nonpotable water is available about one hour a (AIDS) has become a serious problem in Haiti.
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muddied, killing the fish as the countryside is
The klling that attended Jean-Claude washed into the sea.

Duvaier's fall in 1986, then Jean-Berft nd Many people who have not been aF', to earn
AVstide's accession to power, the period a living in the countryside have fled to the capital

after his popular eleto in December 1990 city of Port-au-Prince, crowding into and
and again as he returned to power in fall expanding the slum areas, thus increasing

13 reflecsthe inftnsf by whch polid s their vulnerability to a myriad of diseases.
are prwce in th• island nati•o. That Life expectancy in Haiti is 52 years.

pol•i•s determine the distributon of scarce About 95 percent of the population is black.
resourm is nowhere more evident than in while the remaining 5 percent are mainly mulat-

Hai•, where there is litlfe of anything to tos or Caucasian. This small group of light-
go around and lit to be shared. skinned people controls approximately 95 per-

cent of the country s wealth.2()

though it is estimated that perhaps only 20 per- The Politics of Hai
cent of the AIDS cases are reported, and AIDS Haitian politics are rough. The killing that
statistics are imprecise. According to the Carib- attended Jean-Claude Duvalier's fall in 1986.
bean Epidemiology Centre (CAREC), the num- then Jean-Bertrand Aristide's accession to
ber of AIDS cases in Haiti was set at 12,000 in power, the period after his popular election in
1989. with 40 percent of the cases afflicting December 1990 and again as he returned to
women.14 At the start of 1993, in Guantanamo power in fall 1993, reflects the intensity by which
Naval Base. Cuba. where Haitian "boat people" politics are practiced in the island nation. That
were held pending resolution of their immigra- politics determine the distribution of scarce
tion status, most of the remaining adult Haitians resources is nowhere more evident than in Haiti,
were HIV positive; of the last 179 remaining where there is little of anything to go around and
migrants. 153 were HIV positive.15 Within Haiti little to be shared. The competition between the
today. about 9 percent of the people are now Haitian armed forces and Aristide's Lava/as
infected with the virus. 1" Haiti could have well (avalanche) movement. between blacks and
over half a million people who are now HIV pos- mulattos, wealthy business people and the dirt-
itive. poor, and even the Haitian and his failing envi-

ronment characterize a Haitian style of zero-sum
Ab Poverty politics -and nearly everyone is the loser.

"Misery in another country is prosperity in Elections have not been held routinely, and
Haiti." counseled a father to a young man ready political parties are not wel! organized. The par-
to depart on a boat to Miami. I7 In Haiti, wealth ties typically provide a focal point for galvaniz-
is concentrated in only 4.5 percent of the popula- ing support around a charismatic personage.-
tion. 18 About 9(0 percent of the population sur- Real power has often centered on the country's
vive on about SI(K) a year. 19 Unemployment leader and a small elite, who have used a system
runs above 50 percent. of counterbalances to prevent a coup.

Unable to afford building materials and fuel Such a coup in 1986 forced Duvalier out of
for cooking, the poor have cut down trees to build Haiti. and with international pressure, a National
huts or to make charcoal to sell. But straddling Council of Government (CNG) was formed.
the hurricane belt. Haiti is subject to severe With the CNG came a period of fraudulent elec-
storms, and the resulting deforestation (nearly tions. repressive dictatorships and paper pres-
total) has caused extensive erosion. This has hurt idencies, which brought little help to the condi-
agriculture and the fishing industry. Following tions spawned during Duvalier's regime. Power
heavy rains, the waters around the island become continued to reside with the wealthy few and the
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Haibans at afr
house-raising hu

Unable to aford building mateals and fuel for cooking, the poor have cut down ees to build
huts or to make charcoal to sell But straddling the hurricane belt Hati is subct to severe
storms, and the resul/ing deftorestation (neawy totaQ has caused extensive erosion. This has
hurt agriculture and the fishing industry. Following heavy rains, the waters around the island
become muddied, killing the fish as the countryside is washed into the sea.

military. The tonton ,nakouas. the 22,(XX)-strong democracy in Haiti and using violence to further
militia that directed the repression under Duval- its goals.
ier. began to fade from power. Finally in March Brigadier General Raoul Cedras. who took
1990. Court of Cassation (Supreme Court) Judge control of the enlisted rebellion against Aristide.
Ertha Pascal-Trouillot becarne provisional presi- said that the president was an apprentice dictator
dent to oversee presidential elections, who was formning his own security service strut-

The first true democratic election in Haiti's Jar to thai of the toton mak,, okuts of the Duvalier
history was held on 16 December I9 9M. with the period.2- This force of 56 members, trained by
help of 1,5(R) observers from the Organization of an Americanu, two Frenchmen and two Swiss.
American States (OAS). Aristide of the National was said to be the core of an unlawful paramnili-
Front for Change and Democracy party. was tar, force. Certainly, the military establishment
elected to the presidency. His campaign theme of lCeared lor its o0\ 1 security as Aristide began to
working together to assure open government and make changes in the leadership of the FAd'H and
human rights captured the people's support, as he began movement to create a separate police

After a failed coup in January, Aristide was force.
sworn in as president of Haiti on 7 February After the coup. the United States, with UN
1991. Within seven months, on 30) September, support. put in place an economic embargo to
the military deposed Aristide. The coup appears force the return of Aristide. Among the United
on the surface as a clash between Aristide and the States. the European Community, France, Japan
armed forces' leadership. Each side has accused and uanada. aid progriuns and p;,ckages totaling
the other of seeking dictatorial powers. crushing approximately " 4(X) million were suspended.23
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artillery), all located in and around Port-au-
Regardless of Hai's contnuing politcal Prince. The metropolitan police have 10compa-

turmoil and the limited capabilities of nies (and other units such as anti-gang) located in
the FAd', elements of te US military the capital, responsible for routine police activi-

will have an important role to play in ties such as maintaining order and traffic control.
helping the Haiian people. This is espe- as well as countering drug smuggling.

ciaffytnue of our RCsM are composed of The FAd'H is organized into nine military
people and units of unique and essenftil departments and the metropolitan (Port-au-

skils that can be used in Hafi. Prince) region to reflect the geographic regions of
the country. Command of the FAd'H is central-

Finally, on 3 July 1993. with the help of a UN ized in the General Staff Headquarters and in the
negotiating team and the support of France, the nine department headquarters. Each department
United States, Canada and Venezuela. an agree- is divided into districts that correspond to com-
ment was signed by Aristide and Cedras. Under pany areas of responsibility. Because the FAd'H
this plan. Aristide would nominate a new prime has administered the nation at the departmental
minister (Robert Malbal). who would then e and the rural communal section levels, the mili-
accepted by the Haitian parliament. After the tary has traditionally enjoyed great influence over
Haitian parliament approved an amnesty law for the daily activities of the Haitian people.
the military involved in the coup against Aristide, The Haitian army has depended on foreign
Cedras. Police Chief Michel Francois and other arms imports. The result is an arsenal of old and
military leaders would resign. Aristide would ineffective equipment from many countries, such
then appoint new military leadership. The police as five V-150 light arnored vehicles (the most
force would be reorganized ats a civilian agency mobile and effective system in the FAd'HI. plus
not under the command of the armed forces. assorted small amis and mortars (for example.
Finally. Aristide would return to Haiti on 30 two 90nim guns and three 20ram machine-
October 1993. .uns ).24 The air corps hats but two do/en varied

Resolution of Haiti's devastating problems fixed-wing aircraft and about eight helicopter,
depends upon how .well Haitians, are able to get (usually inoperative), representing no serious
beyond the reestablishment of democratic goy - threat in the ('aribbean. However, these limited
emment and proceed with the business of social systems give the armed forces sufficient clout to
and economic recover', maintain internal security, their traditional

role. In the Haitian experience, the military hts
The FAd'H been designed to maintain complete po\xer in a

The military traditionally has been a critical single person, and it remains adequate for the
factor for maintaining power within Haiti. The task.
FAd'H and security forces of about 8,1(XW active There continue to be credible reports that in-
duty personnel (OX) officers and senior noncom- volve members of the military (and police) in
missioned officers and 7,2(K) enlisted) include narcotrafficking. Haiti's Ixxr communications
some 6,2(X) in the arni, a small navy and air and transportation infrastructure, plus the inef-
corps of around 3W) people each, plus 1.3(X) civil fectiveness of the military, police and judicial
police in Port-au-Prince, and a handful of other systems, have created conditions wherein trans-
security specialists in firelighting, customs and shipment of illicit drugs is difficult to contiol.
immigration positions. Reports show that there have been some in-

Notable units include the Headquarters DL- creases in air and surface drug shipments to Haiti
fense Force (formerly Presidential Guard) of five in the past few years. Equally disturbing is the
infantry companies. and an independent heavy report of the "increased use of crack cocaine by
weapons company (mortars. armored vehicles, military personnel." 25 This suggests that some
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Civil police in Port-au-Prince. The FAd'H
and security forces include about 8,100
active duty personnel plus 1,300 civil police
in the capital that are organized into ten
companies and other units.

A -

The Hafdan army has depended on forein arms import The result is an arsenal
of old and ineffective equipment from many countries, such as five V- 150 light armored
vehicles plus assorted small arms and mortars (for example, two 90mm guns and three 20mm
machineguns).... However, these limited systems give the armed forces sufficient clout to
maintain internal securty.... In the Haitian experience, the military has been designed to
maintain complete power in a single person, and it remains adequate for the task

militar 'personnel are being paid in kind by Whatever the near- or long-tenn success of
Colomlbian narcotraffickers for lacilitating the HAG. prudent US military planners must
drug transshipments to the United States and consider a range of military requirements that
elsewhere. might apply to the situation in Haiti. These might

include noncombatant evacuation operations
The US Military Connection (NEO). peacekeeping or peace enfOrcemnent, as

Regardless o' Haiti' continuing political tur- well as civil-militatr operations for assisting
moil and the limited capabilities of the Haiti.
FAd'H. elements olfthe US military will have an
important role to play in helping the Haitian Noncombatant Evacuation
people. This is especially true of our Reserve "rie objective of NEO is to move U S ci\ iliLas
Components (R(s) that are composed of people and third country nationals from locations in
and units of unique and essential skills that can be Haiti, whcre their lives could be threawened, to
used in Haiti. The advent of lthe UN Haiti Assis- safe areas such as the Dominican Republic.
tance Group (HA() of sonne 1.270 people gives Puerto Rico or Florida. Ideally. NE() is con-
UIS personnel and units an opportunity to make ducted in a pennissive environment. A hostile
significant contributions to a combined nation situation calling lor the evacuation of US cili/ens
assistance effort. Initial I IS participation in the would involve a "swilt insertion of a force and
HAG started October 1993 with about (X) engi- temporary occupation of an objective lillowed
nters. linguists, medical specialists, trainers and by a planned rapid withdrawal."' 21, Given the
civil affairs personnel. However the tumultuous unstable political situation, condition of the pop-
political situation in I laiti hats put this on hold. ulation andl the dilhicult terrain, this confieiency
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Peacekeeping and Peace Enforcement
The employment of psychological Peacekeeping and peace enforcement are not

operations and helicoptW units would be solutions to Haiti's problems, but they could
central to successful NEO in Hait Militaly become necessary precursors to humanitarian
units wll need psychological opera#= to and civic assistance. Peacekeeping operations,

assuage Haitian concerns about evacuation conducted with the consent of the belligerents to
operatins and should begin before NEO facilitate resolution of Haitian political and social

operaions become apparent This wil place conflict, could serve to set the conditions for
a premium on finding Creole-speaking national renewal. The 200--odd multinational

soldiers and civilians and print plant and observers, initially positioned in Haiti under the
telecommunications operations to Support aegis of the UN and OAS to encourage respect

psycholgical operadnS objectives, for human rights, have represented a type of
small peacekeeping initiative that seems accept-

force should be a minimum of a reinforced bri- able to the Haitians.
gade task force or a Marine expeditionary unit or Should political turmoil become overwhelm-
brigade. ing, a larger military peacekeeping organization

The difficult terrain and weather (hurricanes might be called upon to separate conflicting par-
and monsoons), dilapidated transportation and ties, maintain law and order, and set the condi-
communications networks and the mood of the tions for a lasting peace. US Army Field Manual
Haitian people will be some of the key factors l(XJ-20/Air Force Pamphlet .3-20. Military Oper-
affecting any NEO mission in Haiti. ations in Lm Intensit.v Conjlict, suggests a peace-

The employment of psychological operations keeping command (under a political council) and
and helicopter units would be central to success- subordinate military area commands. 27 The
ful NEO in Haiti. Military units will need psy- peacekeeping force would have a multinational
chological operations to assuage Haitian con- complexion and be tailored to the specific needs
cems about evacuation operations and should in Haiti.
begin before NEO operations become apparent. A more forceful approach. peace enforcement
This ", ill place a premium on finding Creole- is a military operation in support of diplomatic
speaking soldiers and civilians and print plant efforts to restore peace between belligerents who
and telecommunications operations to support may not consent to intervention, and who may be
psychological operation,, objectives, engaged in combat activities.28

Helicopters will be necessary to move evacu- The peace enobrcement mission suggests a sit-
ees. especiall\ in the countryside. where badly uation so unhinged that only an outside foree can
deteriorated roads are typically blocked at check- bring about order. The likelihood of massive dis-
points by dispersed squad-size army forces (or order, indeed anarchy, is difficult to assess, but
thugs aJ,d bandits). Because these checkpoints thie scope of such an operation would require
operate at the end of a lengthy and inef•ective large and capable forces to ensure success.
chain of command, the behavior ot such detach- Regional military forces are possible participants.
nenti,, is difficult to predict. In any event, the The French have maintained a small Corn-
Republic of Haiti has 28.(XX) square kilometers bined Antilles Command in the Caribbean, with
of mostl) mountainous terrain lacking a usable headquarters at Cayenne, French Guiana. About
road network, so helicopters will be essential. In 80X(X) personnel in two French Marine detach-
Port-au--Prince. the densely packed and volatile ments and a Foreign Legion regiment are sup-
population suggests that an early decision by the ported by four ships. helicopters and a small air
US Embassy to activate NEO plans, before troop transporl unit.
Americans are threatened directly by violence. The British maintain a fiigate or destroyer in
will be critical for success.
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the area with an attendant oiler (known as the
West Indies Guard Ship) committed to the secu- Pacekeepi•ng operations, conducted
rity of the West Indies Associated States. A with th consent of the beift s to facili-
1,500-man tactical combined arms force tate resoluton of Haitian political and social
designed around an infantry battalion will be kept conflit, Could s e to set the condiions for
in Belize until it phases back to the United King- natonal renewaL The 200.-odd multinational
dom throughout 1994. obsre initially positoned in Hai under

In the Netherlands Antilles, the Dutch main- the aegis of the UN and OAS to encourage
tain a flag-rank officer as head of their Nether- respect for human rights, have represented
lands Forces Caribbean of 1,200 men. They have a type of small peacekeeping iftae that
a frigate, an amphibious detachment of over a seems acceptable to the Haitans.
battalion of Dutch Marines and maritime patrol
aircraft. include: military civic action (assisting Haitian

In addition, Canadian interests in the region authorities to help their people): civil assistance
must be considered, and Canadian forces repre- (teaching and helping to administer government
sent a potential contribution to any military initia- functions and policy): humanitarian assistance
five in the Caribbean. (assisting with disaster relief or refugees and emi-

Yet, it is likely that a major peace enforcement grants): and psychological operations (innrining
operation will require the US military to step up the people in support of goals).

to its leadership role and become the primary Although presented in US joint doctrine as
contributor. Such a mission could entail signifi- capabilities that can help counter insurgencies.
cant military resources. some of these activities can be applied to assist in

Sustaining a peacekeeping or peace enforce- Haiti. The goal should be to assist in developing
ment unit requires three times the force structure the capability of the nation to provide effective
of the deployed force: a replacement force must government administration and services so that
be in preparation, and a recovering force will democracy, the economy and the health of the
require extensive combat training upon return to people might flourish. Such ingredients of social
home base. Another major concern in planning stability could establish Haiti as a secure envi-
will be the interoperability of the multinational ronment where its citizens can live in relative
forces involved, especially their communications comfort and contribute toward the legitimacy of
and doctrinal procedures.24 9 a newly democratic government.

The great danger for US military forces Clearly. the US military is not the lead player
involved in peace enforcement would "seem to in such an interagency activity. But just as impor-
lie in people using a toreign intervention as a tant as the US aid programs, private humanitarian
cover for seeking retribution against the FAd'H, organizations and international support programs
the police, and their attaches (strongarm extor- are the human and physical resources that the LIS
tionists)."3t° Additionally, the incursion of any military can bring to the table in support of US
large military force is likely to drive the Haitian government and international initiatives in Haiti.
military underground to bleed the invading force Haiti has a national disaster on its hands
until it withdraws. Revenge is the prescription now. The basic assumption for US militaryv in-
for the Haitian malady coeur saute, a heart ter- volvement in Haiti should he its presence to help
rorized by brutal repression.31 in a developmental role. The opportunities arc

plentiful.
Assitng Hal: Poor farming practices and widespread tree
CH Mlbry OpeIa nOs cutting have reduced the soil through erosion and

Civil-military operations are the most likely exhaustion to unproductiveness. Like a dirty ring
use of US forces in Haiti. These operations around the bathtub, the rainy season carries to sea
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governments agree to a large-scope bilateral
M'iltary planners can quickly incorporate development effort, then US military forces will

the skifs of individual US servce personnel need to be task organized for the effort.
and the capabilities of selected small units To support such projects, a small Foreign

into the UN assistance effort But should Internal Defense Augmentation Force (FIDAF)
the US and Haitian governments agree to a could be of assistance to the Ambassador's

large-scope bilateral development effort, Country Tearn fbr nation assistance.3 3 By mini-
then US military forces will need to be mizing the combat and combat support elements

task organized for the effort. ... and placing emphasis on service support (espe-
Whatever the scale of US military cially engineers and medical corps units), a

assistance in Ha&N military personnel and modified FIDAF could be helpful in Haiti. There
units will participate as integral parts of an are also other possible configurations to facilitate

interagency, even international, task organ- nation assistance. For assistance on a grand scale.
ization. Individuals and institutions critical our recent experience in Kuwait is a start point

of such military participation are already for task organization.
late in recognizing that this type of military Task Force Freedom was America's oruani/a-

support is not guns and grenades. tion to assist Kuwait's restoration. Elements
Linder Brigadier General Robert S. Frix, deputy
commander of US Annv Forces Central Corn-an arc of muddy water around Haiti. This loss of mand. were a combined civil affairs tia'k force

topsoil contributes to Haiti's import dependence
to properly feed itself.32 Also. with Haitian med- that planned and coordinated the restoration
icine centered in Port-au-Prince. a program to fort th Kuwait: a su vport cmad tas
get care into the countryside is essential. Medical re
readiness exercises at the small town and village support: an aviation brigade and psychological
level are needed to provide care and to train Hai- operations battalion: and other essential units.4

Critical to the success of- the mission vas tile
tians in care giving. A program that does not s
threaten the traditional role of voxodk• hu,'ngan expertise of the Disaster Assistance Recover.

and inanfbo (men and women voodoo special- Teamn. which vas provided by the US Aid Office

ists), who diagnose illnesses and identitf' herbs, of Foreign Disaster Assistance to the operational

could be critical to success in the countryside. control ofthe tsk lorce.
Co---opting the traditional culture into the applica- Whatever the scale of US mililin, assistance in
Co-optiong thmodem radonalturc e intonthe a - Haiti. military personnel and units will participate
tion of modem resources may be one concept as integral part us of ani interagencv. even intenla-
that ensures the advances made by such assis-
tance are retained for the long run. tional. task organization. Individuals and institu-tanc areretanedfor he lng rn. ion's critical Of Such military participation are

Such an approach could also assist with the tnritical of such nizita thatrtis ilia
rebuilding of the national infrastructure. Nation already late i recognizing that this type of mili-
assistance units can provide expertise and imateri- tary support is not guns and grenades-it is rp-

als to assist Haitian laborers rebuild and develop resented by unique skills and equipment. disci-

schools, water and sewage systems, roads and pline and organizational capability to get tough

bridges. Haitians need jobs and a stake in their jobs done in environments other than wu.

own recovery. The Haiti Contingency
Getting Organized While military planners are obliged,) consider

Military planners can quickly incorporate the a range of military contingencies that could apply
skills of individual US service personnel and the in Haiti, the most likely use of military forces
capabilities of selected small units into the UN there will be to support nation assistance eflorls
assistance effort. But should the US and Haitian of the US government or the IN.
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Certainly, addressing the political and eco-
nomic situation in Haiti lies in the domain of the Sustaining a peacelkeepng or peac
US Department of State and other US and enforcement unit requires three times
international agencies. Yet, the dramatic history the force structure of the deployed force:
of Haiti. its more recent political-military events, a replacement force must be in
its devastated economy and the unhealthful preparation, and a recovering force will
conditions in which Haitians must exist, all por- require extensive combat training upon
tend action to assist. If the international commu- return to home base. Another majo con-
nity and the United States should swing into cern in planning will be the interoperabil-
action with meaningful and long-term projects. ity of the multinational forces involved,
then US military support will be an important especially their communications
factor coantributing to success. MR and doctrinul procedures.
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The Cuba
Contingency

Lieutenant Colonel Geoffrey B. Demarest, US Army

W HATEVER Cuban fears exist regard- training emphasis for operations other than war,
WW ing a US military effort against them, or that it should continue to consider more creative

whatever use is made of such fear by the corn- force structure possibilities and that it probably
munist government, it is very unlikely that the should stimulate hemispheric interest in coali-
US military will in any way contribute to the tion civil-military training and cooperation.
removal of the dictator or his regime. When The makeup and virulence of post-collapse
Fidel Castro ceases to hold power, it will be due disorder and, therefore, the form and degree of
to his own political frailty and by the will of possible Army involvement depend on the char-
Cubans in Cuba, or it will be due to old age. acter of the scenario of the last days of the Castro
That said, a loss of effective control by the Cas- regime. According to the expectations of pub-
tro regime could precipitate a state of chaos in lished Cuba-watchers, that history can unfold in
Cuba. That chaos could, in turn, inspire a US any of a hundred ways. While this article postu-
government decision to provide stability and lates no favorite scenario, a few are provided
assistance for a transition to democracy. Army below as typical examples of what would be
activities would be completed in conjunction likely to generate Army tasks.
with, or in support of, other agencies, other serv-
ices and probably with foreign partners, perhaps Senadio #1
led by or under the auspices of the UN or the Fidel and Raul Castro are shot by dissident
Organization of American States (OAS). While army officers. The size of the assassination
there are no predicted Army-only missions, the group does not have sufficient reach to gain con-
Army's capability to rapidly deploy required trol of the regime apparatus, and the group in-
assets might gain it a central role.1  stantly becomes fugitive. However, other centers

In this article, there is no speculation on when of ambition and frustration seize the opportunity
a Cuban political collapse might occur and no to challenge the remnant regime by force. Pow-
particular future scenario is advocated as being erful first- and second-tier leaders flinch and
the most likely. Instead, this article reflects run (or intend to run) upon hearing news of the
major recent and ongoing analyses (including dictator's death, leaving third-tier apparatchiks
contract research products and independent with a more difficult dilemma. Do they grasp at
commentaries) to anticipate the entire range and the opportunity to fill their bosses' positions
character of potential Army responsibilities. 2 A (provided they can reconcile with an ascending
list of those activities is offered in figure I along leadership), or do they attempt an escape that is
with an interpretation of the environment that not as well supported as those of their former
could generate the included items. A few initial bosses? In either case, they face competition
hypotheses are entertained-that the Army from their peers and a window of exposure to
probably needs to accelerate its review of officer violent retribution during a period of lawless-
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ness. These conditions hold true, but on an even
more lethal plane, within the Cuban military. [We must] anticipate the entire

Scenario 02 range and character of potential Army
Castro dies of natural causes under qonsibiInes [that would be generated by
Cablecircumstro nes. His n ratc er Raquestion- a Cuban political collapse]... The Army

able circumstances. His brother Raul is still in probably needs to accelerate its review of
control of the apparatus. An enormous funeral officer training emphasis for operations
and wake is observed throughout the nation, but other than war... it should continue to
within days after the wake, Cubans begin to dem- consider more creative force structure
onstrate openly against the post-Fidel regime. possiilities• an... . stmulate hemispheric
Raul accelerates liberalizing policies and interest in coaliton civil-military training

carefully consolidates preferential property and cooperation.
rights for the Cuban Communist Party, including

ownership of information systems and key for- cynical abandonment of the revolution in fax or
eign currency earners such as tourist hotels. This of privileged :ý,rvival is transparent to lower-

ranking bureaucrats and outer-circlc rivals.
Possible activities in which Violence breaks out between major institutions

the Army might participate after a with historic grudges. and the competition is
Cuban political collapse fueled as exile leaders and money are attracted

Refugee reception, control and processing. to the fray. Leverage is soon applied to chnge
Ecological cleanup, migration. investment, banking and property

Public health management. ownership policies. Once this happens, the
Security of key installations, notably former regime loses effective political control.

military bases.
Prison management and inventory. Scenario #3
Control and recovery of small arms. Castro reevaluates Cuba's prospects and lib-

Inventory/disposition of major weapon systems. eralizes domestic policies in conjunction with a
Mapping support. relaxation of the US economic embargo.

Formation or reformation of public forces. Accelerated contact with foreigners emtoldens
Restoration of domestic order, police operations. Cuban human rights groups. and fissures within

Establishment and enforcement of interim the regime hierarchy widen over how to handle
landlord-tenant rules. increasingly provocative public demonstrations.

Regularization of real property dispositions. Excessive force is used. This sparks large-scale
Provision of basic services, riots that are supported, on occasion, by dissi-

Physical infrastructure replacement, dent military units. Castro. seeing the dissipa-
Protection of US citizens. tion of the regime's revolutionary legitimacy.

Resistance to criminal organizing
(probable counterdrug emphasis). puts out feelers for a possible retirement in exile.

Control of counterfeiting. and violent competition for control of the state
Self-protection security operations. begins.

Temporary reinforcement of These scenarios are not daring. They reflect
Guantanamo Bay's perimeter, respected academic predictions. but they are not

Peacekeeping/peace enforcement/conflict posited as the most likely futures. They are only
resolution/war termination, presented as logical and possible. The question

Counterguerrilla operations. of when any of these scenarios might come to
Graves registration. pass is fuel for even more idle speculation.

(Few of the above tasks would be Army-specific; most pass ielfeve mred le spelato
would involve Army support of other agenies in the form Equally believable predictions have Fidel Cas-
tectnical expertise, manpower and equipment). tro continuing to improvise the bare-bones

Figure 1. survival of his revolution. 3 However, even if
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Army participation in this mission. Some time
Under many plausible scenarios, may pass before the treatment of Cubans is

effective control of key national properties normalized and the Immigration and Natural-
will be losL These properties could include ization Service applies standard entrant deter-

large land holdings of the Cuban military. minations. Afterward, the Army role may
... Even it all Cuban military units were to change markedly or will end. The release of

divorce themselves from organized partici, criminal prisoners from Cuban jails, whether
pation in any internal violence, much of the intended as a cynical jab at the United States or

military land could be exposed to looters just the result of abandoned wardenship. could
and squatters. It may be in the best interest also complicate the task of migrant control.
of any follow-on government to ensure the The most important simplifying aspect of the
maintenance or orderly disposition of this refugee control mission, at least for the Armv.

land, especially if ecological recovery will be its primarily CONUS geography. Other
operations are needed. missions the Amiy miglht be asked to perlorni

require in-Cuba presence.
Castro were to become the longevity champion Ecological cleanup.5 Fidel Castro's environ-
of modem dictators, his tour should not last mental record may present the Army with an
much beyond this decade. Many observers pre- important opportunity. Energetic action in direct
dict an earlier end. In the face of these assess- cleanup and attention to establishing protective
ments, and considering the impact Cuba's col- criteria for polluting industries directly serve L'S
lapse can have on the United States, the Army is national interests. Indirectly, the business of
understandably alert as to how it might become environmental protection constitute' a visible
involved in Cuba's impending history, service to the Cuban people. It could Constitute

The following explanations of Army mis- a significant quid pro quo for what ws ill be ,een
sions selected from Figure 1 should be read as more abrasive aspects of any US presence.
while keeping in mind what will likely be tihe Potential clean-up sites such as tile Bovero,,
most important intangible influenLce on the pros- Asbestos factorv near Havana or the experimen-
pect for Army success. That intanible is the tal nuclear waste reprocessing center at Ano\o
acceptance by Cubans of US government and Naranjo strongly suggest that agencies oiler
especially US military involvement in the than the Anny would take the lead. but the
Cuban maelstrom. The breadth and intensity of Armv may be able to play a major supporting
Cuban rejection of the Anny is anlybody's guess. role, especially in areas such as earth mioving.
but the Army, to the best of its ability, will need Public health. It may tLurn Out, as 1,ome1 ple-
to establish mechanisms to measure and monitor diet, that the Cuban health care systein is either
Cuban attitudes toward it. The margin of suc- not as good as claimed or has been severel\
cess or failure in any given mission area may degraded since the collapse ofWarsaA Pact ceo-
depend on subtle changes in the overall emotion nomic sponsorship. In addition, speciali/ed
Cubans feel toward Army presence. Cuban medical personnel may opt to leame

Refugee reception, control and processing. Cuba. The US government may perceive an
A postcollapse Cuban immigration could be obligation to undertake immediate reinforce-
many times larger than the Mariel immigration ment of the public health care system." Again.
of 1980 and may include individuals whose most responsibilities may be assumed b\ civil-
criminal extradition could be later sought by :I iman agencies. but depending on the unfolding of
post-Castro government. 4 If there is to be a events, the Amiy could be asked to contribute.
change in Cuban immigration status, it will be As with other nation assistance tasks, Arm\
directly important to the Army since it will, to medical support may be a consequence of the
a great degree, determine the completion of Army's unique c',pability to deploy specialized
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US military personnel prepare
to help offloa a boat crammed
with Cuban refugees, Key West,
Florida, 11 May 1980.

resources quickly and in quantity. At the samea
time, Cuban socialized medicine has been a
source of national pride and a redeeming aspect
of the system in the minds of many Cubans.
Visible dependence on the US military for the -

maintenance of public health may be a bitter pill.
Security of key installations. Under many

plausible scenarios, effective control of key
national properties will be lost. These properties
could include large land holdings of the Cuban
military, such as the Ignacio Agramonte training O.
area near Camagiley or the Siguanea training area
on the Isle of Pines. Even if all Cuban military
units were to divorce themselves from organized ...

participation in any internal violence, much of the
military land could be exposed to looters and ',- -

squatters. It may be in the best interest of any
follow-on government to ensure the maintenance
or orderly disposition of this land, especiJ, if
ecological recovery operations are needed. • t I

Prison management. Among the most

troublesome properties will be the prisons. War-
den cadres may be among the first to flee in I- .

order to avoid suffering acts of vengeance. They
are likely to leave behind an extensive, unat- A postcollapse Cuban immigration
tended prison system and population. It will be could be many times larger than the Mariel
in the best interests of the United States and immigration of 1980 and may include indi-
Cuba to gain control as quickly as possible. Per- viduals whose cn'minal extradition could be
secution of human rights monitors has contrib- later sought by a post-Castro government
uted to an increasing number of purely political If there is to be a change in Cuban immi-
prisoners in the last few years, as well. Quivican gration status, it will be directly important
prison in Havana province, Guanajay prison in to the Army since it will, to a great degree,
Havana province. Aguica prison in Matanzas determine the completion of Army
province, Villa Marista detention center in participation in this mission.
Havana, the Jagua Psychiatric Hospital and the
Mazorra National Psychiatric Hospital all con- rity and possession of weapons control docu-
tain political prisoners identified by interna- ments could become a priority mission under
tional human rights groups. 7 These political many scenarios.Y It is also reasonable that a mis-
prisoners are likely to run an increased danger to sion could be ordered to recover as many of these
their lives during the death throes of a collapsing weapons as possible before they became seed
regime. It is likely that the Army could be asked materiel for a future round of guerrilla combat.
to support other agencies in locating and pro- This may be a frustratingly difficult job if it is
tecting these individuals, assigned. However, even its partial accomplish-

Control and recovery of small arms. There ment could ameliorate future combat actions.
are estimated to be several hundred thousand Formation, reformation of Cuban public
military small arms on the island of Cuba. almost forces. The reestablishment of internal confi-
all of them controlled by the government. Secu- dence in civil police operations may be deemed
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ity of a precollapse propeny grab by the com-

As with landlord-tenant rules, there munists may be its most exacerbating aspect.
maybe a breakdown in the overall system of The Nicaraguan experience after the election of
land We registry.... Given the lack of a real President Violeta Barrios de Chamorro provides

estate profession, a condition of anarchy in a hint regarding the potential for violence
the area of land titles will probably invite all between prerevolutionary claims against confis-

kinds ofconflictng claims andblatant fraud catred property and Communist Party land sei-
schemes. These registry problems could zures. 13 The Army could be asked to help pro-

be a tremendous source of violence. vide legal expertise and police management for
control of property claims in a particularly emo-

a priority. In such a case, it is logical that mili- tionally charged environment.
tary police and intelligence units may be tasked Protection of US citizens. Security require-
to help other agencies screen police force mem- ments may exceed the capacity of other agencies
bers and perhaps to accompany police activi- while the US diplomatic mission is being devel-
ties.9 Depending on the overall context of the oped. In addition, many thousands of retuming

US military presence on the island, Army sup- Cuban exiles would also be US citizens. This
port to civilian police would probably require a would generate some difficult political and legal
waiver of prohibitions included in security assis- decision requirements. Many US citizens could

tance legislation.10  become targets, or perpetrators, of violent acts
Real property dispositions. As with land- of retribution.

lord-tenant rules, there may be a breakdown in Resistance to criminal organizing. Internal
the overall system of land title registry. The his- political convulsion and the attendant inability
tory and control of land registry is distinct in to conduct sophisticated police investigations
Latin American countries as compared to the will invite criminal opportunists.14 Also, some
United States. It is still more distinct in countries key members of the former regime may already
having experienced communist governments.II be under indictment in US courts for narcotics
Given the lack of a real estate profession, a trafficking or related charges. 15 The capture of
condition of anarchy in the area of land titles will these individuals may become a priority objec-
probably invite all kinds of conflicting claims tive before agencies other than the Army can
and blatant fraud schemes. These registry prob- deploy sufficient strength to accomplish it.
lems could be a tremendous source of violence. Peacekeeping and peace enforcement. The
In a sense, most of the disputes in post-Castro Army could conceivably be asked to participate
Cuba will revolve around rights associated with in peacekeeping or peace enforcement activities
property, whether this means control of com- among warring Cuban factions. Again, this will
mon property formerly owned by the state. pref- be complicated by the possibility that somne of
erences in the privatization of industries, return the factions might include US citizens. 16 The
of prerevolution titles or control of fornal elec- scenarios used to introduce this arlicle present
toral mechanisms that are tied to political control possible futures in which a prostrate and ruined
of land issues. Most immediately, Cubans will Cuba compels US assistance. The samle scenar-
confront the question of claims to real property ios could be continued to describe events lead-
by prerevolutionary owners. 12 Some of these ing to a US military intervention during a period
will be non-Cubans who will attempt to take of civil war. If the Cuban leadership divides, and
recourse in the system of international business no new elite can gain effective control quickly.
law to recapture some equity from previously then it is likely that US citizens with strong
owned properties. For niany coiimentators, this Cuban affinities would lobby Washington, D.C.
question of prerevolutionary holdings is at the to intervene to stop protracted violence. Some
forefront of the Cuban problem, but the possibil- would arm themselves to take sides in the
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struggle, a struggle that could spill north over the
straits of Florida. Internal political convulsion and the

Military response to attack or provocation, attendant inability to conduct sophisticated
Some commentators have speculated on the police investigations will invite criminal
possibility of a last spasm of fatalistic defiance opportunists. Also, some key members of
in which a cornered Castro launches a military the former regime may already be under
attack against the United States or against the indictment in US courts for narcotics
US Guantanamo Naval Base. 17 Such a move trafficking or related charges. The capture
might not be entirely fatalistic since Castro of these individuals may become a priority
could rally nationalist support for a violent, objective before agencies other than the
flamboyant challenge to the United States. Even Army can deploy sufficient strength
in failure, he could augment his revolutionary to accomplish it
credibility before going into a semiretired exile
abroad. The cost for Castro himself would be
minimal, and while this may be an unlikely ing discussion of a few of the more difficult

event, snme rCesourcus ma have t) ,e de\.oted threads in that fabric gives a feel for the breadth
of planning considerations should the Amw beto it as Castro's end begins to near.

As suggested by the type scenarios and by the called to conduct the missions suggested.

potential mission list, grave disorder is the antic- Retribution. The intensity of ill will by

ipated result if Castro and the repressive mecha- Cubans toward each other is difficult to measure.
nisms of his personalist regime lose effective Some interested observers insist that a bloodbath

control. Many of the determinants of that disor- is likely given the abuses of power and the per-

der are already engaged, while others await pre- sonal atrocities committed by the communist

cipitating events. These ingredients of chaos will regime. An environment of violent retribution

interrelate to form a complicated calculus of dis- can easily devolve into anarchy. Such a condi-

order, but the principal components can also be tion might make the call for US military pres-

listed for consideration (fig. 2). Comprehensive ence more likely, while at the sanme time compli-

discussion of the foreboding weave of Cuba's cating that presence.Racism. Observers note that Cuban racial
social fabric is beyond reach here, but the follow- Rapis are di te tdat than th ciwr

demographics are different todtay than they; were
35 years ago. For example, the Cuban exile

Contributors to community is considered by many Cubans to be
Postcollapse Cuban Disorder virtually all white, whereas the proportion of

Property disputes Retribution "black" Cubans on the island is considered to

Emigration Racism Immigration have increased from a prerevolutionary 20 to 30

Prison release percent to perhaps as high as 50 percent totlay. 1

Services and infrastructure collapse In fact. Cuban racial categorization is poorly

Assertiveness of residual/rogue military units defined and often politically motivated. The
Extranational opportunism-business and political nature of Cuban black-white racism is itself dif-

Organized criminal opportunism ficult to appreciate from the US perspective. As
Religious competition such, the possible importance of Cuban racial

Generational clash differences to an Army presence is not entirely
Black market replacement clear. There is a clear warning, however, that

Ecological errors groups identifying internal violence with their
Abandoned accountability of weapons best interests will be able to find kindling in

and other dangerous materials racial lekar' whether -'eesnab. .r.ot. T. h "" r,
Ideological intransigence jection of racial biases onto members of a US

Fqire 2. military deployment will probably not be a
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and political life can easily be overlooked. 22

The intensity of wil by Cubans Perceived unfairness or indifference to a given
toward each other is difficult to measure. religious current could have detrimental effects

Someinterestedobservelisisthatalblood- on a US military presence.
bh is likely given Mhe abuses of power and Assertiveness of residual/rogue military

ft personal atrocities committed by the com- units. If the integrity of Castro's military hier-
munist regime. An environment of violent archy were to dissolve, appearance of potent. in-

retribution can easily devolve into anarchy. dependent smaller armies could provide the prin-

Such a condition might make the call for US cipal attention-getter for the US Army. A single

military presence more like, while at the rogue army could control several hundred majorweapon systems, several thousand soldiers andsame ime complcaftin lot PreMe" significant Cuban territory.23 With this leverage.

problem as it was in Somalia.19 Still, the Army such an army could make demands, draw sup-
could become involved in issues painted par- port, claim identity and decide objectives against
tially in racial terms and would do well to vacci-
nate against harmful interpretations of Cuban Influences on Postco01apse
racism by way of an explicit training preparation Cuban Instability
before deployment. Postcollapse Cuban instability will be influenced by the

Extranational opportunism. Business entre- weight and sequence of movement to and from the island.
preneurship should, for the most part, be wel- Perhaps in unprecedented numbers, groups will wish either
coined. But there will probably be some back- to escape the chaos, benefit from it or help determine its out-come Who will be the first to arrive in Cuba after the col-
lash to a perceived invasion by foreign capital. lapse, and who will be the first to leave? This predictably
especially if opportunities are exploited in rapid change in the mix of groups present on the island goes

to the heart of Cuba's turmoil. Every potential Army mission
industries closely identified by the Cubans with in Cuba will be influenced by changes in who is where.
previous national successes. Political opportun- First to arrive in Cuba after a collapse
ism could coeic in the form of internationalist ithe order is not su gesteoi

support to political party organizations. such as News media Land speculators
Christian Democrats. Social Democrats, and so Intergovernmental organization (IGO)
on. While also welcome to infuse the electoral representatives

Nongovernmental organization (NGO)
mechanism with seed capital and ideas, these representatives
foreign influences may be the source of addi- Exiles with property claims
tional stress on an already suffering body politic. Exile political aspirants

Religious competition. Castro has staged Scouts and promoters for sports and arts
some visits by apparently politicized intema- Religious missionaries
tional church organizations, but he has repressed Guerrilla hobbyists
organized religion intemally.2° A few Cuban- (ideological troublemakers, mercenaries)
African cults, including the influential Santerna, Non-Cuban government bureaucrats and
Palo Monte and Abakuds groups are said to have programists, such as AID Investors
been courted by Castro in recent years. 2 1 This Tourists Academicians
may cause them to support the regime a little too Criminal investors/opportunists/organizers
long toward its end. thereby causing congre- First to leave Cuba after a collapse

tthe order 's not suggested!gants to fall away just as, other religious attrac- Communists with political baggage
lions pour in from the mainland. An increase in (to Mexico. Nicaragua. Spain?
spiritual options should prove a demnocratizing Criminals
factor over time. Initially, it may add to the pos- Relatives of families established in Florida
sible radicalization of some sects, especially if and elsewhere
racial identity and competition become a more Older teenagers, young adults
important aspect of religious choice. Also. the Specially skilled professionals
important religious dimension of Cuban social Fgure 3.
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the backdrop of instability painted above. A
rogue army might find it easy to recruit dislocated Cuba may exit its communist
Cubans spurred by racial fear, desire for or fear revolutionaty experience with an anti-
of retribution, fuiror over property losses, abstract climactic whimper. On the other hand,
ideological tanaticism or by any combination of considerable evidence suggests that Cuba
these and other motivators. Rejection of a US could become a larger challenge for the
imperialist military occupier is an obviously Army than Somalia, Kurdistan and Panama
lucrative concept that could rally Cubans ranging combined. Preparation for the possibilit
from the most sincere to the most cynical. would not be wasteful. Even six months is

What kind of lessons can this reduction of the enough time to complete a basic language
Cuba problem provide to Armiy planners'? First. coreanpob lyootr empe-there may yet be adequate time to prepare. This coursen anud proably nopeatother maidtermuprep
analysis has avoided a panicked tone. Castro' aasncudes peainlpi sm c
revolution may survive for many more years. or as expanding the overall language capability
Cuba may exit its communist revolutionary ex of the force, since the mission, list calls for
perience with an anticlimactic whimprrr. On the more talking than shooting.
other hand, considerable evidence suggests that
Cuba could become a larger challenge for the dent on at very unpredictable situation mnix in this
Army than Somalia, Kurdistan and Pananla com- case. Thie possible deployment of heavy combat
bined. Preparation for the possibility would niot forces cannot be rejected. However, even if 'ui
be wasteful. Even six months is enough time to initial combat orientation is necessar\, police.
complete a basic language course, and probably intelligence. legal. medical. trnusportiationi. civil
no other midterm preparation could ease opera- affaiirs. psychlologlical operationlS and eng~ineerl
tional pain as much ats expanding, the overall assets wvill !xe paramiount for mission success ill
language capability of the force, since the mis- thle long run. Reserv e coniponients %% ill Ila\ e to be
sion list calls for more talking than shoo~ting. tapped for niauw of'these assets.

'Iesecond lesson may be organizational. Inl Third. given thle overriding ý%anling regard-
reviewing the recent Pananma. Somalia and Kur- ing thle acceptability of 'US troops. more attenl-
distan experiences, the Army might need to tion miiehIt be accorded to the appropriate train-
reconsider at beefed-up structurv \khen consider- ing development of' Latin American officers,
ing a possible Cuba deployment. Not only might from11 countries willing to participiate il ooea
training and experience be better focused borti-an- tive deployments. Existing organizations such
sition assistance, such at structure would avoid the as the US Army School of the Americas at Foil
otherwise inevitable pilfe~ring of' warfighting, lenning. Georgia. or the Inter-Amecrican 1)e-
units to wasteful, long-termn commitments of' tense College in Wash ing ton., D.C.. could prove
strength.24 Nevertheless, the relative requirement to be ideal and Undenitilized assets for the prep-
for combat versus noncombat assets is depen- aration of'such at personnel reservoir. MR
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Cary. iL US'e & iiIdwcRepjrt'jotirnaltst. with the ational informnation." As a consequence, according to
XViii Airborne Corp~s engineers. F-e said. "After WKlts-Petry. the press should have access only if it
two weeks there. I had had enough." His conclusion: -can bring something unique or insightful to the proc -
Alfi had had the choice, I would have covered sotme- ess of obtalining and relaying mnilitary information."
thiniz else.'* It is strange to consider that reporters should only

Thýe other aspect of' the argument: Did the pool report onl matters where they can bring "somethin'g
system suppress the truth'.' The general truth---a unique." No specialist will ever consider a reporter
huge buildup. a rapid victory, a good combat readi- more qualified to report onl the spcctalist's field.
ness, few allied casualties----carne out tin a timely However, the reporter's specialty is just that--corn-
manner. However, the public affairs system did dis- municating to the public. Onl the other hand, militarv
tort the picture. For example, the Amewrican public operations do (litter in sonie respects. Few wou]ld
saw a lot of video on 'smart hombs.-although they question the militarv\ right. need and responsibility
only represented about 9 percent of ordnance to keep some information secret. 'Troop locations,
dropped during the groundl war. Thle American pub- equipment. exact size of units, intelligence matters or
lic sa'.s more stories on the IUS Marines than on the battle plans should not be reported. Crippling the
US Army. despite the Army's more pronminent rofle, media's ability to report onl operations. however, is
Fn.ally. some importan! questions remain unan- not the appropriate path to protect such secrets.
sweredl over two years after the war's end. For Weils-Petry insists that the reporters' presence is
instance, during the war. US Central Command all the less necessary since they cannot provide "the
always declined to estimate the amiount of Iraqi cas- big picture.*' How strange an argument! As she said.
ualties andi, to this date, no reliable number exists on reporters, as well as the "private who stoked the gun
this very important sub *ject. land I the sergeant who drove the tank" do not have

"As.rvuniptirrn 2. Reporter's fire uniquelh qualified the whole picture. But, in democratic societies,
tor rrhfrjj and ra\ In il . lperatuioial iqifrt'nia- reporters are not expected to bring the whole picture.
firm." Wells--Petry also argues that repo~rters do not They are expected to report what they see. when
need access to the front because journalists arc not they see it. Reporters am. not telling the whole story
"1.uniquely qualified to obtalin and relay military oper- oft the presidency each time they report from thec
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White House. Does it mean that no joumalist should inform the people and 'ntually denounce abuses.
report from the White House'? "Assumption 4. The saft'tv of reporters is not a

"Assumption 3. Reporters atr better positioned legitimate factor in restirictinq the media. and
or better qualified than the militarv to resolve corn- reporters' safety is not the tnilitar-y's prohblen."
peting interests in information and to jut't4e what Wells-Petry's fourth argument is certainly the stron-
shouhl he reported." Wells-Petry's third argument gest. She correctly points out that reporters regu-
deals with the press* incapacity to judge what larlv claim that the military should not care about
constitutes a violation of security rules. As a major their safety. But press corps and news organizations
argument against the security review used in the pressure the president to take effective steps when
Gulf War. the press essentially argued that it would American journalists are in danger.
not publish infornation that would endanger opera- Now. the media must choose. Either the report-
tions, so long as the military provided a clear state- ers' safety is not the military's business, and no
ment of what constituted "restricted" inlbrmation. complaints occur when reporters are held hostage or
On the other hand, the military required all battle- prisoner. or reporters' safty is the militar\"s busi-
field reports to go through reviews because journal- ness. and the press thus has to abide by military rule-
isis could inadvertently release precise troxop loca- to securo its safl)y. Although the media have proved
tions or intelligence details. pretty successful in the past years \vhen the\ asked

The press has two arguments against the process. the president to take steps in fivor of journalists held
First. the reviewing process causes unjustifiable and prisoner, they should not have it both ways. l.,,
inconsistent delays in reporting (especially in the president should review this issue. adopt clear rules.
Army). Second. the media sees this process as publicize and implement them- -no matter whal.
"'unvwarranted and unne,.ssarvy" because they have However. any press inconsistencs on this issue does
had a goxxd record throughout American history in not provide enough justification to place inappropri-
this regard. Despite Wells-Petry's assertions. press ate restrictions on the job.
reluctance has nothing to do with whether reporters In her article. Wells-Petrs raises important issues.
judge themselves more qualified than the military to and while many in the military might agree \, ith her
know what constitutes a violation of security. It hats conclusions. irtualls no one in the media would.
to do with technical dispositions: How can the mili- Rather than visceral broadsides on the riehts and
tarý review reports without delaying release'! And responsibilities of the press in a democratic societx.
sonte fear that the review process gives the militar- the UIS militirs would be better served h\ a search
the ability to censor reports beyond "operational for compronlises on how and when reportlers can
necessits. cover militzus operations.

Wells--Pettr adds that. "'under the Constitution. The media' in esscnce. demand that the militars,
Ithe press'] function is not ne, essaril, to provide a allow unlimited numbers of reporters (w\ itout consid-
mechanism for military acountathility." She is tech- eration ofqualilications) acc.ss to the battlefield. 'l`ii,
nically right (under the Coitstitution). but in essence, aggravates military--media tension without necessaril\
she cannot be further from the truth. In this countrN. leading to better repoiting. Perhaps quotas would
the press performs two roles: it reflects the debates present i more appropriale approach thalu •KIs.
and tendencies present in the societs, and it also acts T'he pool arrangentenits of the Gulf War cvolked
as it itchdog" against abuses in the goverinent front the poxls established to handle crises escalating
and -. here. If the press did not. from time to ill scret--ltis waits not such a situation. Simpl\
time, piov ide a mechanism for militar, accountabil - applying an existing institution does not alecessarils
ity. would the American people have ever heard of provide the best approach. Limited numbers of more
My Lai or procurement abuses from the nmost basic qualified reporters would aid implementation of a
(hammers and toilet seats) to the most sophisticated policy to control information through agreement
(such as !h - US Navy's A-- 12 stealth aircraft)? rather than censorship. 11he media sho'4 ld compro-

In some cases, the militar, institution discovers mise-thev should trade nunbers for freer access.
abuses, disciplines the abusers and takes the neces- The media, as well. should real'-e that sourcer,
sary steps for reforn. 'Tb a certain extent, the Tail- other than the battlefield are critical to reporling a
hook incident falls into this categomy. But, on other imi'tlem war. If the militaiy remained wedded to
occasions, military institutions cannot or simplh will pools, then the media remained wedded to the Viel-
not do so. In that case. it is not only legitimate hut nani War image of covering a conflict in which the
also necessary that the press has the ability to inves- individual platoon action represented the most
ligale and it report independently. If operalional important source for inmf)rtalion. For the (;ulf War
securitv lead-, to restricted press access, the press (Ianld nimany other conflicts), higher headquarters (all
must have enough access tu, pe'rfbnm its roles to the way back to the president) are the truly critical
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sources of information. Such a realization would appropriate path to protect such secrets." My point
reduce the quantitative pressure on the operational remains: If the media argue (and even lodge law-
commander where logistic support for a few report- suits) that anyv restriction "'cripples" them. then what
ers is easier than for a horde. paths are available to "protect such secrets'?" Should

So that reporters can fulfill their roles in a demo- soldiers sit on the maps when they see reporters
cratic society. the military has to allow reporters into coming'?
the fieid to speak freely with soldiers and to stay My clarion call is and will always be simply this:
with units, as appropriate, without public affairs On balance, operational concerns must come first.
officers as constant chaperons. The media and mili- This does not mean curtains for the free press. It
tary institutions should search for the means to allow does not mean the press is unimportant. It does
this to happen rather than propagate diatribes by one mean that, from time to time, it is prudent to fashion
castigating the evils of the other. various degrees of restriction on the press to save

Pascale Combefles. Toulouse, France lives (reporters' included) and win wars. Thus. the
conclusion of my article bears repeating:

Wrong Conclusions "Military restrictions on the press are. as they
have been over history, tailored to ,,peraonalSays W ells-Petry t/, ,,,,, ¢ ,, ,
reqtcr('nwnts and the nature of the warth,'huing ati

Pascale Combelles' lively letter raises several hand. A simple cost-benefit analysis proves that
thoughtful points. The relationship between the such restrictions strike an appropriate halt•nc'
media and the military is an important one, and I am between the interest of the press in gathering
glad there are people making it a matter of close information and the interest of the militar', and the
study. But a close reading of my article belies Coin- nation, in winning our wars....
belles' conclusions that I argue reporters are not nec- "Press restrictions are necessary to strike a hal-
essary and "do not need access to the front." Indeed. an,'e on the hattlefield. Press restrictions balance the
I wrote my article precisely to counter such all--or- professional interests of reporters, the informational
nothing extremism on the part of the press. as well benefit to the public of timfi'ttered access to and
as the military, reporting from the battlefield, operational consider-

My goal in writing the article was to bring some ations that may determine whether soldiers live or
perspective to the extreme position taken in a law- die and whether the nation succeeds or fails in the
suit and. to a certain extent, in the media at large thai task it has given its Army,. It is soldiers, not report-
reporters must always, no matter what. "damn the ers. who tuike an oath to defend %% ith their lives the
torpedoes.- be free of any restrictions in combat the- US Constitution. When soldiers are about that dan-
aters and during operations. Throughout my article, gerous task. coniln sense. aI, well as the la".
I emphasize that the gauntlet thrown down b' the counsels the appropriateness of restricting the
media representatives who were suing the DLpar't- press." IEmphases added.I
ment of Defense was that the military had no right to People may reasonably disagree on how this hal-
exercise am' prerogatives in controlling the battle- ance is struck in any given fire fight. Except for the
field vis-ji--vis reporters. Think about it. fact that Combelles inaccuratelh sets up III, position

The fact that I reject this extreme view that as advocating the total shuttdow\n of the press. wec
reporters have a constititutional right, etifiwbable agree itn several importa.ut respects. She states, and
over the miihtary's ohjection. for example. to hop I agree. that "it is not only legitimate but also neces-
rides on bombing raids or advise the world that Coin- sar) that the press has the abilit to ino vestigate and
pan) A is out of fuel. does not mean that I advocate to report independently. If operational security leads
the other extreme--4hat the press "deserves little or to restricted press access, the press must have
no consideration." Quite the opposite. I said, and enough access to perforn its roles ... " Thus. C'ore-
still believe, that the interests of the military and the belles advocates bahlace, and I wholeheartedly sup-
interests of the press must be kept in realistic hal- port her. As we both contend, for all of us to eet the
ance. 'he interests of the press deserve serious con- most from this sometimes spirited debate, \e 'mould
sideration but, contrary to the theory of the lawsuit do well to locus on the best ways to achieve that hal-
that prompted my article, %o do the mntere'.sts o the ance rather than on setting up all--or nothing straa -
militars-, men at either end of the spectrum.

Coinbelles recogni/es this when she state., "'Ee\ MI Melisa Wells-Petrv. ISA.
would question the military's right, need and Judge.Advocate Offie, Wavhington, D.(C.
responsibility to keep some information secret." But
then she goes on to say that "cippl ing the media's
ability to report oil operations. however, is not the
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WWIJI Almanact~ i ~
The Landings at Anzio
Major Francis A. Galgano Jr., US Army

Editor's Note-The invasion of Italy began in er. pressured by Prime Minister Winston Churchill.
September 1943 with Operations Avalanche and decided that the US Fifth Army had to execute an
Slapstick. By November, the southern halfof Italy as amphibious operation to flank this barrier and break

far north as Naples was cleared, and General Dwight the stalemate.
D. Eisenhower gave General Sir Harold R. Alexan- Slowly. Anzio began to assume a life of its own,
der orders to maintain pressure on the Germans and and Churchill quickly became its greatest proponent.
capture Rome. It was decided at the Tehran Confer- Much to his chagrin, the Italian Campaign was, h,,
en'e. however, that the troops needed to do this would strategic design, rapidly becoming a sideshow,
have to comefirom Italy, notfi'om those neededJbir whose stated objective was to divert Gennan units
Operation Overlord, the invasion of'Central Europe. from other battlefields while using minimum Allied
These Alumanacs provide two ilhustration- ofhohw not resources.2 As the campaign entered 1944, Church-
to (onduct an operation. ill pressed Alexander and Lieutenant General Mark

W. Clark (US Fifth Army) for decisive results.
The VI (US) Corps landed at Anzio during the Increasingly, the Allies based their hopes for deci -

early morning darkness on 22 January 1944. By sive success on the Anzio landings and Rapido Ri' -
midday. the assault force experienced minor casual- er crossings. There was, however, grow ing opposi -
ties, and two divisions secured the beachhead-the tion to the operation within the Allied camp for
landing clearly caught the Germans flat-footed. cogent military reasons. Operational planners at Al-
The long-debated turning movement against the lied Force Headquarters (AFHQ) in Carthaee uuick-
Gustav Line was under way. Operation Shingle ap- ly pointed out that Shingh's risks outseighed its
peared to exceed every expectatior and promised to chance of success. Logisticians at AFHQ also ques-
end the bloody stalemate on the Italian peninsula. tioned the plan's feasibility.4 In fact, bv carl,+ Dc-
By nightfall. however, there were disturbing signs cember. Shingle's principal commanders, (lark and
that this illusion would quickly evaporate. Major General John P. Lucas (VI ILSI Corps). held

How did Shingle, which tantalized the Allies with little enthusiasm for the plan. Insufficient landing
success, evolve into a bloody disaster that would craft and their doubtful availability after 15 Januarn
eventually cost 43.(XX) casualties'? The Anzio land- 1944 caused serious apprehension among AFHiQ
ing ended in stalemate because it was driven not by planners and US Fifth Anny commanders,.
compelling military logic but by frivolous political Landing craft and shipping space were the comn-
forces and a tragic series of faulty assumptions. mon denominators in almost everN. Allied undertak-
Specifically. the landings lacked a single, clear ob- ing in World War II. This problem represented a
jective; the turning movement itself was too shal- considerable restriction on any amphibious opera-
low: and the most glaring defect was the inadequate tion in the Mediterranean Theater anti specificall.
size of the landing force, for Anzio. Consistent with decisions promulgated at

The idea for an amphibious end run was not new the Quadrant and Sextant conferences,. Operation
to Allied planners in early 1944. This type of opera- Overlord became the Western Allies' main effort.
tion was tried earlier with varying degrees of success Correspondingly, the Combined Chiefs of Staff
in Sicily and on the mainland. In fact, the ý,enesis of (CCS) directed the transfer of nearly all landing craft
Shingle is traceable to early November 1943. when in the Mediterranean to England by 15 I)ecember
General Dwight D. Eisenhower offered ii as a means 1943. This decision effectively shelved the An/io
to break the deadlock on the Voltumo River. ShingleI landings. Eisenhower managed to delay their depar-
became an increasingly attractive alternative in De- ture to 15 January 1944 based on Churchill's urg-
cember 1943 when the Allied advance again stalled. ings--Shingh' was on again.
this lime in front of the Gustav Line. General Sir Signilicant obstacles lay in Shitrgh.s path. Though
Harold R. Alexander, 15th Army Group command- the landing craft could remain until mid Januar.
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sufficient numbers were available only to transport policy. This command structure was clearly subject
two divisions, eight days of supply and no subse- to manipulation by Churchill and all but assured that
quent reinforcements. 5 To Clark, this was clearly Anzio would proceed despite its obvious flaws. 12

inadequate. The Anzio plan appeared to die on 19 Militarily, Shinghe was fundamentally flawed by
December when he canceled it because weather two specious assumptions that irrevocably shaped
conditions prevented timely rehearsals and deploy- its size and scope. Churchill does not bear solitary
ment before the mid-January deadline.6' responsibility on this indictment. The British chiefs

Churchill remained undaunted despite the plan's (specifically General Sir Alan Brooke. with consid-
limitations. He pressed the CCS to again delay trans- erable help from Alexander) sold him on the first ru-
terring landing craft and lobbied President Franklin inous assumption-that a small, two-division force
D. Roosevelt directly on the subject. On 8 January could stand by itself and provoke a German with-
1944. Roosevelt agreed to support Churchill and drawal from the Gustav Line. 13 Churchill. clearly
recommended to General George C. Marshall that the convinced, declared that the landings would "aston-
landing craft remain in-theater. The CCS. through ish the world and certainly frighten I Field Marshal
Alexander, directed US Fifth Annv to execute the Albert] Kesselfing."t14
landings-Shingl, was set for 22 January.7 Lucas This logic discounted any realistic German reaction
(the commander of the landing force) and others no and was not consistent with Kesselfing's past dealings
longer believed in the operation and doubted that it with Allied landings. At Salerno (9 September), Bari
could succeed given its limitations. Nonetheless. (22 September) and Tennoli (3 October). Kesselfing
Churchill pushed the operation through. This fact met the landings with violent counterattacks, and each
was not lost on Lucas as he summed tup Churchill's was nearly thrown back into the sea-air power and
role in his diary. "This whole affair has a strong naval gunfire saved the day.15 To think that Shinihe
odor of Gallipoli and apparently the same amateur would sonmeho\w elicit a more timid reaction and
IChurchillI was still on the coaches bench."' "frighten" Kesselring out of his excellent positions in

Shingle's abrupt resurrection from military oblivi- the Gustav Line %aas simply wishful thinking.
on is clearly a testament to Churchill's powertul influ- A successful attack and penetration of the Gustav
ence.Y He'had no intention of allowing his pet carn- Line, coupled with a rapid linkup near Anzio delin-
paign against his sllf-proclaimed soft underbelly of eated the second flawed assumption on which
the crocodile" to become an afterthought in histor\. Shitih, hinged. Shing'e and its subsequent rapid
regardless of declared combined Allied strategy. His thrust to Rome depended on the 36th (USI Divi-
prolonged presence in the Meditcrranean after Sextant sion's Rapido River crossing on 20 January. Alex-
in December 1943-he wa-ts ill with pneunionia-- ander assumed that it would take It days to link up
assured his continuous pressure on top Allied leaders with VI (US) Corps on the Anzio plain. When this
to kick start the stalled canmpaign and capture Rome. attack failed, the Anzio lorce had to fend for itself. It,

Churchill saw the Anzio operation as a means to The decisive failure at the Rapido unhinged the en-
obtaining that prize. Shinglc \kas originally con- tire premise behind Shingleh,. Again, wishful think-
ceived out of military necessity: hoss ever, tile reali- ing oNerrode military reality in the Allied high conm-
ties of the situation in-theater--available forces, the mand. Since mid-)ctober, Allied progress in Italy
enemy and landing craft--dictated its cancellation was typically measured in yards.
for compelling military reasons.,(, Churchill advo- Yet. Alexander and others poslulated that some-
cated Shingle for his own political plrposes desile bhos Allied forces would quickly penetrate the for-
military opinion that it wvas no longer a gtxxl idea. midable defenses of the Gustav Line and execute a
HIow did he accomplish this? stunning exploitation to Anzio in I0 days, What

Twoevents in December 1943 enabled Churchill to conditions changed for Allied leaders to believe that
exert greater influence (n operations in the Mediterra- they would accomplish in the dead of winter, in ap-
nean and essentially revive Shim.,h, with his personal pailing conditions, what they had been unable to do
w, ill. First. a major shill in the Allied senior command over a penrod of four months?
replaced Eisenhowcr with British General Sir Henrv The Rapido disaster was certainly predictable.
Maitland Wilson as Supreme Allied C'ommander. Failure there shattered the possibility of a quick link-
Mediterranean Theatcr. With Alexander commanding up with VI (US) Corps and any chance of initiating
15th Anry Group. (Churchill had the luxury of dealing a (Gentan desertion of the Gustav Line, let alone the
ws ith an almost all British conunuid structure. liberation of Rome. Basing a plan of Shingl,'s nlag-

Second, as an adjunct to agreements established at nitude on such flimsy assumptions appears uncon-
Sextant, executive direction of theater affairs passed scionable: however, Churchill's intrigues clearly pro-
trom the ('CS directlv to the British chiefs.II US in- pelled Mediterrancan commanders into ill-advised
fluence wats virtually eliminated from Mediterranean action. 17 The entire premise behind the Anzio land-
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ing was flawed, and even without the benefit of of what Lucas was to accomplish once ashore. 21

hindsight, its success appeared doubtful. 18 Clark and his US Fifth Army planners fundamen-
Potential success at Anzio was further degraded tally changed Alexanders objective. The original

by a pervasive lack of clarity in the intent of the op- S/hinge plan unquestionably directed Lucas to seize
eration and the objectives assigned to VI (US) the Alban Hills-the logical objective of the opera-
Corps. The Shingle directive gave Lucas three tion.22 However, as it became apparent to Clark that
broad and rather obscure objectives: relieve pres- the invasion force was too small to seize the hills
sure on the Gustav Line by causing the Germans to and secure the intervening 20 mile-, he authorized a
withdraw: disrupt German supply lines between change to the plan on 12 J1anuary. The US Fifth
Rome and the Gustav Line by advancing on the Al- Army plan. as amendLd. directed VI (IS) Corps to
ban Hills: and eventually capture Rome. A single. "'advance on the Colli Laziali [Alban Hillsl1".2 Thi"
well-defined objective is clearly absent.t '1 These directive gave Lucas more leekway to conduct opera-
three objectives furnished VI (LIS) Corps with very tions. As a result. he sawv his primar\ mission
ambiguous ends but, more important. failed to ofler with hindsight, rightly so-as securing the beach-
the means and ways. As Army Group commander. head. Clark. ,fill profoundlx affected b. the ne-u
Alexander identified the Alban Hills as key terrain disaster at Salerno, did nothing to change L.ucas"
and saw their seizure as essential to the operation',, intention. In fact, during his first visit to the beach-
success-seizure would absolutely establish the head, he told Lucas. -'Don't stick your neck out.
conditions for success of the first two objectives Johnny. I did at Salerno and got into trouble."2.4

mandated in the Shinkle directive. Flow then. did Further. Clark cancelled a planned airborne drop on
this operational disconnect occur? the Alban Hills intended to assist in their capture.

The Alban Hills are located 20 miles northwest of Much of this befuddlement resulted from Clark's
Anzio. They dominate movement in and out of the inability to designate and sustain the main eflort.
Anzio plain. Route 6 and the rail line linking Rome Based on US Fifth Ann) guidance. LucaN saw An-
and the Gustav Line. 2tt Alexander thought it was es- zio as a diversion for II tUS1 Corps' penetrtion of
sential to seize this key terrain to secure the beach- the Gustav Line. Major General (Geoffrcy Keyes.
head and cut off the Gustav Line. He communicated commander of II Corps. saw his attack as an adjunct
this intent to Clark. who thought VI (LIS) Corns to the Anzio landings. designed to initially fix Gcr-
lacked the means to achieve this objective. These man forees. Alexander never wavered front his
divergent convictions confused any clear definition position that Anio was the main etfort and said as
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much in his communications with the CCS. Clark, was risky, but it was a brilliant success') Conditions
however, preferred to hedge his bets on both attacks may not have permitted Lucas to conduct a similar
and offered indecisive guidance to his two principal deep envelopment, but Shingle was clearly not deep
ground commanders. Unfortunately, Alexander did enough to succeed on its own merits.
not intercede, but such is the nature of coalition war- Perhaps Shingle's most troublesome deficiency
fare. In any event, VI (US) Corps never took the Al- was the small size of the landing force. The assault
ban Hills. Indecision surrounding this vital objec- force was limited by shipping space to two divi-
tive proved nearly lethal because the Germans sions. Clark and Lucas considered this force too
retained unimpeded access to the Anzio plain. small for the mission, and events proved them cor-

Confusion over Shingle's tactical objective was rect. The inadequate size of the landing force was a
manifest in the placement of the seaborne envelop- consequence of the faulty assumptions on which the
ment. Operationally. Shinglo wRs a turtning move- entire plan was based. VI (US) Corps' failure to
ment designed to cause the Germans to withdraw take the Alban Hills resulted from this analysis.
from the Gustav Line. However. the depth of the en- Clark and Lucas agreed that the corps could not se-
velopment was simply not great enough to do this cure the beachhead, the Alban Hills and the terrain
and afforded the Germans interior lines, which they between. The VI (US) Corps mission was contin-
used with consummate skill. 25 Anzio was too close gent on its size, which was altogether inadequate as
to the Gustav Line and the excellent transportation fa- events quickly proved.3 1 Shingle was a job for an
cilities in Rome. Whether or not VI (US) Corps entire army, and committing less can be likened to
could have landed further north is problematic, based sending a boy to do a man's job.32

on available forces and shipping constraints. Regard- Shipping space was ostensibly the justification
less. one thing is clear, the assumption that the pres- for employing only two divisions in the operation.
ence of the Anzio beachhead would alone "frighten" However, not two weeks after the initial landing.
Kesselring and stampede the Germans out of the shipping space apparently became available to rein-
Gustav Line could not have been further from reality, force the beachhead with the I st (US) Armored Di -

By all accounts, Kesselring expected an Allied vision, 45th (US) Division. 1st Special Service
landing somewhere, but was misled by German Ad- Force, and 168th Brigade, 56th (BR) Division-a
miral Wilhelm F Canaris. He told Kesselring that force larger than the original landing. 3

there was no possibility of an Allied amphibious as- It is apparent that the Allies, with Churchill's
sault in the foreseeable future, just 48 hours before ceaseless meddling, tried to win this battle cheaply
the actual landing.26 Kesselring was certainly without properly establishing the conditions for suc-
alarmed, but not dismayed. He was a defensive ge- cess. The result was all too predictable. Kesselring
nius and prepared carefully for this eventuality. In an was quick to point out this glaring error: "'IThel big-
impressive display of generalship and operational gest mistake of Anzio was in landing a force too
planning. he issued the code word for "PLAN RICH- small to accomplish the mission."34
ARD" and had 20.0(X) first-rate panzer troops at An- Of all the amphibious assaults launched by Allies,
zio by nightfall and parts of 13 divisions converging Anzio was the one most nearly thrown back into the
from northern Italy. France, Germany and the Bal- sea. At the height of the crisis on 18 Februar\, all
kans. By 25 January. three days alter the landings, he that remained between the 3d Panzer Grenadier Di-
concentrated eight divisions around the beachhead.2 7  vision and the beach %kas a British infantry conipan\

As a turning movement. Shingle was too close to and a small reserve of clerks and cooks..;- , Shingl"
the static front in Italy. This enabled Kesselring to would eventually cost the Allies 7.(XX) killed and
move a corps headquarters and six divisions from 36.M(X) wounded or missing)6 Anzio never came
the Gustav Line to participate in his 3 Februar' close to achieving its operational goals and, by every
counterattack that nearly destroyed the beachhead.- measure, must be considered an abject failure.
A deeper turning movement could have perhaps Anzio nearly ended in disaster because it was
eliminated this significant interior lines advantage, driven not by compelling military logic but by frivo-
Allied planners identified Civitavecchia. 40 miles lous political forces and a tragic series of fault\ as-
north of Anzio, as a more favorable landing site. sumptions. Specifically, the landings lacked a single.
Clark, however, insisted that the landings occur clear objective, the turning movement w\as too shal-
within supporting range of the US Fifth Army. and low and the landing force was too small.
Anzio was chosen instead. 29  I think themn are important corollaries between

In 1950, General Douglas MacArthur was con- Anzio and potential contingencies our smaller, less-
fronted with similar objections when he wanted to capable armed services may be expected to execute
conduct a very deep amphibious turning movement in the future. The defense budget is shrinking, and
at Inch'on with a similar two-division force. lnch'on despite the sunny picture painted by current leader-
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ship, readiness will suffer. Our ability to project a Wwh, <, DC US GovemnmneI1 Pnrntrg Office. 1969) 36116 G-,IloaQR• adWnters. i0-22
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The Rapido River Crossings
Major Robert M. Puckett, US Army National Guard

Fifty years ago this month, the US Fifth Army Air bases could be used to make bonmber raids deep
had finally reached the last German main line of de- into Germany. and the Ploesti oil fields could be
fense south of Rome, the Gustav Line. This was a threatened. Finally. virtual control of the Adriatic
significant event in the Allied effort to invade Italy and Ionian seas would be realized. StrateeicalIly and
and attack the "soft underbelly" of Europe. In an ef- operationally, Italy was an inviting tarwet.-
fort to quickly break the German defensive line and The 9 September 1943 landing by US troops at
throw the German army back upon the Alps and lib- Salerno (Operation Avalanche) was a major step in
erate Rome, Lieutenant General Mark W. Clark or- the Allied effort to seize the Italian peninsula. It also
dered an assault across the Rapido River to break the was the beginning of an awakening to the fact that
Gustav Line. The attack failed. The realization had the Germans had no intention of falling back to the
finally sunk in that the soft underbelly was. in real- Alps. They were going to fight to hold Italy. The
ity. a tough old gut. Allies soon found the Italian terrain lent itselfdadmir-

The Allied leaders, during their planning of the ably to the defense. A central north-south mountain
Italian Campaign, had thought it possible to invade range, with peaks rising to 10,(XX) feet, forms the
and seize most of Italy quickly and with little cost. spine of the peninsula, with numerous spurs running
The common belief was that Germany would pull east and west. Rivers flowed rapidly between these
its forces back up the peninsula to the Alps, or a line spurs through deep valleys all the way to the sea.
just short of the Alps. and establish a permanent de- Roads and the only areas suitable for maneuver
fense. Of course, it was assumed that the Germans were along the coastal plains on both the east and
would fight a delaying action and destroy the com- west coasts. The bridges that crossed the numerous
munications. roads and other infrastructure as their rivers were generally dominated by high ground.
forces withdrew. The Allies believed, however, they This was, indeed, ideal defensive terrain.-
could easily put enough strength into the Italian pen- From Salerno, the Allies began the slow. slugging
insula to readily push the Germans back.t march up the peninsula. The first obstacle was the

This false assumption made Italy an inviting tar- Volturno River. Once across, obstacle after obstacle
get for the next point of attack on the Third Reich af- met the Allies until reaching the Gustav Line that ran
ter Sicily. There were many advantages to the Allied from Gaeta on the west coast to Pescara on the east
war effort in occupying Italy. From northern Italy. an coast and anchored on the Garigliano and Rapido
amphibious assault could be 'aunched against Ger- rivers, This was a most frustrating kind of war for
man positions in the Balkans and southern France. the Allies. Every time they fought their way over a
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river or ridge line. there was another just like it wait- lery and mortars covered dead space and the reverse
ing for them on the other side. From the Naples slope approaches. Monte Cassino gave the Germans
area. there were only two roads that led to Rome (the excellent observation of any approach, allowing
Allied objective)--Route 6. the interior road that led them to direct and adjust indirect tire.()
through the Lifi valley straight to Rome, and Route The location selected for the attack was poor. The
7. which ran along the coast and was effectively village of Sant'Angelo sat on high ground and was
blocked by the Germans. 4  heavily defended. The approach was along the open

January 1944 saw Clark's US Fifth Army on the floodplain of the valley, where there was no cover or
banks of the Garigliano and Rapido rivers, looking concealment. The advance would be under direct
across the Gustav Line. Clark's plan was to pierce observation fiom the moment it started. The Ger-
the line and push an armored force up Route 6 to- mans, to reinforce the natural obstacles, had diverted
,Aard Rome. With this action, he felt Field Marshal the river to flood the floodplain, turning any ap-
Albert Kesselring. the German commander for the proach route selected into a miry swanmp. The use of
defense of Italy. would be forced to abandon the vehicles to move troo~ps or engineer equipment to
Gustav Line and fall all the way back to the Apen- the river was imtossible. The river itself was only
nines mountain range. thereby yielding Rome. His 50 feet across but was 12 feet deep. had steep banks
plan called for the British lt~th Corps to conduct a and was flowing at a torrential speed. Major General
supporting attack across the Garigliano River to the Eberhard Rodt's 15th Panzer Grenadier Division. a
southwest to create a diversion on the German right crack unit. %sas charged " ith the defense in this sec-
flank. He hoped to draw the German reserves to the tor and had concentrated around Sant'Angelo. This
extreme German right flank while II Corps con- site was the strongest point on the whole Gustav
ducted the main attack by assaulting across the Ra- Line. 7

pido River at Sant'Angelo. Once the crossing sites The 36th Infanltrv, Division was a poor choice to
were secure, he would launch an armored column conduct the attack. It was dramatically under-
through the infantry for a dash up Route 6. The key strength due to the heavy casualties it had experi-
action to the success of this plan was the speedy enced in the tough fighting at San Pietro in Decem-
crossing of the Rapido River by II (US) Corps' 36th ber. The replacements it had received were green
Infantry Division. and had not experienced combat before. In fact.

Crossing the Rapido River would not be an easy they had just arrived two v,,eeks prior to the attack.
task. The Gustav Line was a very formidable defen- There was little time for unit training or team build-
sivc lin,.. Fi•lpautti-w of tihis line irad tegui in early ing. The division was worn out and lacked the cohe-
November and was the German's final defensive sion required for combat.8
line in the defense of Rome. The line consisted of The division also lacked the proper equipment to
trenches. concrete bunkers. barbed wire entangle- conduct the crossing. Because the Gemians had
ments and minefields on hoth sides of the river. Au- flcooded the areas along the river, trucks could not
tomatic weapons with interlocking fire covered both transport bridging equipment and assault boats to
the river and the forward slope approaches. Artil- the river. The infantry assault troops would have to
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carry any engineer equipment over a mile from the heavy fire. By 0400, 21 January, only one foot-
assembly area to the river bank during the assault. bridge had been installed. Most of the 1 st Battalion
Footbridges were unobtainable, so Bailey bridge of the 141 st Infantry Regiment had crossed by 0630,
catwalks laid upon inflatable rubber boats were im- but unfortunately, they were cut off and pinned
provised. Inflatable rubber boats would be used as down without communication. Daylight came, and
assault boats because the wooden barge-type were the remainder of the regiment had to withdraw back
too heavy for the troops to carry to the river.9 The to the assembly area to escape the hc'tvy German
equipment provided the 36th was makeshift and fire, abandoning the Ist Battalion as it dug in only
hardly survivable from enemy fire. 200 yards from the river.12

The 36th Infantry Division commander, Major The 143d Infantry Regiment moved from its as-
General Fred L. Walker, decided to conduct a night sembly area to the river below Sant'Angelo with
attack to limit the German capability to observe and little or no ditficulty, At 2(XX) on 20 January. with
disrupt the attack with direct and indirect fire. The one platoon of Company C across, all hell broke
division consisted of three infantry regiments: the loose. All the boats in the water and on the bank, as
141st, 142d and 143d. His plan called for sending well as a footbridge just installed, were destroyed
the first, with attached engineers, across the river immediately by the intense German fire. Despite
above the village; the second would go below; and continuing efforts, only the Ist Battalion vAa%, across
the third would be held in reserve. With the attack by 0500 the next morning. German fire was so in-
beginning just after sunset at 2000, it gave the as- tense that. by 0740, the battalion conivmr'Jder or-
sault elements II hours to cross the river and seize a dered everyone back across , l i ver to escape anni -
large enough bridgehead to free the crossing sites hilation. Those that were able to get back across the
from small-arms fire so that engineers could throw river had done so by I ). 13
pontoon bridges across the river. Once the bridges As a result of the first attempt to force a crossing
w•ee in place, the 1st Armored Division would pass of the Rapido River. only a portion of one battalion
through into the Liri Valley, and race toward of the 141st Infantry Regiment "as across. and the',
Rome. 1 The plan was deceptively simple. were cut off and fighting for their live,. The rest of

A night river crossing under fire is probably the the division had been beaten back from the nver toi
most difficult exercise a combat unit and command- a position of cover and concealment to regroup.
er could possibly be tasked to conduct. It requires Major General Geoffrey Keyes. the 11 t S) Corps
careful planning and coordination. Rehearsals that commander, directed another attack hx made as
create teamwork with the types of units involved- soon as possible. Despite constant delays in obtain-
in this case infantry, engineers and fire support- ing more engineer equipment. the 143d Infaintrx
are essential. Reconnaissance of assault lanes and
clearing obstacles are also critical. The proper equip- 5ph wts and s chers are carried
ment, such as assault boats and bridging, must be on at a of Sherman tanks near the
hand. Soldiers must be trained to use the equipment. I 1944.
Finally, command and control must work perf'tly.
These are the areas where failure occurred. I

Things went wrong from the very beginning. At
approximately 1730, 20 January 1944, assault ele-
ments from the 141st Infantry Regiment began
moving from the assembly area to the river above
Sant'Angelo while a friendly artillery preparation
fired upon the German positions across the river.
The German artillery answered with extremely ac-
curate counterfire, hitting the assembly area and
avenue of approach. The German fire damaged as-
sault boats, hit troops and drove others from the nar-
row passage lanes into the minefields. Chaos re-
sulted. Twenty-five percent of the assault boats
were destroyed by the time the first element reached
the river. More boats and bridging were damaged
by the accurate German fire as the assault troops
tried to enter the water. By 21(X), only 100 soldiers
had crossed the river, and they were pinned down by
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Regiment agar-i attacked at 1600), 21 January. With fliere are two important reasons for studying the

smoke to screen its crossing, the 3d Battalion action at the Rapido River. The first is the effect it

b1835. The farthest penetration made was by the that had a significant impact on the duration of the
3ýBattalion, which advanced only 5(X) yards. The war. If the attack had boeen a success, it would possi-
ItBattalion petictrated only 2(X) yards Stopped bly have shortened the campaign and the war and

byheavy fire, the regimental commander tinally or- tersligbtlst eueIav h eodra
dirda withdrawal earlv in the afternoon, ,on is that there are important lessons to bet learned
The 141 st attacked at 2 1l(X). After 5 hours. only by the professional military leader: The Rapido

one platoon from Company F. 3d Battalion, was River action is an example on ho%\ not to conduct
able to get across the river. With the installation of' operations. The Rapido action was a Ifailure in lead-
three footbridges during the night. the entire 2d ership. tactics, staff work and execution. H-oplefully.
Battalion and the remainder of the 3d Battalion wvere future leaders wil heed the price paid by our World
able to cross by daylight. No survivors of the I st War 11 soldiers at the Rapido River 501 \ears ago this
Battalion that crossed the day before were found hx month. MR
this assault group. The 2d and 3d battalions were
able to penetrate I .XX) yards before they were NOTES
forced to stop and dig in. The fire was so intense 1 Mlarin Biumension Frho Mediterranean Theater of Ooefatllns SaAerrro to

that. b) 15W.) all the officers in the two battalion Ca-sri eLnttod S1~riies r, 19671 Wa175-76 Ws~olo CLS

headquarters w'ere casualties. By 16W.) every com- 2).17 The ,eu, 1,r* W6 e O.Poor

mander on the far side of the river, except one, had Books198) 52

been killed or wounded. lIn addition, at 16WX. the quaIo Boost 199 10e 1~ 19 ,rleAeoroal ~prH) CAo
last footbridge was knocked out by lire. Lacking 5 Itik 12311

11 urn~ernsor, 312 13
leadership and due to the unrelenting heavy fire, the ' Drsle 123-24

untdisintegrated. Toesrirsthat could, 8 15.0

swam back across the river. Firing on the far side of' 10 Fred L Walker My Sto.y of IN, Rapidt Riverr Crossing ARMY ,Seie

the Rapido River ceased by 2(XX). 14  
be" I 952fleo 3-57

Further offensive efforts by the 36th Infantry Di- 12 Sb-d 3341-35

vision to cross the Rapido River ceased. The attack 14 I. 34,-46
15 Old Carlo 0 Este Fatal CtARsion Anzioe a~nrth Baffl&tte tfl Roll,.' N i,

was a failure. The 36th Inf~antry Division had in- York, HatperCollins; 1%91) 1,7!

curred 1.681 casualties: 143 killed. 663 wounded -~ ikr.ISi)Amnlhad
and 875 missing. The 15th Panier Grenadier IDivi- tfajit R..sr A. t rct.I.Aot a,'littd

sion later reptorted it captured 5(X) Americans during 1% a tilt . 11iltttttttlofl I /.ni \tIN t nal (lifuldtBii cllu,'n

the fight. The 36th Infantry Division lay shattered 140vliltlltt,'ftt D).C. Ile Htitt IA. fitro (Ca~iWptnia t..t

and the US Fifth Armiy stalled at the Gustav Line. viittjtt't 7.1 V. latit, Beat it. andt anl .4114JS m fha.fliern't

The Gustav Line would not he penetrated] until May Ntt~~t (fi '.ttot utI r,,(.1,,1 htI/,. ( j t (I O I'
1944 durinig Operation lDiadem,. 'rolC ~il nId((ie lS(j'o/'
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January 1944 Combat Studies Institute, USACGSC

Saturday 1-The German army selects Field Friday 15-In Italy, German forces withdrawk be-
Marshal Erwin Rommel to command Army Group hind the Rapido River into their fortified Gustav Line
B. which is defending the Atlantic Wall from the positions.
Netherlands to the Loire River. A British cabinet committee recommends that, at

Sunday 2-The US Army's 126th Infantry Regi- the end of hostilities. Germany be partitioned.
ment. 32d Division, lands at Saidor. isolating some Saturday 16 eneral Dwight D. Eisenhower be-
12,000 Japanese troops in New Guinea. Australian comes Supreme Commander, Allied Expeditionary
forces reach Sialum. Force.

Chiang Kai-shek replies to Rooseveh. saying that
Monday 4-The Nazi government mobilizes Ger- without an additional loan of $1 billion. China will

man schoolchildren for war-related duty. no longer supply US troops in China.
US aircraft, for the first time, drop supplies to par- Sunday 17-Allied troops in Italy begin a general

tisans in Western Europe, an activity the Royal Air offensive to cross the Rapido River.
Force (RAF) has been doing for some time. In Moscow, Pravda alleges Great Britain plans to

Tuesday 5-In Italy. the US Fifth Army launches reach a separate peace with Germany.
its final assault on the German Winter Line. Tuesday 19-The Red Army liberates Novogorod.

The Red Army seizes Berdichev, a key rail june- Anthony Eden. in the House of Commons, warns
tion southwest of Kiev. Soviet Union. Spain against its continued support of Germany.

Wednesday 6--US forces capture San Vittore in Wednesday 29-The LIS 36th Division receives
Italy. a bloody check in its attempt to cross the Rapido

Friday 8-The Red Army seizes the Soviet city River
of Kirovograd. Friday 22--Against light opposition. Allied

German units deploy south of Rome to block an lorces land at Anzio. 35 miles south of Rome.
Allied advance up the Liri River valley. Saturday 23--Moscow announces that the Red

Arms has encircled German forces in \'itebsk. al-
Saturday 9-The British army seizes Maungdaw though heavy rains have stalled the offensi\c.

in Burma. Allied ftrces consolidate their beachhead at An-
Prime Minister Winston Churchill and Charles de zio against stiffening German resistance.Gaulle begin meetings in Marrakech. Morocco, todetermine the role of French foreces in the invasion Monday 25•-Thc Red Army sei/es thle (jatchina

of Europe. rail junction southwest of Leningrad (St. Petersburg),In Italy, Allied forces renew their of/ensis e
Sunday 10-In Burma. the RAF begins mining against the Gustav Line.

the mouths of the Salween river. Allied aircraft strike Rabaul in the Pacific.
The Red Army severs the rail line between Kristi- Tuesday 26-Ltiberia declares war against Japan

novka and Smela in the Ukraine. and Germany., while Argentina severs diplomatic

Monday I I-The RAF and US Army Air Corps relations with the Axis powers.
begin Operation Pointhiank. designed to eliminate Wednesday 27--The Soviet government an-
the Lftwqaffr, in northwest Europe in preparation for nounces that the siege of Leningrad has been lifted.
Operation Ovt'r/nrd. Friday 29--Thc Red Anny opens the LAningrad-

Tuesday 12-Troops of the US Fifth Army seize Moscow railroad. In the Ukraine. it launches an of-
Cervaro, preparing to advance to the Rapido River. fcnsive against the (Gentan 8th Anny.

Eight hundred heavy bombers of the US E-igilth
Wednesday 1--In Burma, the Chinese 381h Di- Air Force bomb Frankfurt am Main, killing 736

vision secures the Tarung River line. people.

Thursday 14--Three forces of the Red Army be- US Navy aircraft launch a nine-da. attack
gin an offensive against German Army Group North against the Marshall Islands.
aimed at the Baltic states. Saturday 30---The US Fifteenth Air Force in-

President Franklin D. Roosevelt requests addi- flicts considerable damage in attacks against Luft-
tional Chinese military forces, threatening to reduce waffi' bases in the Italian Po River valley.
China's lend-lease aid if not provided. Chinese forces occupy the haro plain in Burma.
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The Army's Light Divisions: Where Next?
Colonel Peter F. Herrly, US Army

Now is the right moment to re-examine the con- experiment was successful, even in the demanding
cepts that underpin the US Army's light force struc- case of mid-intensity, armored warfare. Motorized
ture. Cutting Army light divisions has been a tough units employed the tactical mobility and lethality af-
but sound choice among the painful alternatives. As forded by modem vehicles (the high-mobility multi-
light forces quantitatively slope downward, the Army purpose wheeled vehicles [HMMWVsl) and weap-
should reshape the qualitative aspects of what remains. ons (the Mark 19 Grenade Launching Machinegun

The fundamental doctrine and technology issues and the TOW Itube-launched, opticAly tracked.
with Army light forces spring from the basic opera- wire-guided missile]), and conceptually shaped their
tional and organizing concepts at the heart of these operations around an AirLand Battle combined arms
forces. These issues have left the Army perilously perspective. These units not only survived but scored
close to serious operational problems several times many notable victories. As the NTC's Brigadier
in the last few years. Specifically, by designing the General William G. Carter Ill put it in November
light infantry divisions (LIDs) for strategic mobility 1991, "Those guys are very tough to kill."
and by retaining the 50-year-old concept and struc- At the heart of the motorized experiment was the
ture of the airborne division, the Army has restricted combination of cavalry and armor-like doctrine, tac-
the tactical mobility, lethality and survivability of tics, techniques, procedures and spirit with classic in-
these forces for most likely missions and terrain, fantry skills and attitudes. Simply i,ýsigning

Recent examples of such suboptimization in- HMMWVs as prime movers for rifle squads provided
clude the ad hoc adjustments needed to move ele- dramatic operational and tactical mobility advantages,
mients of the 7th Infantry Division (Light) from including the conservation of the strcngth to walk and
place to place in Panama during Operation Just crawl when needed. Wheeled squad carriers gave
Cause; the epic effort associated with "souping up" those infantry squads more lethality (besides the Mark
the 82d Airborne Division for desert defense and of- 19, they got more ammunition arnd more mines) and
fense in the Persian Gulf: the extensive work needed survivability (more picks. shovels, pickets. concertina
by the 10th Mountain Division (Light Infantry) to and portable planking with which to dig in and an in-
become more mobile for Somalia: and. finally, a creased ability to avoid enemy fire concentrations).
host of training exercises and rotations where many All this capability. supported by larger caliber
LIS soldiers have asked themselves and others the mortars, heavy maneuver unit-style logistics, and so
simple questions. "Why walk when we can ride?" forth, was conditioned by load ilanning and mainte-
and "How can we carry all this stuff?" namc as a 4 av of life( -ust like an armored unit but

The difficult trade-offs between strategic mobil- with wheels. This is the first rejoinder to those A ho
ity, on one hand, and tactical and operational mobil- argue, "Stay light and augment with trucks and
ity, lethality and survivability, on the other hand, are buses when needed." It is more difficult to create
not new. It has been a dozen years since then Army the critically important family of skills, techniques
Chief of Staff General Edward C. Meyer opened the and attitudes associated with wheeled combat mo-
contemporary debate on these issues with his propos- bility while working with augmentation equipment
al for a light force with "high-tech" vehicles, weap- and people in a deployed environment. By defini-
ons and equipment, and less than a decade since Gen- tion. being motorized means always stretching the
eral John A. Wickham Jr. changed tie shape of that envelope of limited equipment: constantly working
debate so sharply with his LID initiative. Unfortu- with and adjusting the precise nuances of load plans,
nately. the Meyer concept embodied in the now de- tactics and techniques of that equipment: and, hence,
parted 9th Motorized Division was the superior idea, staying "plugged in" to the armor and logistic
and its demise left the Army with a conceptual void. schools and infrastructure of the Army.

What can the Army's experiment with "motor- At the same time, 9th Motorized Division infan-
ized" warfighting, in general, and motorized infan- try units maintained a superb dismounted capability.
try. in particular, teach us? The answer is, quite a lot. Unlike mechanized infantry encumbered with the
First, at least as measured by rotations to the Nation- maintenance and training implications of the Brad-
al Training Center(NTC). Fort Irwin. California, the Icy infantry fighting vehicle, motorized infantry
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units have more time available to practice dis- some of the toughest terrain at Yakima, Washington.
mounted operations. Moreover, a dismounted mo- The point is not that the LID unit's infantry skills
torized infantry unit pays a substantially reduced were not excellent--they were-but that the doc-
penalty in terms of soldiers left with the vehicles, trinal mind-set and the available equipment of the
from a maximum of only five soldiers down to a motorized concept enabled the motorized infantry to
more usual minimum of two or three. enter battle with conserved combat power and opti-

Another important, if less tangible, difference is mized dismounted and mounted skills. The dynam-
that soldiers transported in Bradleys "feel safer" and ics of modem land combat and associated technolo-
are less exposed to the elements than motorized in- gy are inescapable. "Why walk when we can ride?
fantry riding in the backs of M998T HMMWVs (the ... How can we carry all this stuff?"
specialized HMMWV troop carrier variant used in A broad solution to the issues raised by the above
the 9th Motorized Division infantry companies), discussion is to increase the emphasis on tactical and
protected only by a roll bar. In fact, there appears to operational mobility, lethality and survivability in
be a growing reluctance on the part of the Bradley- light force doctrine and design (not involving heavy
equipped infantry to dismount and operate indepen- armored ballioi, ?,'otection). Not addressed here
dently from the Bradley's perceived satety. [he mo- are some complex issues associated with such an
torized infantryman does not suffer from this emphasis, including the mix and type of brigades in"�separation anxiety" because the M998T HMMWV the lighter divisions, the nature of the combat sup-
provides mobility and supporting firepower but sim- port packages in those divisions and especially
ply does not impart the Bradley's sense of safety. whether to increase the amount of "light armor" in
All these factors produced rugged. highly capable light divisions, brigades and battalions.
motorized infantry with dismounted skills on a par The central focus of this discussion is the issue of
with LID. airborne and air assault units. light infantry itself, not the assault gun system or

The ability to dismount with finely honed infan- light armor and light cavalry. It should be noted that
try skills, but with physical strength and endurance the 2d Armored Calvary Regiment (ACR) (Light),
conserved, led motorized infantry to repeated train- Fort Polk. Louisiana--the principal "wedge" for fu-
ing triumphs, not only against armored units but ture innovation in light armor and light cavalry-
against a variety of opposing light infantry and US has relinquished motorized infantry units, though it
Marines. Of these many experiences, one of the retains a capability to dismount scouts for reconnais-
most vivid was Exercise CASCADE RAIN 86 in I sance and combat as part of the cavalry security mis-
Corps, where then Lieutenant General Norman sion and thus maintains a "dragoon" flavor and
Schwarzkopf Jr. pitted a LID task force against a orientation. Both the 2d ACR and light infantry
motorized one. The exercise concluded with the units have key roles to play in driving future light.
frozen, exhausted and poorly nourished LID unit de- but mobile and lethal. combat technology.
feated in detail by a mobile assault, which made its A simple first step to fixing the light infantry parl
initial penetration with dismounted motorized infan- of the lighter force equation is to sta t motorizing the
try infiltrating on their bellies through deep snow in light inftntry battalions and hrigades. This proposal

Strategic Lift Requirements for generally applies to whatever LID divisions and bri-
Various Lighter Forces gades will remain, plus the 82d Airborne Division-

(C-141 Sorties*) though there may well be a need to retain some300r "pure" light infantry forces within these divisions for
certain scenarios. Not addressed here is any specific

250 mix of forces or proposals to take some 82d Airborne
Division infantry units off jump status. This proposal

200 does. however, envision letting the 101st Airborne
Division (Air Assault), Fort Campbell, Kentucky,
already focused on operational and tactical mobility

150 and lethality, have more ground mobility assets for
its infantry units with which to experiment.

100 Motorizing light infantry battalions and brigades
should be a priority of the redesign discussion for a

50 force-projection Army, leading to an interim table of
organization and equipment design and some rapid
experimentation. Since the few motorized infantry

0.1 ltt Od Lil ln 1 3d Abln de Abn Ode (4t Mtz Ode companies at Fort Lewis. Washington, have just
•50,000.Lb aNowa cargo load been converted to light cavalry, the details of an in-
wmtantry elements 'motorzed' by adding 6 HMMWVs per platoon terin design proposal could b4, first sketched ot b.y
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a teani drawn from the ranks of those who have nus potential of integrating locally available wheeled
ser-ved in motorized infantrv units. mobility more effectively into their operations. once

A proposal to motorize light infantry units makes deployed.
sense when measured against various criteria as- 0 As foi resource constraints, motorized infantry
sociated with division redesign: is financially more expensive than a light infantry

e First. as far as designing to doctrine is con- force. The added expense, still far less than an ar-
cemed, motorized infantry aligns with the tenets in mored force, is worth it in terms of combat capabili-
the new US Army Field Manual 100-5, Operations: ty. A motorized infaintryfiorce is a good fit to Army
such units are more agile, versatile and tailorable: le- modernization objectives. Still very pro jectable com-
verage key technologies: and are more suited to com- pared to armored forces, motorized forces are much
bined arms action. better suited than light infantry to sustain and protect

* In terms of designing to mission, motorized infan- the force, win the battlefield information war, assist
tr' units have more core combat capability than light in precision strikes throughout the battlefield and
infantry units (with the exception of forcible entry, but dominate the maneuver battle.
ample capability already exists with airbome. air as- Ideally, then, motorized infantry forces will pro-
sault and Marine forces). Motorized forces tailor nice- vide the Army a mix of two critically important
ly to missions other than combat. There are many ex- worlds: the irreplaceable age-old skills and attitudes
amples. hut a prosaic one is the mission of fighting of dismounted infantry and the flair for the fast-
forest fires. Unlike a light or mechanized infantry unit, moving lethal operations associated with modeem ma-
a motorized unit simply convoys to the scene complete neuver warfare. The time is right for a bold con-
with all organic support and maintenance: if the tire is ceptual initiative to shape the Army's light infantr-,
not accessible by road. a rarity in these days of many divisions into it more agile. versatile and combat ef-
logging roads, the soldiers walk to the fire, with their fective too! with which to help execute the Army, s
ability to do so enhanced by having a robust organic new warfighting doctrine. MR
supporting base readily available.

* As far as designing tol/iwc"'-projection capabili- Colonel Peter F tlem'lv i.o the ("latrman o'f ili'
ties, adding wheeled mobility and additional equip- Joint (Chicls oj Staff (Oairthcde. .*attnal tiat
ment obviously carries a strategic deployment penal- Colh'ge. 4Adhjington, D.C(. Hic ho.% e'ried inn a v, I
ty. But the penalty is not extreme, and the LID itself ev, c!' ('rn ,and and It a/ 'qfi po. [ti i (Pe. ritGtmnI.
is the perfect example of the pitfalls associated with I ic'notn, Korea and tih( (Continental I mt'd 'Sasc
designing to arbitrary end-strength and deployability HIe s'lv'ed as c-hh hont I)i nine I)icon,.

parameters. Moreover, since motorized forces still .17. the' .ointr , Stt/i- ishington. (h .X" and u.%stfoi d

have sufficient time to maintain dismounted skills. the Chairman (Pithe/ oint (tic. • Jr SWart ilf he% •I•
oping Joint Publit ation 1. Joint Watrtaw of the t S

including airborne and air assault operations if nec- Armed Forces, and.loint Puhlic•'i,, 341. Doctnmc
essary, they- can deploy dismounted, with their ve- for Joint Operations.
hicles to follow. Their unit training focus offers a bo-

TURMOIL AND T'RIUMPH: My Year As 0 It only everyone would have listened, wekc
Secreta u of State by George P Shultz. 1,t84 would all be living in the elysian field,,.
pcmge Charle• Scrihner's Sons, New York. 1993. $30.00. (Plus, a substantial sum of money i,, usuall.

One of the quaint customs of ex-officials of the involved.)
national government is to immediately write a book These and other comparable activities usuallh
when they have concluded their tenure of office. result in a flurry of critical reviews, a spate of denials
This type of book is employed to assure that: by those accused of failing the republic, talk show

0 The author was, in fact, "Present at the Cre- extravaganzas, and in a few months. the worth\
ation."' tome is on the remainder bKokshelves for $1.95.

* The Republic would have perished without the This book, however, does not fit the mold. Secretarv
inspiration, guidance and leadership of the author. George P. Shultz best describes his intention in writ-

0 What for years were portrayed as "warm colic- ing the book:
gial relationships" were actually associations of "'As I looked into my records. I fell a renewed
mutual detestation. sense of excitement about what happened on my
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watch, and a desire to set out the flow of events, the seceri'ar of state and the national securit ads isor.
ho% s and the whys. as they appeared from my own No president has ever used his National Securits
angle ot view. Much had been accomplished during Council (NSC) or NSC advisor exactly the sanme as
these crucial years . .. When I started as.Se-retarN oýf any predecessor. For students of gokvermnent. the
State. the world was in tunmoil, and when I left relationship of the N.SC to the rest of any adminis-
office. the cold war was over and, after a struggle tration is a source of wonderful mnatcrial-gooid. bad
lasting over four decades, the idea of free and open and outrageous. Thle Reagan NSC has provided his-
political and economic systems4 had triumphed .. tonians such a bountiful crop that Luther Burbank
My objective has been to produce a living, histors'. Would be hard pressed to match the blossoms.
recreatinLe the scene as I experienced it. I wAas Schultz is not sparing in his characteri/aiions. it is
exposed to a fire hose of information and a kaleider refreshing to read such honesty. particularls Mihen it
scopic round of action. day after day, week after is (lone so courteously.
\%eek-s% ith an unrelenting pressure to porfon it and This book is not a story, but rathler it is a ,tud\
ani opportunity to make a difference .... " Any professional soldier %& ill tind appropriate les-

The secretars has been true to his objective. One sons of life and purpose in this remarkable b-ook.
cannot read this book without having the impression One final comment-it is, not a book to read in bed
of havinge a ringside seat at great events. This is a wxithout a system of wkeights and pulleC s--the 1, 18
historical record of six and a half years of one of the pages weigh inl at about I(X) pages per pound.
miost momentous decade,, of the '2Mth centurs'. The 1IG' Richard G. Trekri, U'SAf Retired, (lifton. iLrginia
dramatic develoipments in Lebanon. Grenada.____________________
[Lbs a. Panama. the Middle East, the Sos iet U.nion
and tentmeif-aeNulaFocTrts 100 MIOLES FROM BAGHDAD: With the
are all present in this volume. French in Desert Storm hy -tanie, J1 0iiiki. 22:1

The stories are told fromt the standpoint of a prin- page'z. tPraegier Publishers. kWestpo'rt. CT 1998 $,450)(.
cipal participant. Not only " as Shultz the secretary of* There are plent\ of Operation Dcscrt i f,uro
,.tate, but he brought to th~e joh: backeround that f " books purporting to reveal thle trith about boss the
in public life couild, or would be able to match: as, xxar xx as xx on oýr not xsott. ',lost come %kaih ani
dean at the University of Chicago. 1906 to 1908: a apenda: I larr Sutnimer's On) Naw~ie isens thai
tenuired profe~ssor al;It Stanfrd .ix iiersity: sec.retars of the sAar ended a malaise at the stratecic: lcxel oft thle
labor. 1 969 to 1 970: thle first direc-tor of the Office of Armed Forces, thle L'S Anus Itl particular: Bob
Management and Budget, 10970 to I 072: and secre- 'Aoodss ard 's f/IC (11P110- ,uohiioi/ 'vsflueIha things,
tars of the treasurs firom 1 972 through President atre still a mess at the top. xx hich (jencral 'Noriman
Richard Nixon's, administration. Ile served onl the Schss an k ipf Jr.'s inetnoi r doeis littl i't) contradi -it
President's Couni, l of Economic Adks tiors in ] 955 aInd RickAti iins('nh/ dnosrte ht
and \& as chairman of the President's Li itoottiic Ads i s mni'l its. ',erswe n\aIlrs a!)d poKlities still] Ci iunt. IiiCI C

iors Bo ard inl IOX I In itcorporate litfe. hc xx as presi- arc alls,)i a r nx um ttber of gloss) photograph
(lent i f the Bechtel ('orp iration. as xx elI as a memnber laden ''of fi~i, l' accounts. tnicIudt in th~e Ar\nn 'ss1i
if the board of several multinational corpornat ions. Certainh~ It wf ii XiNone of thiese ai.countit tell \\ hat

One particlarly infi innat is sectiio i,,taisclled lite wkar iks li ke Iroth thle si ldiet 's po int if \ cxx\ in.

''What RealI k Happened at Rc klas ik.' Acco rdintg foir that miatter, go nitudli beliis the to p leselN s si

to Schultz. far fromn lving the debacle that the press iconmmand -vxuept Lttecdiitall\.
pronomunced. 'The real its oif thle actual aclic cxtitnt .. ntis Naltonaml (I i urd I CUte mitt Coi lo nel Janie's
at Re) kjavik ironicalls itever misrcaitt the per'cep- J . Coiokie is ine oEittte first smldifier it, tell li!s part kit
tion cotivesed hs the scenes (nif Riinald I Reagan and thle stior\. ( msike is no ordinat' Noldier A' i~inket itl
IMi khail GI(orbachcs part intg at Iii ildi Hoi use and lt, kft ississippi Gumaid, lie Is al i a '111 el rsit\ piifoles
nvm owkit depressed aippearance atl jn press ci ii Ir si r \kh lIiteachIes .\ kal.a and Midle h FaIc I ~a tti istsir\ý
ence .. T'he aches enicntisat the Re\I~jkl~i ik summinit Fl uent iii I 'reitcl Ind able I0i ifo i101 iii tan ciC h\ Ini
were greater than tho se in aim t'S soi i it tieettile, Arabic., iioike fon ititm i li tieI in It gli dlemiand In [tift-
befinore, but the poptilar Perception of fili te i iutco ito Ill fall I n f I194Y, ('alled up. lie jointed thle X\'Il II iif inme
Iceland at the tiiti \&xxas one if nea.r disaster or near Coi rps I ntel I geIcI CIC 1( 12 pi In~ .tTi xal InI S.1iud I At\ i'l-.ib
farce. Over the years. that percept ioi handentte Itonh and thein 'Aft to tile' FIC0 (Aetill I~t I.ieh \t Anorit'
accepted truth.'' Diisiton. ri'ttcr kiiiis i ,is thle I):ieu't I hj)is'io.

Running thri im'h tut the Nx ilk is, the tenstiin and iXIkc ' ac, ickiUnti it his C31 ilUp, the if /P.IMtt trip
the realities of the relationship K-isseen the State fruit' '-llege priofessor iii ''nssC u' ' in the ciirps ( 12
Departmenetm and the Nat ionual ,'ecurit\ Cou'niitcil. fit is slimp eminipeIs attettin Hei ti' ckcr lioses lii sense i f
also. oit course, invuilves lthe relationshiip hemss cci'. thexxnder at this traitsfmrintatiiit or tifle iioit that a
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Mississ~ippi tanker might be useful to the airborne and counterinsurlgencx roles. Reorienting US rnili-
elite of the Regular Army. Conscious of the need to tary planning from th jungles of Vietnam to the
tell the story as it happened, his account is fresh. Soviet threat, the primary mission evolved into one
without pretention and. except in detail, is very like of killing tanks. T1his led to an airplane built around
that of the other 70.0(X) Reserve Component soldiers the 30mmn Gatling gun. sskith the Su~rVivabilits lea-
who did everything from pumping fuel to dying in tures necessary for the low and slow CAS environ-
Scud attacks. On this basis alone. his story is well ment-the A-10.
worth reading. After Vietnam, the A-10) community trained to

An already interesting story goes further when fight the tank armies of the Warsaw Pact and North
Cooke enters the Poste de Command of the Daguet Korea. A- 10 squadrons were deployed as, first-
Division as corps liaison officer. The French. enig- line-of--defense units in Europe and South Korea.
matic and sometimes obstreperous, are our oldest During operations Urgent Foun (Grenada) and lost
and sometimes most grudging allies. The story of Cause (Panama). the units were alerted or deployed
the Daguet and the eventual acceptance by the divi- but not used. All this changed \,hien Saddam Hius-
sion of its Americans, to a large extent, mirrors the scmn's forces invaded Ku" ait.
professional reconciliation of the French armny with In August 1990. during Operation Oesert Shiteld.
tts history, and its old ally. Cooke may overstate the the Air Force's primiam- task \Awas to gain and maintain
breach a bit: but it was there nonetheless. The air superiority. Two A--l0 squadrons., though. wecre
French and US armnies did put behind them their included in the initial deploymnirt package. Their
respective Vietnan wars and their own differences. mission was dedicated CASý Ior the 82d Airborne
Perhaps in forging a renewed relationship, the two Division. wAhichwas .,chargý,edI with holding the line in
armies have rivde it stronger. the sand" against the Iraqi anrior and mechanized

Cooke's recollection of the war and the complex infantry divisions. The 92d needled the A.-I--l0s firv-
post-hostilities operations in the Iraqi hinterland add power to defeat Iraqi armor. As the A-- 10's inission
dimension and texture to our understanding of the evolved and US Central Cotiimand planners prepared-
war byý bringing into it a thoughtful interpretation of' for the coming air and ,round oft'nsive. it became
the coalition and Reserve Component experience in ob\ ious that more A-- I Osý '. cet needed. When the air
the Gulf. His narrative on the fighting illustrates the war began 17 Janiiar'5 191. there were ,I\ A--It
anmbiguit\ of large combat operations from the per- squadrons operating fr~om baseLs in Saudi Arabia.
spective of a participant. Thoughtful. ev en provoca- Thogot. tercresA 0plt ri nbt
tive. Cooke has adv anced our understanding Of I)is- Arizona and Nevkada dSesers. Butt the Arabian Petn-
ert Storm in an entertaining and sensitive menmoir. onsttla deserts are inot the samne. Nor do loss and

C'0L Gregori F'ontenot, .IA. slos. terraint-niaskrig, techitiques1 atid unpredictable
S~chool ofAdvanced -idilani'Studes. 1'.SAa(;SC attacks tsshich alloss thle A--I1) to astild air defense

threat~s and deliver Its mnunitions beltore thle eneins
can coordinate its defenses i work Iin he flat. f-eatture -

WARTHIOG: Flying the A-1O in the Gulf less. deserts. Thle pilots anid their continander'. real
War by William L. Smatiwu~d. 24t pý*tgt'. BnLra'.*v tied theN would need nest tactics, to fiaht .111d LurA I\ C~
US., Ijn., MCIta~n, VA. Il993t $220 M. But "Ho' dInvers are nothirire. it'not ino nih t i sc,

A nuniber of A 101 pilots are nmx friends. I have Sniallsscxxl chronicles the pr0(NS the~se dedicated
heard their stories and bought them beer just to keep wkarniors usedI to prepare ihicninsels fo r the coiningi
them talking about 'what they did in thle \Aar.- But st ar. InI thle nitlll ith' etA Wi-e XiTi% sI, I rgII thea~ter and
I was not sure I would enjox ii jrti e I thlought it thle start of the air ss ar. thle pi lot, and ilh qii~c Inuadro
might be just another "I was. there'' Nx~k . While ss eapoitn tactics officersN d10611 elMl~'d taught11 then1
sometimes fun, this ty pe book can be verx tiarrow iii sCel' I's~r nest IC tatcand proi.-iiltre lor CIn~ploitIs i
its oi fentatioin v\ ithout the \A tiler perspeet i e a miti lieH i_1C\~ r scl\isOieshxblisc tl'5ild kesp l iter i
tar\ practitioner \k ants or needs. alisve ss ii I ptti'.diiii i w te S Vnimih le bei ( -

VtIart/ici,. though. is, more like a historical nosvel or porssible, Whlenl IleM1 %air bti egan. fles *s i \ IC Ic'ds
at well -written new spapet art ileC. I ci in Id 1101 It pil it Thu n10igt diui ilk' ir \ IlON sscrc asii ncud rot'
(1(1stn. William I.. Sniallwisoxl is, not an A 10) pilot. si1tI Oili. ter thant ('-*\S ainiied icttiiols.inaicýnc.
but he understands men w ho lis anid tile Warthoo battlefield air ititerdicion. Stud i hntimog. toigt C \S
din nr'.' lose affair w i l their mitssion and the ir air uriflace lto air niii si Ii' stiopressNiI 111tn( ee ati &pMIK
craft. His blending oht personal anecdotes wAith titssiotis tiskiitgs not no riniiatI\ eis en to thec relat
absorbing narrative toi tell the stor\ (t ic th 10It in its, tIsel _ unso1,phisticated A- Ill. STIIal~si~k(l doe' a ' i~ool
f'irst w~ar is, great ijob descrnbuin hi~ fiss il'quadri ns aind the it citiI

In the I1971k. thle ( S Air Force tiieded to ri'place ina~nders its i'cinre tht' IrniiriaitiN oft theiri .ircrailt.
the '\ I Sk'.raider itt the close' air suppoMrt If - \S aIccepted tIVI'i tissigiietl ansstnd u pt'pais'd their
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people for them. Ho offers a commander's version of Fortunately. this area is the book's strong point. The
the process and then compares it to another version of origin and growth of the movement is traced, as are
the same story from the line pilot's perspective. One its activities in Western Europe and the United
is struck by the bond between the commanders and States. It is astonishing to find the subject of recent
their pilots, and that this was clearly a teamn effort. newspaper headlines in a scholarly work.

Warthoig is a personal and a unit perspective oif The repeated Arabic anda Farsi (Iranian) names
hoxk theater-level decisions affected the men who slow the flow% of the narrative to Western readers.
fought. It is a story of aviation warriors who threw The lack of an index is a serious drawback to an imn-
"the book" away and. As ith their beloved "ugly" air- portant work on the subject of terrorism in the I199(K.
planes. went to war and camne home heroes. They Given the extensive terrorist support network un-
proved the worth of anl airplane the Air Force lead- covered by the author, there is much more on this
ership had intended to delete from the inventory. A topic to be written.
back cover quote by Lieutenant General Charles A. Ke% in L. Jamison, Kansas t'ity, Missouri
Homer. Air Force component commander. says it _________________

all: -1 take hack everything I said about the A-lOs.
I love them. They're saving our asses." The Gulf' AFTER THLE STORM: The Changing Mill-
War assured the A-t0o a place in the Air Force' N tary Balance in the Middle East bs AnthonY H.
post-'Cold War inventory. Smiallwi~xxl's Vtarth(Pg Cordesman. 811 pagesi '.½stviess Pre~s, Boulder. CO.
assures the A-l10 an honored place in history. 199:3. $68.50.

LTC' Richard D). Neiston. t'SAI. Head- Anthony H. Cordesmian has given us a pilc of
quariters. US Special Operations C'ommiand. information onl the trends in anlis and potential ann'i

Maecfill Air Force Base. Florida use in ime Middle East in.-After Ti Slorot. This book
_______________________________is a compendium of data, tables, sources and analy ses

of rvcent history and politico-military conflict in the
TARGET NMER1CA & THE WEST: Ter- lands that stretch from the Mahgreb around the Horn
rorisirn Today by Yo,,wf'i'l&xan.;ky 461 S. 1) t. of Africa, across the Red Sea, up into the Arabian
Hooks. Inc., New York. 199:3. $5.94 paptvrback. Peninsula and Mesopotanmia. across the Zargos

Claire Sterling, wrote i/ic h',ror N'etw'ork 12 Mountains into Iran and back again to the Near- East.
\ears ago. exposing international terrorism as the As you might expect, this m-akes for a hie book
creature of the Soviet Union. Yossel'Bodansky per- and one niot filled wkith mnany pleasant thoughts.
form,, the sarne serv ice, exposine radical Islam. It is This is a version of the International Institute's
interestingL that mlany of the samec names, organi/ta- annual mnilitary balanice wArit large, focused onl one
tions and countries appear in b'oth hooks. This sug- particular (and frightening) region of the world. The
gests that these groups have all agenda that is niot viess is of a seething, cauldron of nationalistic fern or
tied to anx ideolog'.. mixed wvith heavy doses of' religious fundamnental-

Thec ideological basis for recent tcr~ri-osin is flun- isil of ever'. Stripe and ethnic hatreds v~hosc bloodJ-
dainentalist Islain. It is niot nessk to see relicion used lusts dclv satiation. And boiling oser in thle middle
as at lf dit4 ii I dcidoein nor is it coi iil led to Is~lam. oif the [,)of are anis, arms and nmoie arms: combat
TIhe author traces thýe itevs terror iletsork to thle aircraft. air defense \Aeapons, tanks, antitank \%eap-
.muthoritariaut Sit' ite branch oft Islam, made famous oils. mlissiles, nuclear s.%eapons. chIemical weapions.
h\ the .\'. an llalt K Is inein i. With oil inonec . res ol u- biological \Aeapoil.ons. gulls, gunsgis, and onl and onl
tio iar'. etithusiasni and tot ssii utar\ ,eal. agentis of and( on. ('ordesmnan takes it look t them all, tries to
the Iranian g isernmteilt Ilave co opted exist i g put them11 illstrategic conltesxt andt help thle reader fig'
I slarnlic and Middle E~astern orean i atOils. [il' tire out whlla it all nleails.
author at last anss~ ers tile quest ion oif wh\l' tire Pales - Thlerein lies thle lilmit of tile hoo~k. B3\ itscl . it caki
iii nanl ternorist organ i at iiils \%er crciot Uiileashed oi1 not tell you whfat It all illealls. V111,1t is Ill issing are theC
tlie West du it ic! the t1,1 War. [Hie poilitical leadet - deeper sOcial, CuIt ural. Iiisti nc. economic, political
slilli 41I thte Paesikne I Literattio at( rgiii/atiiii allied 111d religiouLs rooits that inlspire suel at lunatic artis
it seIt ss ith Iraq. but the Nuppx irt T~ldssorlks I or its icr- spiral an~d lend it at logic of its 05'n. iT.he author tInes
orinst s had h-ei taken i cr h\. I rain. wilich cri Iii~ed to helep there h\ in)CIuin~lfg at 1ot1V -r71ti11i1lg. if' tinle\ -
",II ath i ,It Iraq su fler. halatst i'We hi hI igraplt- The otie book riot li sted. but

I nie autittlr ci sers thle ideoboi (ic t radical Ilund:0 Ie that I \&.ou~ld stiggest as at colinparton to0 1N Ol 'ie.
tlittral 1st I slant. its spiread atid oikaso aal prainnt tati is I 'h boias [riedittan s I Ppi ivi U.'ho h, I. 'o10 II Pit

allilance M. till si'lk t1 11i1 1'Iitsla cenis i h IN n 111 (1111 Ikic cl akes (tile reader lin Illcroci sill through ilk'
taielc. llic traitilne of car batilxrs is titterestitig. asl lith riiitl oif perceptual distotitolls and( distenlded
is the ideam thait thle tneed traitin ()f mi tore ittipor emtotionts lit iortl\ 1k'ci onier tit (the regioni discuss~ed
taniic 1,(is ole i irea ii,'t. tal tind supliqsi lemils' hik \ ( 'rdestitiit
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After the Storm is not the type of book you read written by those who openly support one side of- the
from beginning to end. The plot line does not carry question to the detriment of the other, their agendas
you along, and soon your eyes are floating upward often being far from secret, tainting any claimed
from the rising tide of' unending arms details that impartiality with suspicion. This book ha's refresh-
flood the Middle East. But it is the kind of book you ing objectivity.
keep handy so that when the next horrific spasm of The theme is the Palestinians' struggle for nation-
bloodletting splatters across the news media you ality. which the authors date from the '"Arab Revolt"
have a source to check out what pool of weaponry, of 1834, against Ibrahim Pasha of' Egypt. who
enabled it and where the spillage is likely to lead. In briefly cor..rolled that pant of the Ottoman Empire
short, this is a sobering book for sobering times. (from 1831 to 1940). Pasha's harsh taxation, con-

COt. Jamecs R. M~cDonough, USA, Southern scription and other measures caused the whole pop-
European Task Force Infanfty Brigade, Vicenza, I1il ulation of Palestine. which included Christians. Jews.

________________________________and others, as well as Arabs. to rise up against him.
The revolt was crushed with ferocity'. Ibut it sowked

PALESTILNIANS: The Making of a People the seeds of' nationalism in the clan--centered.
by Baruch Kimmerling and Joel S. Migdal. 396 pages. agrarian so~ciety' of the Arab inhabitats.
The Free Press. New York. 1993. $29.95. These seeds developed in the late 19th cenlturs.

This is a most timels. readable and inforniative when Jewish immigrant settlemients were fiunded.
"work onl a subject of current international controver- and. both Arab Palestinians and Jewish settlersý
*s-the Patlest inian s-and will be, of immense value developed political opposition to eachi other. WVor Ld
to anyone involed in or interested in the "Palestine War I brought about the dissolution of the Ottonaiui

Question. Most books onl this subject seemi to be Empire. when the Bnitish assumed the Mandate for

P=S IN REVIEW
THE LITTLE BIGHORN Wnittetn with clarity detail and lIsd~minaiiinu, -idehar biographies. this little
CAMPAIGN: March- book wNill delight and elucidate. Continuing the "Great C'ampaigni" senes.
September 1876 by Wayne the book underscores thle Seventh Casalrv's conspictious shortage of'. in
Michael Sarf 312 pages. Combined modemn parlance. commnand and control between 24 and 26 June 1876.
Books, Inc., Conshohocken, PýA. t993. ikrýnas eea ereCserfatittdti fot mti
$22.95. LcmmsGnrlGol utrfamne i 1oi mn

uninspired and lackadaisical suhlorditiate leaders \who did riot uniderstand
his, intent. And all seemied to have mk111judl-ed the Plains Indians' total
numibers. conviction and cot ll-petence.-'( Arthur ". MceMaster,
US.4R. 'S Special Operations Command, Macifill. Air Force Base, Florida

LEITERS HOME: Henry EnlistIing at age 10 as at private in the 6t1 WViscotisiti Regimtenit. lienr\
Matrau of the Iron Brigade. Matrau served four \ears in the Anns of the Pototniac. Ketnaikahka. hle
Edited by MarviatReid -(reen. t66 rose to the rank of 'captain, lie wkitneCssed s41ch dec~isIe and fatuousn
p~iigi'. Unive'rsity of Nebraska Pres, naeet t, .t\ruv od iriradtl .ceo eesu-

I I s letters hion ie describe hr s mnans battles and offer lascinatiig, insight'.
into the hor ed( iti of camip lifhe, the hardships in iposed h% lkiv rg in the
field. lthe irren'Iulan%(ts (iifte I'S Arrm pa systemnarid thle otonenne to wee
farnil and trietids. --MA.1 ArthurT'. ( nuinhe. I 'S. R. ROTC (adet(Com-
mand. I'oflMonroe. Viminiua

THE ORIGINS OF SDI, D oniald R. lidUConri1 lass the griunud%%ork hor understainding the future of
1944- 19831 bv Donald Rt Nliviozni ballistic in isi~c Ic deiln'rne. A' hi sloin an for the tom icr Strategcic eh eiA fisllI
276 ilwgi, Vt nivers) tY P'ri-s i kon..n" t tati'. e 1)1 ofice. iaicnci inni asneijolls sumintlari/es the earls litsin rN ot

Anwrn 'wi' K$ 1992 ~the SIDI pm igrant. now, ktim mii as thle Ballistic Mt ssiIl' IX' l'rsi' proigramn.
Adrimiri i strati rs. and thm sew \hit funid such programs,. w n ud hi o well to
read hlis studý filie sante quest ii is no\w be ing asked albiu detenise and

Force Rawe. &cnn'
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Palestine, while the Balfour Declaration gave politi- principle." Both Palestinians and Israelis realize that
cal impetus to Jewish settlers. The Arab Revolt neither -can make the other disappear," and that his-
(1936 to 1939) in protest against Jewish immigra- tory has linked, and is still linking, the two peoples
tion. furthered the cause of Arab Palestinian nation- and their national movements. The hope expressed
alism. The State of Israel was founded in 1948, and is that new leadership on both sides may bring prag-
its wars against Arabs are well documented, as are matic tolerances leading to peaceful arrangements.
Palestinian misfortunes. Palestinians came into COL Fdgar O'Ballance,
existence "largely through their interaction with the British Army, Retired, Matlock England
Jewish people and the Jewish State."

In this carefully researched history, the authors
take us through the painful travails of Palestinian HITLER'S DIPLOMAT: The Life and
political development, including reconstruction of Times of Joachim von Ribbentrop by John
the Palestinian nation: dispersal: rebirth and resis- Weitz. 376 pages.Ticknor & Fields. New York. 1992. $25.0)
tance: and the Path under Occupation. Uncomfort- Perhaps no regime in history has attracted as much
able events, such as the "'armed struggle." have not scrutiny and justifiable condemnation as that of the
been omitted, but are analyzed reasonably and fairly. Third Reich, and of Adolf Hitler and his henchmen.
being neither glossed over nor omitted. The analysis Here. at last, is the first full-length English-language
takes the reader beyond the usually accepted stereo- biography of Joachim \on Ribbentrop. Hitler's
type of Palestinians. chief diplomat and foreign minister. Author John

The authors optimistically believe the Palestini- Weitz, an 6nmigrr from Hitler's reich in 1938. has
ans are maturing politically and that a new leader- completed a lifetime of research and examined a
ship will abandon "anti-Zionism as an organizing wide artray of primary sources to present not only a

SUICIDE CHARLIE: Those who cringe and hiss at movies or hooks with technical errors w ill
A Vietnam War Story by not enjoy Suide' ('hareic. But. as a narrative of the draftee experience
Norman L. Russell. 189 page,. from basic training through a Vietnam tour to discharge and bew'yd,
Praeger Publishers. WEstport. CT. r
1993. $19.95. Noman L. Russell's txxk is well ,Xorth the reader's time. Russell

includes all his Vietnam experience, wAarts and all. So. the reader should
forgive him for anu occasional lapse in terminology and enjoy the short.
ver- readable narrative found within.-3l'(' Paul A. Rohde Jr., 'SA,
Retired, Hickor" llilh, Illinois

KUWAIT: The Transforma- This hxok is a gexot general reference that touches almost all aspects of
tion of an Oil State by life in Kuwait. Jill Crystal's analysis is mostly successful. t nlioru-
,Jill (Crystal. 194 pages. Westview natelh, she looks at Kuwait only through the "rich and [nllnous scope."
Press, Bolder. CO. 19q2. $37.50. 1 had" hoped tier analysis would be more balanced, %kith Kuw ail's eco-

nomic difficultics also elaboraied. No one can den' thai oil has
alf'cted Kowaiti soielv but not to the degree ('rvsial states. Ktowait
societv has ri ts • in common with other (GuIfstates. the Arab world and
the Islamic \&orld that have nothing to do with oil. -- 11"" ousef Hus-
%ain All. Kuwaidi Army, Hawalli. Kuwait

THE NAZI ELITE. Ediited 1)v Jiw i,'azi IFite is in important addition to tile corpus of know,% ledge on
Ronald Snk,'wr and RaIuner Zitetlnann. Nazi (;erlil\. It is excellcent from ncarl, e\ er\ standpoint scholarl\.
259 pagtes 'The New York tnivm'rsitav concise, inlornnatie and liighl, readable oll.erinl fresh perspect'.•1 ics
lr'.s. New York t1KKt $.tS 1(X-

on [the hislor ifi Na i (lennan'n and the imolltvations o1 its leading pol it -
ical figures. lthc contributing authors exanmine the most recent scholar
ship and source materials, including endlnoles and anl annotated bibltog-
raphy. ['he trailslation oft ihe (Gienran essays is generally superb. I rec
o1nonend thi, blok tio anllVone interested in tihe Na/i rise to po\wer o•
( ienuan m ii okl War I1. M %J Scott R. \lct'en. IS•A, Combat Stud-
ie% Instrtut, I 'lr.t('YS('
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superb biography but also an in-depth look into Ber- scribed the real, sometimes unglamorous role of the
fin's cabaret society of the interwar period. Counter Intelligence Corps (CIC) in its support of

Born in 1893, Ribbentrop was a late convert to tactical operations. Edward Koudelka's Counter-
the Nazi cause. i ot joining the party until 1932. Well Intelligence: The Conflict and ti/e Conquest and
known in Berlin's social circles, due in no small part William A. Owens' Eve-Deep in Hfell: A Memoir (J
to his marriage into one of the city's most prominent the Liberation of the Philippines, 1944-45, have
families. Ribbentrop's experience as a linguist and been notable exceptions. but they have reached only
translator attracted Hitler's attention. He worked his a limited audience.
way from "adviser to the F•'rer," to the post of The appearance of Case by Case, whose author is
ambassador to the Court of St. James in London not onl, an experienced CIC agent but a profes-
and. ultimately. to the position of foreign minister in sional writer of style and wit, is therefore doubly
1938. Ribbentrop listed a number of diplomatic welcome. lb Melchior, a Danish immigrant to the
accomplishments, including the Anglo-German United States. placed his extensive knowledge of
Naval Agreement of 1935. the Anti-Comintem European languages and culture at the disposal of
Pact and the Soviet Non-Aggression Pact of 1939. the US government in 1942. He underwent the full

Weitz. however, portrays his subject in less than training program for espionage agents of the Office
flattering terms, more as a "vessel adrift" than a of Strategic Services, only to see his mission corn-
skilled diplomat. A self-promoting opportunist, promised just before he was to parachute into occu-
Ribbentrop favored 19th-century power bloc poli- pied territory.
tics while Hitler thought in 20th-century ideological Instead, he was transferred to the US Anus 's
and racial terms. Prone to diplomatic gaffes due to CIC. where he ultimately accompanied the US XII
his lack of foreign policy experience. Ribbentrop's Corps across France. Belgium. Gemrnan and
influence rapidly waned once war began in 1939. Czechoslovakia. In the process. he was able to use
By 1943. German diplomacy was at an end. Hitler his training in both espionage and counterespionage.
and the military conducted the war, and the party living the type of real- tite adventure that he later
controlled the occupied territories. recorded in a series of noelsc. In 19910. he and his

In an effort to secure favor with the Ftihrer. Rib- wife retraced the step,, of this campaign to visit the
bentrop directed the foreign ministry to assist in the scenes lie descrilbes in this memoir.
"Final Solution." That decision resulted in disas- Melchior's true tale is filled with the ,,uspense and
trous personal consequences. Contrary to his later daring one expects in an espionage novel. On one
claims that he was ignorant of the subsequent atroci- occasion, he masqueraded as an SS officer to help a
ties. Kbhn,,n~p, following the war. was tried and Gentan scientist deflect to US lines. Later. he cap-
condemned as a Nazi war criminal. Uniepc",t-qi to lured the commander and staff of one of" Hitler's
the end, he was hanged on 16 October 1946. "Werewolf" groups before it could launch guerrilla

What makes this biography so interesting and attacks in thie US rear areas.
shocking is Weitz's success in portraying the histori- T'hroughout his book, Melchior carefully pro-
cal background that gave rise to the national support sides the context of the time. the mind set of both
Hitler and the Nazi Party enjoyed in Genmany. The the Gentmans and the Americans. While describing
author's claim that hardly a secure, intelligent per- the appalling genocide carried out hb the Nazi
son fell completely under Hitler's spell is dubious at regime, he also illustrates how ssome "ordinars-
best; the reality is the majority of the nation will- Gennans retained a contempt for all foreigners-a
ingly accepted Hitler. Germany, like Ribbentrop. contempt that has reappeared this \ear in violence
placed its faith and trust in a madman more con- against reftugees.
cemed about his own destiny than that of his people. Perhaps equally impotant to niilitars readers v,
In a sense, the nation, like its maniacal leader and Melchior's generous accoUnt of the other fiunctions
its notorious fo•:eign minister, received its due. of tactical intelligence. funcion., that rarel\ appear in

('OL ('Cole C. Kingseed, USA. historics of the ,sar. While espionage and signal
US Miliary. Academy. WestIPoint.New York intelligence have drasvn extensive attention, the

author describes the functions and ,,alue of photo-
graphic interpretation, prisoner-tof '-ar interrogation

CASE BY CASE: A U.S. Army Counterintel- and order of battle records.
ligence Agent in World War HI by lb Melchior :W4 In short, ( a.w /% ( a.w is both an engrossine
peags. Presidio PI-m, Novati, CA. 1993. $21.95 adventure story and an e\ ocatise account of it war

For decades, motion pictures and novels have that is now fading in modein memor. 'This is enter
sensationalized the secret striggle of espionage dur- tainlent and histor, in the sane package.
ing World War II and the ('old War. By contrast. l, .hiathan %,f. 1iCu'.A,. I
dunnu this time. relativels Ifew studies., have de- (aithemburm . farviand
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JEFFERSON DAVIS: The Man and His good man but not a great one: "Lincoln was Lincoln.
Hour by William C. Davis. 784 pages. Harper Collins a man of myriad quirks and failings, who yet could
Publishers, New York. 1991. $35.00. govern his weaknesses; Davis was Davis. and was

William C. Davis. a prolific Civil War historian governed by them." This is a thorough. insightful
with numerous campaign histories and biographies effort by William C. Davis that is well worth the price.
to his credit, has produced an exhaustive biography LTC Peter S. Kindsvatter, USA, Retired,
of Confederate President Jefferson Davis. Tte Horsham, Pennsylvania
author draws almost exclusively from primary
sources, notably the papers and correspondence of
Davis, his wife Varina, and man), others, to objec- THE CIANDESTINE BUILDING OF
lively portray Davis* complex character. LIBYA'S CHEMICAL WEAPONS FAC-

While the author claims to describe only a "life.'" TORY. A Study of International Collusion by
not 'the life and times" of the South, he nevertheless Thomas C Wiegete 199 pages. Southern Illinois Univer-
succeeds in establishing the historical stage upon sity Press. Carbondale, IL. 1992. $29.95.
which Davis acted. Further, the author provides Thomas C. Wiegele, late director of the Program
insight into the times through the words and actions for Biosocial Research and professor of political sci-
of his subject. one of the South's foremost advo- ence. Northern Illinois University. uses the construc-
cates. In enumerating Davis' avid proslavery argu- tion of the chemical wcapons tactor- at Rabta.
ments. for example. the author presents the argu- Libya. as a case study. He examined how a Third
merits of all proslavery Southerners, arguments that. World nation has been able to build a chemical
as misguided as they seem today, were then firmly weapons capability in a world climate committed to
held as gospel. limiting the spread of such weapons.

Although over half of this massive work is How Libya's factory happened w ill be of great
devoted to the Civil War years, the details of Davis' interest to those seeking to limit the proliferation of
earlier life are not neglected. The reader can see weapons of mass destruction. Wiegele presents his
Davis' character develop, long before he became thoughts on the factors that statesmen need to con-
president of the Confederacy, through his gradua- sider as they seek to restrict the spread of chemical
tion from the US Military Academy. West Point, and biological weapons. He points out. hov,%ccr.
New York: his service in the harsh, drab environ- that the next case will naturally he difflrent. lie
ment of the Frontier Army: his resignation to soberly notes that it will likely he even more sophis-
become a Mississippi planter and slave owner: and ticated and deceptive.
his increasing interest in local politics. The author first viewed the Libyan programn as a

He was elected to the US House of Representa- success in restraining the spread of chenical ,eap-
tives in 1845 but left in 1846 to command a regi- ons. The charge by the United States in D)ecember
ment of Mississippi volunteers in the Mexican- 1987, that Libya was pursuing this project attracted
American War, earning considerable famne. He then wide attention in the media and led to at major
served in the US Senate and as secretary of war to international conference on chemical eapolns,
President Franklin Pierce. Wiegele reversed this sanguine view as his research

Following the secession of the deep Southern led to the conclusion that not only had Libya been
states from the Union, Davis was elected by a con- successful in obtaining a chemical weapons factor\
vention at Montgomery, Alabama. to be the ('onlicd- but that it was not likely to he deterred from further
eracy's first president. The author details the worka- development.
holic Davis' heroic efforts to form a goverunent and Wiegele begins b, describing the conflict
an army from scratch in a new nation whose mem- between Libya and the United States that led to the
her states were more inclined toward states' rights 1987 charge. He then cxamines the international
than nationalism, reaction. Libya denied the charge, asserting that it

Davis' wartime shortcomings are chronicled: his was just building a pharmaceutical factor\. Presi-
tendency to support favorites well beyond the point dent Ronald Reagan hinted of possible military
of their showing incompetence: tis inability to curry action but also :alled lor an international conference
the favor and support of (ongress. the press and his to explore ways to present the proliltration of
state governors: his weakness for "yes-' men: and his chemical weapons.
obstinacy and aloofness. Davis' strong points are The 1989 Parns Chemical Weapons ('onl.rencc,
aim) included: his devotion as husband and father, his which Wiegele describes in some detail, was the
compassion. intelligence, determination and bravery, result. The role of Germnan industry in developing

Ending with an excellent analysis of Davis' char- the chemical weapons tactorn is fullN discussed as is
acter. the author sees his dcp insecurity as the cause the reaction of the governments and press in (er-
of his flaws. Because of these flaws. Davis was a inani ;Lnd the Uniited States.
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This is an excellent examination of one case of O'Hanion believes that evidence supports the case
chemical weapons proliferation. Wiegele provides for assigning the Reserves exclusively to combat
good documentation of his sources and includes a support and combat service sup-oxrt functions. He
useful bibliography on the topic. He not only pre- concludes that the nature of probable future crises
sents the historical facts but does so in a way that will demand a rapid response from deployable corn-
builds an intellectual franiework within which to bat forces. He points out that Reserve combat divi-
study and deal with future cases of proliferation. sions and brigades cannot be ready quickly enough.

The work is, however, restricted to analysis of unlike support tomiations that do not need as much
information in the public realm. For this reason it postmobilization training.
must be viewed as tentative, subject to refinement as Central to the book's thesis is the assumption that
more information becomes available. This should not force planning must depend upon probable war-
take away from the book's value. Wiegele's work is fighting missions. O'Hanlon contends that human-
an important study of interest to all concerned with itarian or similar missions should not be the ration-
controlling the spread of weapons of mass destruction, ale for future force posture. In fact. he strongly

Daniel E. Spector, Command Historian, US Army advocates avoiding civil wars completely.
Chemical School, Fort McClellan, Alabama The military. professional will undoubtedly take

issue with both the book's bottom line and the
THE ART OF WAR IN THE AGE OF assumptions that lead there. For example. the defi-
PEACE: U.S. Military Posture for the Post- nition of vital interests is too narrow and ignores, the
Cold War World by Michael E. O'Hanlon. 159 pages. fact that human rights are of vital interest to the
Praeger Publishers, Westport, CF. 1992. $42.95. United States. Simpl, because that area is the murk-

A 4(X).(X)O-soldier Active Army of 10 divisions? iest and most difficult to deal w ith bN means of mili-
Eighteen tactical tighter wings? Eight carrier battle- tar' force does not exclude it.
gr, ups*? These are among the proposals suggested However. the author's presentation is an honest
h, the author based on his analysis of the force pos- attempt to establish reasonable parameters for defin-
ture necessary to give credible US power projection ing and deriving ,, hat force posture we need to meet
capability for the foreseeable future. our national security requirements. The result. al-

While these numbers are strikina in their dramatic though not stimulating reading. is a color,,t and ,.om-
departure from the base force propoed by the pelling case that provides an excellent marker along
George Bush administration. Michael E. O'Hanlon's the path of the debate. Additionall\. the endnotes
position is a reasoned argument for a smaller force for each chapter provide a wealth of information and
that will accommnodate significant budget reductions sources tor expanded study.
and still allow sufficient force to overwhelm poten- The price of this book. as \ell as its limited rele-
tial adversaries. O'Hanlon sees that modemization vance bey(' id the cunent dow, nsiing debate. recoin-
and mobility are key to the smaller forces retaining mend against its addition to the personal library.
their relative advantage. tie argues that as many as Nevertheless. anyone seriously interested in grappling
40 fast sealilt ships are necessary to ensure that we with the rationale for shaping our future deliznse estab-
can put force where we need it quickly. lishmcnt ought to spend some time with this book.

A particularly contentious proposal concerns the ti'C I•ouglas I). Brisson. .S.t,
role of the Reserve Components in the future. Office of thetC hefqftaf, SAq IArmnv. VuWashington, D.(.

Military Review has Moved!
To make way for the refurbishment of Funston Hall, Military RevieWs home

for 40 years, we have relocated to Truesdell Hall. All correspondence should
be sent to:

Military Review
Truesdell Hall, Bldg. 225
USACGSC
Fort Leavenworth, KS 66027-6910

Our telephone and fax numbers remain the same.
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USS Missouri Down the Ways
T The USS Missouri, constructed at the It also provided gunfire support for the

Brooklyn Navy Yard in New York, was the landings on Iwo Jima and Okinawa. On 15
"All last battleship to be completed by the July 1945, the 16-inch guns of the ship

United States during World War II. It was joined in bombarding the Japanese home
.. christened on 26 January 1944 by Margaret island of Hokkaido in the first surface at-

Truman, daughter of Senator Harry S. tack on Japan.
. Truman of Missouri. The Missouri entered rokyo Bay on 29

The Missouri entered the Pacific in No- August 1945 and, on 2 September 1945,
- vember 1944 and, beginning in January served as the site where representatives

. 1945, served as a screening ship for aircraft of Japan and the Allied nations signed the
carriers during air strikes against Japan. instrument of surrender.


